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Technical Note 

Although it would certainly have been preferable to have done so, I was 
not able to establish critical texts for many of the passages cited in the following. 
However, in so far as possible and practical, I have attempted to cite the best 
texts . 

For Pali, I have referred to the editions of the Pali Text Society, but with 
reference also to the edition of the sixth (Burmese) council edition, published 
in devanagari by the Vipassana Research Institute. 

For Chinese, I have in principle cited only the Taisho edition, although I 
am aware that it is sometimes far from perfect. I am responsible (or irresponsible) 
for the punctuation of the Chinese citations, although for the Dfrghiigama I 
have had the advantage of being able to consult the punctuated text in the 
recent and excellent Gendaigoyaku Agonkyo Joagonkyo. I made use of electronic 
texts for searching, but always confirmed readings in printed editions. 

For Sanskrit texts, I have attempted to verify manuscript readings whenever 
possible, although I have used as is the transcriptions of scholars such as 
Waldschmidt and Toda. Note that what I refer to as the Kashgar manuscript 
might more properly be called the Khadaliq manuscript; I refer to it, however, 
by the name under which it is usually cited. 

* * * * * * 

* Just as the camera-ready copy of this monograph was completed, I learned 
of the existence of an old Italian translation of T. 5, Fo banniehuan jing {��?Jem 

��, by Carlo Puini, Mahaparinirvana-Sutra, ovvero, Illibro della totale estinzione 
del Buddha nella redazione cinese di Pe-fa-tsu. Cultura dell'anima 2 1  (Lanciano: 
R. Carabba, 1 9 1 1) .  Apparently reprinted in 1 9 1 9  and 1 928 ,  it was at least 
partly published earlier in Giornale della Societa Asiatica Italiana 22 (1 909). I 
have been unable to see this translation. 
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Introduction 

Dem bones, dem bones, dem dry bones 
Dem bones, dem bones, dem dry bones 
Dem bones, dem bones, dem dry bones 
Don't you hear the word of the Lord� 

(Traditional Negro Spiritual) 

It is no exaggeration to say that the single most central spiritual and philo
sophical question in all Buddhist traditions is: What is a Buddha? And this is a 
question which is, in almost all cases, equivalent to the question: Who is our 
Buddha, Sakyamuni? Even discourses which seem to, and which on some level 
certainly do, address quite different questions may frequently be understood 
to also talk, on another level, about what we might, in a strict sense, call 
"Buddhology," the doctrine of Buddhahood. 1 Therefore, when we study 
Buddhist literature, we would do well to remain aware of levels of discourse 
other than those which appear on the surface. If Buddhist texts are, among 
other things, also often speaking about, or presupposing, some vision of the 
nature of Buddhahood, the only sure way to perceive that vision is to understand 
precisely what the texts are saying, on all levels. To say this is really to say 
nothing more than that all hermeneutics requires, first and foremost, a reliable 
philology. While, then, it is only when we begin to pay careful attention to 
what texts say that we begin to understand what they mean, we must remember 
that we are rarely, if ever, the first to have paid attention to classical Buddhist 
texts . And while those within the tradition who came before us naturally had 

There are a number of variant versions of this song, which is well known through its 
series of verses beginning "The toe bone connected to the foot bone," and so on. 

For an example of apparently strictly economic discourse which is nevertheless also to be 
read as an exercise in Buddhology, see Silk 2002b. 



2 Introduction 

agendas often radically different from our own, we can always learn from 
them. The records of earlier readers of Indian Buddhist scriptures, moreover, 
are not found only in self-consciously commentarial works. 

Translations too function as a quite obvious form of commentary or exegesis: 
they restate a (perceived) meaning in other words, albeit also in a different 
language. This approach to translation as commentary can, naturally, have 
valuable implications for our understanding of the older literature of Indian 
Buddhism. It gives us another tool, in addition to the studies of grammar and 
lexicography, and the interpretations of indigenous commentaries , with which 
to approach what should be one of our central goals as historians, namely to 
gain an appreciation of the way(s) such literature was understood by the com
munities in which it was transmitted.2 

Any attempt to make use of translations of ancient Indian Buddhist literature 
for comparative philological purposes, however, immediately encounters a set 
of serious problems, both theoretical and practical, the core of which is the 
following: we can never be sure either of the original linguistic form of any 
given scripture, or of the wording or even contents of the Vorlage from which 
a given translation was made.3  Potentially even more seriously, we are fairly 
sure that in a great many cases even the earliest forms of Indic Buddhist texts 
we now possess, extant versions in Pali and Gandhari, for instance, are themselves 
artifacts of some process of transformation from earlier, now lost, original 
sources in one or another Prakrit (whether these hypothetical originals were 
texts as such, or more amorphous entities), a process which continued in a 
more obvious and sometimes heavy-handed way with the subsequent recasting 

In this respect, we may entirely leave aside the vexed question of whether it is possible to 
understand what the text meant to its own authors. Regarding translation as exegesis, see for 
example the remarks of Tov 1 992 : 124ff. (and specifically regarding the Septuagint, Tov 
1 997). We must keep in mind, however, that despite the considerable value afforded by 
comparisons with Biblical materials, it is almost always clear that the Vorlage of translations 
of the Hebrew Bible was the Masoretic text as transmitted. In the case of Indian Buddhist 
materials translated in Chinese, for instance, the subject of the inquiries to follow, it is equally 
clear that the details of the Vorlagen in all cases remain and will remain unknown (and only 
slightly less so for translations into Tibetan). Furthermore, by reading early Chinese translations 
of Indic texts with an eye on what they may tell us about Indian Buddhism, I do not at all 
mean to imply that they cannot also be read as embedded in their Chinese context. They most 
certainly should also be so read: but this is a task for Sinologists, among whose number I do 
not by any means count myself. 

I leave aside here the possible, but if real rare, case in which we might have preserved in 
Tibet a specific Sanskrit manuscript from which we know a particular Tibetan translation to 
have been made. (However, see now Steinkellner 2004, which holds out the hope that we may 
indeed someday, in some cases, have direct access to the very Indic manuscripts from which 
some Tibetan translations were made.) 
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(or even wholesale rewriting) of texts in Sanskrit.4 Therefore, strictly speaking, 
in many cases we will never have direct access to any "original" as such. Of 
course, this difficulty is of an entirely different type from that which confronts 
us when we attempt to make use of translations into Chinese (or Tibetan). 
The manipulations through which a text is put to make it fit Gandhari or even 
Sanskrit morphology, metrical patterns and so on probably rarely cross the 
threshold into "translation. "S We may therefore accept, with due caution, 
extant Indic texts as "originals" in many cases, despite the result that there 
may then be important differences between variant but parallel versions of the 
same "original. ',.s This resolution does not, however, address the separate 
problem raised by the fact that in the vast majority of cases we do not, and 
cannot, know the precise wording of the materials which served as the bases 
for Chinese (or even Tibetan) translations of Indic works. Specifically, and of 
greatest relevance for us at present, even as we grow closer to understanding 
the probable phonological and morphological shape of the materials which 
served as the underlying sources upon which some earlier Chinese translations 
of Buddhist scriptures were made, we remain locked in the position of being 
unable to specify word-for-word equivalences in a great many cases. That is, 
even assuming that we possess one or more extant Indic versions of a text 
translated into Chinese, as we attempt to utilize the latter to shed light on the 
interpretation of the former, as we attempt to employ translations as a variety 
of commentary, we remain and will remain incapable of determining whether 
a given Chinese rendering was intended by its translator to reflect his under
standing of some particular term now found in our extant Indic texts, or 
whether perhaps the version he attempted and intended to render was worded 
somewhat or even considerably differently.7 This will continue to be a problem 
even as our knowledge of this literature grows, and one that must have some 
impact on the ways in which we use translations as commentary in the sense 

Of course, I do not mean to imply that all Indian Buddhist scriptures were originally 
composed in Prakrit-only that some certainly were. 

This point is not, however, without considerable controversy, the resolution of which, 
even if possible, is fortunately irrelevant here. Even the very careful Norman 1 993 , for instance, 
alternately uses expressions of rather different import, including "translate ,"  "transpose," 
"convert from one dialect to another," and "update [a text] because its language was growing 
archaic." 

The materials which form the DhammapidalUdiinavarga text corpus provide an excellent / C( 
case in point. 

Things are not always this bad, and the case with systematic or philosophical works, in 
which the usage of technical vocabulary can be more rigidly defined, may present fewer, or 
less severe, problems of interpretation than we encounter in our efforts to come to grips with 
less systematic texts. 
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discussed above. From this perspective, the value of Chinese translations for 
interpretive readings of Indian texts can often be limited. 

While this situation, then, disqualifies much Chinese evidence from a variety 
of applications, there are nevertheless cases in which it is possible to, as it 
were, sidestep this basic problem, because it is not the identification of a 
precise vocabulary which is in question, but rather the way in which an almost 
certainly firmly established vocabulary or concept is rendered and understood. 
In the following, I would like to explore one example of a case of this particular 
type. 

Some years ago, Gregory Schopen took up the question of the meaning of 
an important phrase in the Mahiiparinibbiina-sutta which has, in various ways, 
influenced much of what has been said by modern scholars about Early Buddhism 
in India.s The phrase in question appears in a passage concerning the funeral 
of the Buddha, and the subsequent erection of a srupa for his relics .9 In the 
barest outline, Schopen's argument runs as follows: There is a fundamental 
typological difference between funerals and the relic or srupa cult. The crucial 
passage in the Mahiiparinibbiina-sutta has been understood to restrict 
participation in sarfra-pujii to the laity, forbidding monks to engage in this 
practice; because the key term sarfra-pujii has been taken to refer to the relic 
cult, or srupa worship, it is this from which monks are thought to have been 
barred. Schopen, however, raises the related questions of to what exactly the 
term sarfra-pujii refers, and whose participation in this practice is intended to 
be restricted. In his opinion sarfra-pujii does not, in this context, refer to the 
relic or stiipa cult, but rather to the funeral or cremation preparations and 
activities . lO Moreover, he suggests that the restriction against participation in 
this practice is directed not to all monks, but very specifically to one particular 
monk, Ananda. 

In support of his suggestions, Schopen showed that the term sarfra-pujii 
means, on the one hand, literally "worship of the body" (when sarfra is taken 
as grammatically singular), and on the other, relic worship (when sarfra is 
plural) , and that the injunction addressed by the Buddha to his disciple 
Ananda-that he should refrain from sarfra-pujii of the Buddha after the latter's 

Schopen 1 99 1 .  
Unless otherwise specified, in the following I use the word "relic(s)" in the sense of 

post-cremational remains. 
10 See also Schopen 1 994: 3 7 :  "the evidence appears to be overwhelming that the term 
[farfra-pujii] originally-and for a long time-referred to the ritual handling or preparation of 
the body prior to cremation, though sometimes it seems also to include the latter." On the last 
point, see also p. 39 .  
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death-refers only to the former, that is, to the process of preparation of the 
body for cremation: the funeral rites. He additionally supported this argument 
by further references to farfra-piijii in the Mulasarvastivada Vinaya and several 
other texts. 

I believe Schopen, who limited his investigations to a small number of texts 
preserved in Pali and Sanskrit, strongly established this portion of his case. 
Moreover, he did so purely on the basis of Indian evidence in Indic language 
texts , a method which is both appropriate and necessary. I will not suggest in 
the following that we try to read or understand Indic texts through Chinese 
(or other) translations, here or elsewhere. In tandem with their commentarial 
function, however, Chinese materials may sometimes be able to shed light on 
Indian problems, mirror or reflect Indian understandings (or misunderstand
ings), or even have the capacity to help expose problems where they were not 
previously recognized.ll In this regard, I would like to address several related 
issues. First, I would like to demonstrate that careful attention to Chinese 
sources should have pointed scholars long ago toward a proper understanding 
of the central passage in question from the Mahiiparinibbiina-sutta,12 an under
standing conforming to Schopen's reading. Second-and in some sense con
versely-I will consider the possible reasons why some Chinese sources, in 
particular the Chinese rendering of the Dfrghiigama, seem either to share in 
the perplexity over the meaning offarfra evident in some modern interpretations 
of the term or, as I will argue, rather use vocabulary which, while specifically 
intentioned, could nevertheless have led readers into confusion. 

The basic distinction Schopen refers to between grammatically singular 
and plural forms of farfra (the Sanskrit equivalent of Pali sarfra) is old; in the 
lJ.-g Veda fdrfra means body or frame-the rigid parts of the body-in the 

II The "trick" here, of course, lies in distinguishing between Chinese reflections of Indian 
understandings and Chinese (or Central Asian) understandings of Indian ideas. 
12 I do not overlook the fact that more than one scholar appears to have understood the 
materials before him quite properly. When Waldschmidt ( 1 944, 1 948: 2 14), for example, who 
was thoroughly familiar with all the relevant sources, summarized the crucial passage quoted 
below on the basis of its Sanskrit and Pali versions (Waldschmidt 1950- 1 95 1 :  3 58,  §3 6.2), he 
wrote: "Auf die Frage Anandas, wie sie mit dem Karper des Buddha nach dem Parinirvat;la 
verfahren sollten, antwortet der Buddha, die Manche gehe das nichts an, das sei Laiensache . "  
He says much the same in  his general introduction to this section (1 944, 1 948: 2 10): "Auf die 
Frage Anandas, was mit dem Leichnam zu geschehen habe, verfugt der Buddha, das gehe die 
Monche nichts an; man mage diese Dinge den dafur sachverstandigen Laien uberlassen. 
Damit will der Buddha wohl zum Ausdruck bringen, daiS die normalen Bestattungsgebrauche. 
auf ihn Anwendung finden sollen . . . .  Auf Drangen Anandas gibt der Buddha weiter an, die 
Leichenfeierlichkeiten habe man in der gleichen Weise wie bei einem Weltherrscher 
vorzunehmen." There can be little doubt here that Waldschmidt correctly understood the 
issue at hand to concern the disposition of the body. 
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singular, and bones in the pluralY Of course, in Classical Sanskrit farfra can 
and does commonly occur in the plural in the sense of "bodies" as well, both 
human and animal.I4 The relation between body and bones is not problematic 
in theory. From the point of view of religious practice, however, as Schopen 
has emphasized, there is a significant difference between treatment of an intact 
dead body and treatment of the results of cremation-in ancient India most 
likely a sizable agglomeration of bones, since bodies were probably generally 
not burned at very high temperatures. IS 

While Schopen argued that the oldest interpretation of the Buddha's 
statement in the Mahiiparinibbiina-sutta must have referred only to a restriction 
on the participation in funeral or cremation preparations, he also suggested 
that by the time of the later books of the Milindapanha, this understanding had 
apparently been lost, or at least supplemented, since the text poses a dilemma 
which assumes that the expression sarfra-piijii refers to relic worship. The 
implication then, as capsulized in the very title of Schopen's paper, is that the 
apparent misunderstanding is a very old one, going back at least to the fifth 
century c.E.16 

I have no doubt that Schopen is entirely correct that many modern inter
pretations of the statement in the Mahiiparinibbiina-sutta, and even traditional 
ones such as that implied by the Milindapanha, are based on a misunderstanding 
of the original text. There has, however, long existed both significant evidence 
which supports the correctness of the understanding suggested by Schopen, as 

IJ Both forms appear for instance in the well known "funeral hymn," first in the singular as 
body, B.V 1 0. 1 6 . 1  b: masya tvacam cik�ipo rna fan-ram, and then in the plural as bones 3 d: 
6�adhf�u prati ti�thii farfraip. Schopen refers for this point to Norman 1983 :  278.  
1 4  See for example Kau�ilya'sArthafiistra (Kangle 1 969): § 1 .20.20 and §2 .2.14. 
1 5  In addition, the results of cremation would have included large amounts of ash, for the 
most part from the wood or other fuel. Moreover, as we will note below, some accounts of the 
cremation of the Buddha explicitly mention that the funeral pyre is quenched, not allowed to 
burn itself out. 
16 Schopen ( 199 1 :  1 08, 1 1 3 n. 29), following Demieville, dates the relevant part of the text 
to the fifth century. Although it is clear that the Milindapanha more or less as we have it 
existed by that period, when it is cited by Buddhaghosa in his commentaries, it may well have 
been formed somewhat before that time, though after the composition of the earlier section 
set by von Hiniiber ( 1 996: 85 ;  § 1 79) between 1 00 B.C.E and 200 C.E. (Norman 1 993 : 1 50 says 
of the Milindapanha that "it must have been composed long enough before the time of 
Buddhaghosa for it to be regarded as authoritative.") Strictly speaking, however, since what 
Schopen says ( 1 99 1 :  1 08) is that "This dilemma . . .  allows us to see . . .  how the injunction was 
understood in Sri Lanka in about the fifth century C.E." we might understand him to mean 
that this is how the text of the Milindapanha was being read by those, such as Buddhaghosa 
perhaps, who utilized the text in this period. This seems to be, or should be, a different claim 
from the assertion that this is necessarily the period to which the text's compilation belongs. 
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well as some which might be understood to demonstrate that confusion over 
the meaning of the word farfra or, as I will suggest, an appreciation of the 
ambiguity or multivalence of the term, is likewise not new. In the following, I 
would like to focus primarily on some Chinese materials relevant to this problem. 
This examination will fall into three main parts: I) An exploration of the way 
the central passage in question, narrating the events surrounding the Buddha's 
cremation, has been treated in Chinese translations; II) As an extension of the 
first part, an investigation of several unusual uses of vocabulary, most notably 
that of the Chinese Dfrghiigama and the closely related Dharmaguptaka Vinaya; 
III) Observations on some ways in which the terminology of farfra has been 
treated and translated in Chinese, chiefly in the Saddharmapu1JrJarfka and early 
Prajfiaparamita literature. 
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I) The Body of the Buddha in the Mahiiparinirvii1Ja-siitra 

The account of the Buddha's funeral and the postmortem disposition of his 
body is taken up in a number of essentially parallel scriptural accounts.17 We 
may begin by looking first at the Pali text of the central passage concerning 
the disposition of the remains of the Buddha upon his death, that upon which 
Schopen focused his attention. The text first approaches the issue with a 
question: 1 8 

(1 )  
katharh mayarh bhante tathagatassa sarire patipajjama1 ti I 
avyavata tumhe ananda hotha tathagatassa sarirapujaya I ingha tumhe ananda 

sadatthe2 ghatatha sadattham3 anuyunjatha sadatthe2 appamatta atapino pahitatta 
viharatha I santananda khattiyapar;Qita pi brahmar;apar;Qita pi gahapatipar;Qita pi 
tathagate abhippasanna te tathagatassa sarirapujarh karissanti ti I 

katharh pana bhante tathagatassa sarire patipajjitabbanl ti I yatha kho ananda 
ranno cakkavattissa sarire patipajjanti1 evarh tathagatassa sarire patipajjitabbanl ti 
I katharh pana bhante ranno cakkavattissa sarire patipajjanti1 ti I ranno ananda 
cakkavattissa sarirarh ahatena vatthena vethenti I . . . etena upayena4 pancahi yuga
satehi ranno cakkavattissa sarirarh vethetva ayasaya5 telador;iya pakkhipitva . . .  
ranno cakkavattissa sarirarh jhapenti I catummahapathe6 ranno cakavattissa thuparh 
karonti I evarh kho ananda ranno cakkavattissa sarire patipajjanti I 

1) PTS patio 2) VRI saratthe 3) VRI omits sadattham 4) VRI etenupayena 5) VRI ayasaya 6) 
VRI catumahao 

1 7  These include the Pali Mahiiparinibbiina-sutta in the Dfgha-Nikiiya (Rhys Davids and 
Carpenter 1 903), the Sanskrit Mahiiparinirvii�a-siitra, reconstructed from Central Asian 
fragments (Waldschmidt 1 950- 1 95 1), extremely fragmentary remains of the sutra in Gandhari 
(Salomon and Allon 2000), and the Tibetan translation of the JVudrakavastu of the Mula
sarvastivada Vinaya (cited in Waldschmidt 1 950- 1 95 1), in addition to the Chinese versions we 
will study below. These sources (except the subsequently discovered Gandhari materials) have 
been considered in detail by Bareau 1 970, 1 97 1 ,  although I confess I do not always find his 
method of presentation transparent. The detailed treatment of Waldschmidt 1 944, 1 948 is 
also of immense value, and considerably easier to use than Bareau's work. One should see also 
Bareau 1 975  and 1 979 and Sugimoto 1 984: 297-3 1 8, 472 -479, while keeping in mind that 
there is a large secondary literature on specific problems in this literature. The comparative 
table in Okayama et al., 1 995 :  6 5 1 -667 is a very useful aid to sorting out the relationship of 
the various versions oftheMahiiparinirvii�a-siitra. See too the tables in Hasegawa 1 974: 2 5-29 
and Tsukamoto 1 969: 42-43 . 
18 Rhys Davids and Carpenter 1 903 :  1 4 1 . 1 8- 142 .7 (§V. lO- 1 1) (in notes PTS) = Burmese 
Sixth Council edition (Dhammagiri-Pali-Ganthamala 2 [Dhammagiri, Igatpuri: Vipasanna 
Research Institute, 1 993 J): 1 07. 1 - 1 3  (in notes VRI). The second portion §V. l l is repeated at 
§VI. 1 7  ( 1 6 1 .8-24), with the Mallas asking Ananda the same question, and getting the same 
answer. 
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My translation, which takes cognizance of Schopen's conclusions, is here 
intended primarily to highlight the technical terms and their relations, and 
not necessarily to stand as a comprehensive interpretation of the passage as a 
whole: 

"How, Reverend One, should we behave toward the Tathagata's body?" 
"You should be unconcerned, Ananda, with the worship of the Tathagata's 

body. Please, Ananda, strive for the true goal, 19 be committed to the true goal, 
live being zealous, ardent, and resolute toward the true goal. There are wise 
warriors, Ananda, wise brahmins, and wise householders with deep faith in the 
Tathagata who will perform the worship of the Tathagata's QQdy." 

"How, Reverend One, should they behave toward the Tathagata's body?" 
"As, Ananda, they behave toward the body of a universal emperor, so should 

they behave toward the body of the Tathagata." 
"How, Reverend One, do they behave toward the body of a universal emperor?" 
"Ananda, they wrap the body of a universal emperor in new linen cloth . . . .  

W rapping the body of the universal emperor in this fashion in five hundred 
successive layers, they place it in an iron oil-vat, . . .  and they cremate the billly, 
and they build a smpa for the universal emperor at a great four-way intersection. 
So, Ananda, do they behave toward the body of a universal emperor. 

The key expression here, and the one from which so much has been drawn, 
is avyiivatii tumhe iinanda hotha tathiigatassa sarfrapiijiiya, "You should be 
unconcerned, Ananda, with the worship of the Tathagata's body." It is this 
example of the term sarfra-piijii that Schopen argued should be taken to refer 
not to relic worship, but rather to the funeral preparation, the word sarfra, 
though here in compound,  to be understood in the singular as "body." We 
note, moreover, that precisely the same word, sarfra, is used here to designate 

19 Buddhaghosa in his commentary on the sutta here evidently takes sadattha as sad-(sat-)attha, 
commenting (Sumangala-Viliisinf, Rhys Davids and Carpenter 1 886:  II . 583 .2 1  = Burmese 
Sixth Council edition (Dhammagiri-Pali-Ganthamala 5 [Dhammagiri, Igatpuri: Vipasanna 
Research Institute, 1 993 ]): §204, 1 56.22) sadatthe ghatatii ti uttamatthe arahatte ghatetha, "'strive 
for the true goal' means you should strive for the highest goal, arhatship."  (As in the root text, 
VRI reads siiratthe here too, upon what basis I do not know.) However, as noted in Rhys 
Davids and Stede 1 92 1 - 1 92 5: 674b, elsewhere Buddhaghosa also understands sadattha as sa-d
attha = "sva-artha, glossing it for instance with sake atthe in Dhammapada-atthakathii ad Dhp. 
1 66 .  In that context this does appear to be correct, as supported by the parallels in Udiinavarga 
2 3 . 1 0  (svakiirthaO), Patna Dharmapada 3 2 5  (sadiitthd') and Gandhari Dhammapada 263  
(svakathd'). But i n  light o f  Buddhaghosa's commentary and my understanding of  the general 
tenor of the passage, I have provisionally chosen to understand the term here as sad-attha, 
noting that its interpretation is also basically irrelevant to the main issues under discussion 
here. For a detailed examination of the term's traditional interpretations, see Tamura 2003 
(who does not, however, mention the present passage or its commentary). 
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both the body of the universal emperor (cakravartin) and that of the Buddha. 
Schopen also drew attention, in support of his hypothesis, to a subsequent 
passage in the P:ili text of the Mahiiparinibbiina-sutta in which he suggested 
that one can actually see the transition from singular to plural sarfra, and the 
resulting shift in meaning from "body" to "relics"?O 

(2) 
atha kho ayasma mahakassapo yena kusinara makutabandhanaml mallanam 

cetiyam yena bhagavato citako ten' upasamkami I . . .  tikkhattum citakam pada
kkhiQam katva I padato vivaritva2 bhagavato pade sirasa vandi I . . . vandite ca pan' 
ayasmata mahakassapena tehi ca paficahi bhikkhusatehi sayam eva bhagavato citako 
pajjali I 

jhayamanassa3 pana bhagavato sarirassa yam ahosi chavi ti va camman ti va 
mamsan ti va naharti ti va lasika ti va tassa n' eva charika pafifiayittha na masi I 
sariran' eva avasissimsu I . . .  dac;lc;lhe4 kho pana bhagavato sarire antalikkha udaka
dhara patu bhavitva bhagavato citakam nibbapesi I . . .  kosinaraka pi malla sabba
gandhodakena bhagavato citakam nibbapesum I atha kho kosinaraka malla bhaga
vato sarirani sattaham santhagare5 . . .  naccehi gitehi vaditehi malehi gandhehi 
sakkarimsu garum karimsu6 manesum pujesum I 

I) VRI adds nama 2) VRI ()711its padato vivaritva 3) VRI adds kho 4) VRI adds ca 5) VRI 
sandhagare (misprint?) 6) PTS parikarimsu 

Then the Venerable Maha-Kassapa went to the Makutabandhana in Kusinara, 
to the MalIa's shrine, where the Blessed One's pyre was . . . .  Thrice circumambulating 
the pyre, uncovering [the Blessed One's body] at the feet he reverenced the 
Blessed One's feet with his head.21 . . .  As soon as [the Blessed One's feet] had been 
reverenced by the Venerable Maha-Kassapa and the five hundred monks, the 
Blessed One's pyre caught fire of its own accord. 

While the Blessed One's body was being burned, no cinder or ash of the outer 
skin, inner skin, flesh, tendons, or oil of the joints could be discerned. Only the 
relics remained . . . .  When the Blessed One's bill.ly had been consumed, cascades 
of water fell from the sky, extinguishing the Blessed One's pyre . . . .  The Mallas of 
Kusinara extinguished the Blessed One's pyre with water fragrant with all sorts of 

20 Rhys Davids and Carpenter 1903 : 1 63 .24- 1 64.2 3 (§VI.22-23)  = Burmese Sixth Council 
edition (Dhammagiri-Pali-Ganthamala 2 [Dhammagiri, Igatpuri: Vipasanna Research Institute, 
1993]): 122  .24- 1 2  3 . 14. 

21 Peter Skilling drew my attention to the ablative piidato here. I remain unsure of its exact 
sense. Two examples may be cited: at MN ii. 1 24,6-7 , mam piidato karitvii means "pointing 
their feet at me," while at Vin. iJ02 ,7-8, bhagavii sfsato aggahesi iiyasmii iinando piidato ucciiretvii 
mancaka nipiitesum means "the Blessed One grasped him from/by the head, Venerable Ananda 
from/by the feet; lifting him up, they placed him down on a bed." The syntax (including a 
citation of the second example) has been discussed by von Hinliber 1 968 § 1 94, under the 
classification "Der Ablativ der Richtung und des Ortes." 
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scents. Then for seven days the Mallas of Kusinara kept the relics in their assembly 
hall . . .  worshipping, honoring, respecting, and venerating them with dances, 
songs, music, garlands, and perfumes. 

As mentioned above, I believe that Schopen has fully established his case 
concerning the proper interpretation of sarfra-piijii in these passages solely on 
the basis of the lndic evidence he adduced. However, it will be very interesting 
to note that this interpretation is also comprehensively and quite unambiguously 
supported by the Chinese translations of the sutra.22 We will review these in 
the chronological order of their translation. But before we begin, we must first 
make some effort to define the key terminology which will appear in these 
passages. 

In addition to the term upon which we will focus our central attention, 
sheli �fIj, two key terms are employed to express "body" in the passages in 
question, namely shen :!iJt and tl R. 23 We also find these compounded as shentl.24 
As far as I can tell, while there may be some distinctions between shen and tl in 
terms of precise referent, nuance or affect in some cases of Chinese usage in 
general, the terms are, from Han times on at least, frequently if not usually 
used virtually, and most often entirely, synonymously. 

A clear example may be seen in a Han funeral inscription dated to 143 C.E., 
in which we find the expression shenmo er xingming, tfwdng mingcun :!iJt�ffi1f'T�, 
RL�ff, "Although the shen is no more, his acts are brilliant; although the tl 
has perished, his reputation persists.

,,
2 5  This seems to be a case of nothing 

other than elegant variation. However, there do exist examples which suggest 
that at least in some periods, or for some authors, or in some special cases, 
some distinction between the two was intended. In the opening words of the 
Xiaojing �*�, for instance, the Classic of Filial Piety ,  we find shentl fifo :!iJtR��, 

22 Other sources of variant potential relevance from a wider perspective are in principle not 
considered in the following. These include-but are not limited to-the Sarvastivada Vinaya 
(T. 1 435 [XXIII] 445 c-446b [juan 60]), and various Mahayana NirvaI.1a sutras. 
2l We should note that common Chinese words for "corpse," shf F and shf �, appear 
never to be used in reference to the dead body of the Buddha. While Sanskrit lava does 
appear in Buddhist texts, rendered slsbt jEF and slsht jE�, as far as I know it never does so in 
reference to the Buddha. 
l4 The inversion of this compound, tlshen, does occur in Buddhist texts, although it is not 
common; it appears to be unknown to dictionaries (Morohashi, Luo). Such inversions are, 
however, rather common in early Buddhist Chinese (see Zurcher 1 977:  1 80), and in Chinese 
of early periods generally (see Cheng 1 992 : 2 82ff.). For these references I am indebted to 
Stefano Zacchetti. 
25 Cited from Brown 2002:  2 1 7, whose translation I have modified slightly. 
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"shen and tt, hair and skin [one receives from one's parents] . "  The sentence 
structure suggests some distinction here between shen and tt, and indeed a 
later commentary specifies one: shen wei gong ye; tt wei sizhi ye �, m�tho H, 
m[�13z:th, "shen means gong [body-understood here as head and trunk) ; tt 
means the four limbs."26 Such a distinction, however, appears to be quite rare, 
if it is, in fact, anything other than an artifact of the commentary's need to 
differentiate terms which are, actually, in practice wholly synonymous. 

Now, while it is certainly true that we must take into consideration the 
possibility that certain vocabulary choices can only be understood within the 
local context of the translators, detailed inquiry into the factors motivating 
such choices is plainly impossible, since we generally lack even the smallest 
shred of direct evidence of what sorts of discussions might have been going on 
within some particular translation group. All we have are the resulting transla
tions themselves. On the other hand, we do have a good idea of what the main 
lines of philosophical disputations were within Chinese Buddhist communities, 
and between Buddhists, Confucians and Daoists, in the Early Medieval period, 
the time to which the translations of interest to us here belong. It is possible 
that this perspective might help us understand some vocabulary choices . For 
at least with respect to philosophical discussions of the nature of the body 
vis-a-vis the nature of the "soul, "  it is plain that the vocabulary employed in 
such philosophical contexts was often different from what we meet in the 
translations under consideration here. In Han and pre-Han philosophical 
sources, obviously non-Buddhist since pre-Buddhist, the physical body is most 
frequently denoted by xing M, in opposition to something which animates the 
physicality, a "soul ,"  variously denoted by a great variety of terms beginning 
with hun � and going on from there. Moreover, according to a detailed study 
of debates over the "soul" in Early Medieval China, "pre-Eastern Jin thinkers, 
in their attempt to refute the possibility of an immortal soul, tended to use 
terms for 'body' like g;urou [��] and xingti [MH] that unmistakably refer to 
perishable entities . ' 127 The same study goes on to suggest that "the terms for 
body and its counterpart [were] standardized as xing and shen [here shin t4J = 

spirit-JAs] in almost all the discussions of the body-shen problem since the 
time of Zhu Sengfu's [�{���] essay," referring here to the Shen wuxing tun t4J� 
M� of the mid-fourth century.28 

26 Quoted in Morohashi 1 955 - 1960: 1 O.969d (3 8034.78). See Wang 2002 : 1 3 85 and 1 698, 
S.v. shen and t'f, respectively, for further citations of the words as virtual synonyms, and as 
somehow slightly distinguished in meaning. 
27 Lo 1 99 1 :  1 3 6. 
28 Lo 1 99 1 :  1 3 6; on the monk Zhu Sengfu, see Zurcher 1959: 147. 
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Nevertheless, there are prominent exceptions to this pattern of usage. In 
the Chinese version of the Milindapafiha, for instance, in a discussion one 
purpose of which is to distinguish the life principle viva) from the physical 
body, we do indeed encounter the term shen, body, distinguished from ming 
frt, life-force.29 As another example, Kumarajiva's late fourth-century translation 
Zhonglun r:p �, his rendering of the pivotal Mulamadhyamaka-kiirikii of Nagarjuna 
with commentary, contains a discussion of the location of "spirit , "  shin 1$, 
arguing that it cannot exist since, if it did, it would reside either inside or 
outside the body, shen :!lit. If inside the body, the text goes on, the body would 
be indestructible and the spirit always within it.30 

Such examples of similar usages in contemporary Chinese Buddhist literature 
could be multiplied.  This leads us to the conclusion that, first of all, the terms 
shen :!lit and t1 R either alone or in combination have the straightforward 
meaning of "body. 

,,3 1  Secondly, it does not appear likely that these terms were 
intentionally selected by translators as equivalents of Indic farira due to their 
usage in, or absence from, any particular indigenous doctrinal or philosophical 
contexts accessible to us now. It is, nevertheless, still possible that the Buddhist 
translators felt that by limiting themselves to shen, t1 and a combination of 
these two terms, and avoiding vocabulary such as xing �, they would be able 
to distance their treatment of the Buddha's body from some of the complexities 

29 T. 1 670B (XXXII) 1 72b2 8 (juan 2).  The corresponding Pali text (Trenckner 1 888:  54, 1 9) 
however has only abbhantare }tvo, without explicit mention of body. See Demieville 1 92 5 :  1 3  7 .  
It is  interesting to note that the Abhidharmakofabhorya in its ninth chapter contains a discussion 
which cites a conversation between Nagasena and King Milinda (or, as the Sanskrit text calls 
him, Kalingaraja) in which we find the following (Pradhan 1 975 :  469. 1 5- 16): kim nu sa}tvas 
tac chariram anyo }tvo 'nyac chari ram iti, and so on. In the earlier Chinese translation of the 
Abhidharmakofabhorya, that of Paramartha, dating to 562-567, we find this rendered (T. 1 559 
[X.'<:IX] 307a 22 Uuan 22]) 6It�mI:!n�:!lit, m$��:!lit�. Here again clearly shln :!lit is  used 
for body in the philosophical context of debates over mind-body (or life-foree-body) dualism. 
See for this interesting reference La Vallee Poussin 1 92 3 - 1 93 1 :  ix.263 , Demieville 1 92 5 :  
64-65 ,  with notes, and Skilling 1 998, only the last o f  which was able to refer to the 
Abhidharmakofabho1ya in Sanskrit. 
30 T. 1 564 (XXX) 1 3  b2 5 -27 (juan 2). Incidentally, a quick look at the text suggests that the 
word t'f R is used in the Zhonglun in its most normal sense of something like "substance," but 
never as "body." 

I note the existence in the Longmen inscriptions in the Guyang cave of the compound 
shenshen :!lit 1$ , evidently in the sense of transmigrating "soul/spirit" (see Tsukamoto 1 969: 
500). The usage requires further investigation. 
31 On shen, see the concise observations of Zacchetti 2004, n. 28 .  He reminds us, moreover, 
of the philosophical connection of shen as a rendering of otman with Chinese confusions over 
the basic meaning of the non-self (anotman) idea, since the latter was rendered, essentially 
until the time of Kumarajiva, withfiishen �-F:!lit, "not-body." 
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of contemporary philosophical debates over the nature of body and "soul ,"  
some but not all of which employed distinctly different body language.32 

Now let us turn to the Chinese translations parallel to the Pali passage we 
cited above. 

The Banniehuan jing �i1tHH!l!. is recorded in traditional scripture catalogues 
as an anonymous translation dating from the period between 3 1 7-420. However, 
it is very close to certain that it is in fact to be correctly attributed to Zhi Qian 
X�,33 and therefore datable considerably earlier, to the period 220-2 52 ,  making 
it the oldest of the texts we will compare here. In it we find the following:34 

(3) 
�. ��. � *�m_o � � . �� o ��m ± � •• �o x � . �� m± 

�_¥����o . . . m �JT!}]r���I@g;ra ffij@j;i·U��. �L!&* @'@rfIJ�lJ]flj -- --
�. nm�� . ��... .�.�o 

* v.l. �. 

After the Buddha's demise, how should one perform the funeral (zimg) CD? The 
Buddha said: "You be quiet! Brahmins and householders are glad to take care of it 
themselves." [Ananda] again asked: "What is the procedure through which the 
brahmins and householders should perform the funeral? " . . .  wrapping the body 
(shent'f) @ in new cotton cloth . . .  and cremate (shiwiz) @ it. When this is done, 
collect the relics (shet'z) @, and set up a stiipa and erect a shrine at a crossroads, 
with bnners and canopies drape it in silk, and offer flowers and incense. 

32 Incidentally, even in non-Buddhist Indian contexts of such debates, one standard term for 
body was indeed farfra. The polar distinction between farfra and iitman is found at least as 
early as the Satapathabriihma7Ja / Brhadiira7Jyakopani�ad (XIV.7.2 . 3 -4 [Weber 1 855 :  1088] / 
IV.4.2-3 [Limaye and Vadekar 1 958 :  247] ; note that the Madhyandina recension reads pUnl�a 
for Kal)va's iitman in 4.4 .3) .  The polarity continues in philosophical literature, for instance 
Nyiiyasutra 3 . 1 .4 :  farfradiihe piitakiibhiiviit, " [If the body were identical with the soul, iitman] , 
when the body is burned, there would be no sins." In other words, the individual would then 
be released from sin with the cremation of the body, which is not the case. 
JJ According to Ui 1962 , a conclusion shared by Kanno 1997 and Nattier 2003 : 241 ; 2004: 
1 76- 1 77 .  For a radically different view of the attribution of this and several other Nirval)a-sutra 
translations, see Iwamatsu 1 976b (also 1 976a), who sees the work attributed to Bo Fazu as the 
translation of Zhi Qian, that of the unknown translator (here ascribed to Zhi Qian) as the 
work of Dharmara�a, and that ascribed to Faxian as the work of GUl)abhadra. Despite some 
lingering disagreement, I follow here the views of Ui, Kanno and Nattier, which among other 
things do not require wholesale reassignment of the attribution of other translations . 
Nevertheless, it remains possible that one or more of these translations has in fact been 
wrongly assigned. See also n. 46 on Faxian, below. 
J4 T. 6 (I) 1 86c1 6-22 �uan xia); trans. Waldschmidt 1 944, 1948: 2 1 5 .  
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Here the vocabulary simply distinguishes between the funeral's treatment 
of the body (denoted by the compound shent'i !1ittl) on the one hand, and the 
post-cremation resultant relics �heti) on the other. The question posed here 
concerns the funeral, zlmg �, which makes it crystal clear that this translation 
fully accords with the interpretation Schopen offered for the Pali text: how 
one should "treat the body" means how one should perform the funeral. 

Our next source, the Fo banniehuan jing {���lJH!l!, was translated roughly a 
half-century later by Bo Fazu 8 $tli, between 2 90-306. In this translation our 
passage reads:35 

(4) 
f'*�Jjt1�' :g: �CD�{,*@�R tt'M �{ilJo {,* 1!rjiliJ�, t9JIM!�� o 'Mff i1l!,c,\� - --

*�� :g:®�o jiliJn �, �� M��@ •• R o .1!r jiliJ�, � ��m fi�mM - - -
�zjto {,*fj[�1&:o jiliJjtit�,  ��mrtA{ilJo {,*1!r�iiJ�, �rtffl �i£�1fI®g;r 0 
. . .  @tt*fHzJl, �C7}�fIL �1I93tJ!!��lr�ll o  -- -- -

After the Buddha's demise, what is the procedure through which we should 
perform the funeral (zang) CD for the Buddha's body (shent'f) @? The Buddha said 
to Ananda: "You should be quiet; it does not concern [you] ! Brahmins and 
householders together will t�e care of my body (shen) @." Ananda said: "What is 
the procedure through which they will take care of the Buddha's honorable body 
(j6-ziint'f) @?" The Buddha said to Ananda: "The procedure for the funeral (ding) 
is as the procedure for the funeral (binzang ��) of a universal monarch.

36 But the 
Buddha surpasses him." Ananda said: "What is the procedure for the funeral 
(zang) of an emperor?" The Buddha said to Ananda: "The procedure for the 
funeral is to wrap the body (shen) @ in silk tissue . . .  After the cremation (shewez) 
@ is over, collect the relics (sheli) (J), and set up a srupa at a crossroads. " 

Here again the vocabulary makes it clear that the funeral procedures concern 
the disposition of the uncremated body. The Mallas speak of the Buddha's 
shent'i. The Buddha himself refers to his shen , the same word he uses in speaking 
of the body of the universal emperor (cakravartin), and finally Ananda speaks 
of the Buddha's body asJ6-zunt'i. There does not appear to be any fundamental 
distinction implied here, although of course Ananda's vocabulary is honorific. 37 

H T. 5 (I) 1 69a29-b8 (juan xia); trans. Waldschmidt 1 944, 1 948: 2 14. Compare the similar 
treatment at 1 73 a 1 5-2 5  (juan xia). 
3 6  No content or rhythmical considerations would appear to affect the alternation between 
zlmg and binzlmg; this appears to be purely a case of elegant variation. 
3 7  The text may, however, be making a distinction between .Ananda's use of a plural first 
person pronoun "we" wudeng fl�, and the Buddha's response which uses "you" rU &, 
without any plural marker. Of course, this in itself is far from conclusive . In Classical Chinese 
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The Dirghagama was translated by Buddhayasas fm�tJfr5'5'38 and others into 
Chinese in 41 3 as the Chang Ahan jing :lfdliiJl3"*�.39 This text may be assigned 
virtually without doubt to the Dharmaguptaka school and, thanks to the careful 
researches of Seishi Karashima, we are now certain that it was translated from 
some form of Middle Indic.40 Buddhayasas's Dirghagama has its version of the 
passage quoted above as follows:41 

(5) 
�� .��� � .  M. S .� . .  �� . . OO_�� �o .� � .. � R. 

�o £�PJT�o �fi7flf§± EI �mzo 
IF.f�iiJifE1lllt��. {���1�. _r���o {�-g. W\9D _r�:{f. 'M:tzO,$��3:o - -

MifEX S .  ,$� �3:_�� � o  f��� •. �3:_¥!. )Ie l;l,wild5t mJt®a. 
J;JJ�JTt}j �]aj iliHI ®� :-l;l,li s*fI!� :tzO *'Z 0 r*J @� � t8. ¥l l;l,JtUm �. .� 
t8.�.=*.m� .  m.�m�.��o M.�w. ��Jt�. W@M.z. 
�L�5l:@�flj 0 �1I9f1fjg�lr(1)m:jj. 

-
-- --

�iiJ. , i:tz: W\ �:ft. )Ie J;I, �ili iJt7� . . .  

At that time, Ananda got up from his seat, advanced and spoke to the Buddha, 
saying: "After the Buddha's demise, what is the procedure for performing his 
funeral (zimg �) CD?" The Buddha said to Ananda: "You be quiet! Think about 
what you should do. The *upasakas will be glad to take care of it themselves.

,,42 

At that time Ananda repeated his request three times, saying "After the Buddha's 
demise, what is the procedure for performing his funeral?"  The Buddha said: "If 

in general plural markers are very frequently omitted, and despite their more common 
employment in Buddhist translations, their rate of omission there too is high. The absence of 
a plural marker, therefore, in no way allows us to necessarily assume that a singular is explicitly 
intended. On the other hand, the usage may very well be significant. 
38 The second character is also written ltt. 
3 9  See Bareau 1 966. The identity of the translator and related problems are discussed below. 
40 Karashima 1 994 concluded that this language was not identical with Gandhari, on the 
basis of materials then available. Subsequent discoveries of Gandhari language materials, 
which among other things have enhanced our knowledge of its phonology, may cast the 
question in a new light. However, I do not know of any attempt so far to confront the 
evidence of the Chinese Dfrghiigama with the results of the most recent studies of the newly 
discovered Gandhari materials being painstakingly examined by Richard Salomon and his 
team at the University of Washington. 
41 T. 1 (2) (1) 20a22-b3,  4-9 (juan 5). This material has been translated before: Weller 1 93 9, 
1940: 434-435  (clxiii-clxv)j Waldschmidt 1944, 1 948: 2 14j Kamitsuka in Okayama et a1. 1 995: 
280-282. 
42 See also the nearly identical assertion in the reprise in verse, T. 1 (2) (1) 20b 1 5- 1 6  (juan 5): 
1lPJ�t9:J3.!AA 1ilHftt9:PJTf'T [gl(j pq�mfN !3 'M"��Z. 
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one wants to know how to perform the funeral, one should follow [the procedure] 
for a universal monarch."  Ananda again asked : "What is the procedure for perform
ing the funeral of a universal monarch?" The Buddha said to Ananda: "The 
procedure for the funeral of a universal monarch is first to wash his body (t't II) @ 
with fragrant hot water, then to wrap his entire body (shen :!it) ® in new cotton 
cloth, successively wrapping it in 500 l�yers. Placing the body (shen) @ inside a 
golden coffin, it is then sprinkled with sesame oil, and the golden coffin is lifted 
up and placed inside a second large iron exterior coffin. Fragrant sandal wood is 
then stacked up around the outside of the exterior coffin. One piles up all sorts of 
renowned perfumes, covering the top [of the coffin] completely, and then cremates 
(shiwei tiUl) ® it. When this is done, the relics ([hel'i �frJ ) @ are recovered, and 
a *smpa-temple (J) is set up at a crossroads .

43 • • •  
"Ananda, if you want to perform my funeral, first wash [me] with fragrant hot 

water [ . . .  and so on as before] . " 

Just as in the other translators' versions, a clear distinction is made between 
"body" (tt or shen) before the cremation, and relics (sheli) after.44 

Almost contemporaneous with the just cited Dtrghiigama translation is the 
final version of the Mahiiparinirvii1Ja-siitra we will consider here, 45 the Daban
niepan jing *f.l5t¥��*!l!., translated by Faxian r!M only a few years later, in 4 1 7 .

46 

The parallel passage there reads:47 

(6) 
.� , �.W e M� ,  �., A ��� .�, OO�. �� .�M$o M�, 

��� .�.�$o @ � m.o �� ��, . M��o � .m M ,  _S Amo 

m�� fPJo �:tER � .@{�.� :!ito )u�;tr�&� �4EE��'@ ±, �� � .{�. 

43 I cannot resist pointing out, for the benefit of those who may have an interest in the 
popular culture of a generation ago, that the resulting edifice might also aptly be termed a 
"Shell Temple." 
44 However, interestingly, despite the passage's assertion that Ananda should not concern 
himself with the funeral, when Ananda insists that he wishes to be told of the procedures for 
the Buddha's funeral, the Buddha's response does seem to accept the possibility that Ananda 
himself will carry out these rites: "Ananda, if you want to perform my funeral . . .  ," piiJ�, 79:� 
�ft, with the second person pronoun explicitly employed, evidently in the singular. 
45 For a much later version, dating about three centuries afterwards, see Additional Note 1 .  
46 The date is according to the Chu sanzangjiji t±:l'::::��2� T. 2 145 (LV) 1 1 c26 (juan 2).  
What is in any event most important for us is that since Faxian returned from his famous 
travels only in 4 14, his translation cannot be earlier than that of the Dfrghiigama, completed in 
4 1 3 .  On the attribution of this translation to Faxian, see the detailed discussion in Matsumoto 
1927 :  5- 1 1 .  

47 T. 7 (I) 1 99c2 1 -200a20 �uan zhong); trans. Waldschmidt 1 944, 1 948: 2 1 5 . 
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At that time, Ananda then said to the Buddha: "Blessed One, after you enter 
parinirval).a, what is the procedure for worshipping (gimgyang) CD [you] ? The 
Buddha said: "You should not now concern yourself with these things. Only think 
that after my demise you should protect and uphold the True Teachings. Take 
pleasure in preaching to people what you heard long ago. Why? The gods themselves 
will worship my body (shin) @, and brahmins as well as kings, householders and 
laymen themselves will also worship my body." 

Ananda said: "Although gods and men will themselves perform the worship, I 
still do not know what procedure should be followed."  The Buddha said: "Ananda, 
worship my body following [the procedure for the funeral of) a universal monarch 
. . . wrap the body (shin) in new cloth of fine weave, [place it in a coffin, and so on} . 
. . . Furthermore, inside the city prepare a cremation ground, . . .  going to the 
cremation ground, burn incense, scatter flowers and worship with music. Grcu
mambulate that fragrant pyre seven times. Then place the coffin atop the fragrant 
pyre, and sprinkle it with fragrant oils. The procedure for lighting it is [to start} 
from the bottom. When the cremation (shiwit) @ is complete, collect and take 
the relics (shell) @, place them in a golden vessel, and erect a srupa on that spot. 

[People} should constantly worship daily, burning incense, scattering flowers, 
and so on. Ananda, you should know that this is the procedure for worshipping a 
universal monarch. Similarly, cremating my body (shin) @, as a king's, you then 
build a srupa . . . .  If there are beings who raise banners and parasols, burn incense, 
scatter flowers, light lamps and reverence my srupa with hymns of praise, these 
people will attain great benefit for a long time. In the future before long others 
too will erect (a) great srupa(s) @ and worship its body (their bodies) (shin) (J). 

The same pattern we saw above in the other translations is paralleled here: 
only after the cremation does "body" vocabulary, shen, and worship of the 
body give way to "relics," shell. The common term gongyang, usually a translation 
of piljii, appears to be used in a very broad sense. The basic meaning of the 
term implies making offerings, but here that sense is plainly too narrow. 
However, exactly what it entails is not always clear.48 
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As is made abundantly plain by all of these Chinese passages, the translators 
of these texts certainly understood Ananda's question to concern only the 
procedures of a funeral and for handling the corpse, without any reference to 
worship of relics or srupas-just as Schopen suggested the Pali text should be 
understood. As Schopen emphasized, however, a number of modern scholarly 
treatments seem to have obscured the crucial distinction between corpse and 
relics. What is somewhat surprising is that not only those who dealt with the 
(conceivably ambiguous) Indic evidence but even some of those who have paid 
attention to the virtually unequivocal Chinese evidence also share in this 
confusion. For instance, having catalogued the differences and similarities of 
all the versions we have just examined, which should have made it very clear 
that the Buddha's advice to Ananda concerns only the funeral, Andre Bareau 
nevertheless went on to say: 49 

Consequently, all of our sources are agreed on this two-fold point: the funeral 
procedures of the Buddha are the duty of the laity and not of the monks, who are 
not to concern themselves with them . . . . The cult of the Buddha and of his relics, 
at least the external forms of this cult, should in the first place be reserved for 
devout lay followers. 

Bareau's adventitious addition of "and of his relics" appears to reflect the 
influence of his own preconceptions, for despite quite accurately reading what 
the texts do say, he went on to attribute to them something else as well. Akira 
Hirakawa also noticed the Chinese sources ,  yet made virtually the same leap as 
did Bareau. He went on, moreover, to connect this result to a theory about the 
development of early Mahayana communities , building upon an assumption of 
separate monastic and lay involvements with stupa worship. I have earlier 
suggested that this fundamental misunderstanding seriously undermines key 
aspects of Hirakawa's general theory.50 

48 In particular, at the very end of the passage, the actions due a stfIpa are characterized as 
gongyang qi shen #fJ�;tt!1t, perhaps to be taken as "worship of its body," or "of their bodies," 
or again "make offerings to its body, " and so on. To what the term "body," shen, in this 
particular instance refers is not specified. Is it to the stfIpa itself, or to the remains of the 
Buddha contained therein? The key ambiguity here hinges on the sense of qi ;tt, a pronoun, 
in contexts such as this generally possessive. The sense of the expression remains unresolved, 
and we are perhaps very fortunate that our larger argument does not stand or fall on the fine 
interpretation of this passage. 
49 Bareau 1 97 1 :  3 7 , with my added emphasis. On p .  36,  after carefully registering the 
Chinese passages which, as he correctly notes, discuss the body, funeral and pilja of the body, 
Bareau wrote: "Notons en passant que Ie mot sanskrit designant ici Ie corps, Ie cadavre 
(farfra), designera aussi par la suite les restes corporels infimes retrouves sur les lieux de la 
cremation, les reliques corporelles, ce qui pourra obscurcir parfois nos textes." 
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Other examples illustrate further the struggle between accepted interpreta
tions and what texts actually say. In his translation of Waldschmidt's edition of 
the Sanskrit Mahaparinirva'(la-siitra, Iwamoto Yutaka naturally dealt with 
passages in that text which mention farira and farira-puja. His renderings are 
instructive. In the crucial passage concerning the Buddha's advice to Ananda 
that he not concern himself with farira-puja, Iwamoto rendered the compound 
with shari no kuyo �;fIJO)�4, "farira-worship," which is to say relic worship , as 
he did in several similar passages.5 1 However, precisely the same Sanskrit term 
is elsewhere rendered sogi �{�,s2 or otomurai no gishiki :})�lv� 0)�Jt,s3 "funeral" 
and "funeral ritual," respectively. At the same time, even when it means "body" 
in the singular, farira alone is translated by Iwamoto both with shari �;fIJ, 
"relics , "  on the one hand,s4 and with nakigara t::�, "corpse," on the ather.5 5  
When the discussion turns to the results of the cremation , Iwamoto returns to 
shari. 56 In this inconsistency Iwamoto is far from alone. In what seems to be 
the earliest Japanese translation of the Pali Mahaparinibbana-sutta , that of 
Byodo Tsusho, for example, we find a very similar pattern. Ananda's first 
question to the Buddha (at §V. l 0) is translated with shari as follows:57 i!t#, #: 
�td:tzD*0)�;fIj � tzDfPJf::MI&f![9"'��, "Blessed One, how should we take care of 
the Tathagata's relics? "  and this vocabulary continues (in §V. l l ) into the 
discussion of the funeral of the cakravartin: fffi l"T,  tit#, .$fifU±O)�;fIHd:tzDfPJ l:: 
�f![9"'-e-�, "Then, Blessed One, how should we take care of the universal 
emperor's relics?"  But the answer suddenly switches from shari to karada (also 

50 Hirakawa 1 954: 3 3 7, and 406 n. 4. For my criticism, see Silk 2002a, as well as the work of 
others cited therein. 
; r  Iwamoto 1 974: 1 1 5 ,  1 3 5 ,  and 1 3 6, translating respectively Waldschmidt 1 950- 1 9 5 1 :  3 5 8  
(§36.2-3), 4 10  (§46.4), and 4 1 2  (§47 .2). 
52 Iwamoto 1 974: 1 39, 1 40, translating respectively Waldschmidt 1 950- 1 95 1 :  4 1 8  (§47 .22), 
420 (§48 .8). In the latter case Iwamoto translates adya gate saptiihe vartate farire farfrapujii as: 
� B fd:l!!t l:: t B *I -:::J T lv �  *90)"C\ �{�;Q�f'Tb:hLlv�  *90 ..'f0)�{�0) c: -e- I:: . . . . When 
exactly the same expression occurs later (Waldschmidt 1 950- 1 95 1 :  432 [§50. 1 ] ), however, 
Iwamoto ( 1 974: 1 44) renders it: t B � -:::J T, {iJtO)t::� � � .Q {�Jt;Q�f'Tb:ht.:., introducing 
yet a slightly different vocabulary, replacing "perform the funeral rites" with "perform the 
rites for the funeral of the Buddha's corpse. "  
5 3  Iwamoto 1 974: 143 , translating Waldschmidt 1950- 195 1 :  42 8 (§49 . 19). 
5 4 Iwamoto 1 974: 1 3 8, translating Waldschmidt 1950- 195 1 :  4 1 6  (§47 . 1 2) .  
5 5  Iwamoto 1 974: 1 3 6, 1 3 9, 1 4 1 ,  1 42 ,  and 1 43 translating respectively Waldschmidt 1 950-
195 1 :  4 12  (§47.4), 420 (§47 .23),  424 (§49. 1 ) ,  42 6 (§49.5), 42 8 (§49. 1 5), and (§49.20). 

Iwamoto 1 974: 1 44- 145,  translating Waldschmidt 1 950- 195 1 :  434 (§50.5-6). 
57 Byodo 1 93 5 : 1 26-1 2 7 ,  1 53 ,  1 57 - 1 58 .  This treatment is also peculiar since Byodo had the 
benefit of access not only to Chinese sources, but to Rhys Davids's quite correct English 
translation as well. 
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read mukuro) ��, "body, corpse," and then immediately back again: jliiJ�i£ J:: , A I.<  
f't $tflfB 3:: O) �  Z . . .  jliiJ�i£ J:: , $fflfB3:: O)mii lj:�O) �O < W&l1Ilg � tJ: IJ 0 1IPJji£J:: , $tflfB 3::O)�frj 
zW&l1Ilg� ;O)�O < ,  �o)�O < �O*O)�fIJ z W&l1Ilg/'( � tJ: lJ ,  "Ananda, people . . .  the 
universal emperor's corpse; Ananda, so should you take care of the universal 
emperor's corpse. Ananda, as you take care of the universal emperor's relics, 
so should you take care of the Tathagata's relics. "  In the reprise of §V. I 0  at 
§VI. 1 7 ,  which in the Pali is precisely the same save for the addition of the 
vocative "Ananda," the earlier shari has become karada: tit�jliiJ�i£ J:: , �� Ij:�O* 
O)�m z �O{PJ I= W&l1Ilg/'( � �, "Blessed One Ananda [sic] , how should we take care 
ofrhe Tathagata's corpse? " Finally, in the transitional paragraphs §VI.2 3 -24 
where sarira moves from singular to plural, we find quite logically first karada, 
body, and then shari, relics. There is probably no way to account for such 
inconsistency or even incoherence (which could be instanced in any number 
of other places as well), other than as an effect of the translators' preconceptions, 
although given these fluctuations from one sentence to the next, it is difficult 
to see what even the translators themselves imagined the texts might be trying 
to say. 
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II) The Buddha's Funeral in the Dirghiigama and Dhannaguptaka 

Vinaya 

The treatments of the passages of some modern scholars cited above (and 
others noted earlier by Schopen) are clearly inconsistent, if not at least in part 
incoherent. What, however, of ancient Chinese translations? We have already 
seen that the parallels in these texts (§§3, 4, 5 ,  6) to the first Pali passage we 
cited, (§1) ,  are virtually unanimous in seeing references to the pre-cremation 
object of veneration as a body, shen ,  tT or shentT. But when we look a bit more 
broadly at the treatment of this theme in these translations, we do notice a few 
oddities. These center around one particular word, shell �flj. We may examine 
the translations beginning with the oldest, focussing on the vocabulary employed 
in descriptions of the body of the Buddha. We should begin by looking at 
ordinary body language, that used of the Buddha outside the direct funeral 
context, and hence in reference to a living body. 

In Zhi Qian's translation, that dating from the first half of the third century, 
we find the following account of the Buddha's self-description of his illness:58 

(7) 
� �� �� . •• W _o � �. _* . ®m � w� �o . �* * .  � �� 

mo �m��. � �M�. ����*m��o 

At that time, the Buddha was physically {,fhen �) ill, and his entire body (qu fMi) 
was in pain. The Buddha thought: "The pain is horrible. However, all my disciples 
are absent. I ought to wait for them to arrive, and only then rsass into nirval)a. 
Because of this illness, I should be energetic in my own efforts, 9 absorbed in the 
meditative concentration in which one is not mindful of diversity (*niiniitva
samjiiii). 

,,
60 

Here two terms refer to the Buddha's body, shen :!it and qu �.61 In Bo 
Fazu's half-century later rendering we find the same episode as  follows:62 

58 

59 
60 

T. 6 (I) 1 80a 1 2 - 1 5  (juan shang)j Waldschmidt 1944, 1948: 9 1  
To fight this illness? 
I here follow Bareau 1 970: 1 40. 

61 The term qu �� is again a perfectly ordinary word for "body." The Shuowen m::x:, for 
instance, simply defines it as tt (see Wang 2002 : 1 3 86). 
62 T. 5 (I) 1 64c5-9 (juan shan�j Waldschmidt 1944, 1 948: 9 1 , 93 . 
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�W* •. �� �mo . � �. g ttliW* . 8.R �m. � $.ft� o � 
.�-m��¥.�. � . •  �R��*��o .�. *�* •. �R�mo 

[The Buddha's] entire body (shen) was in hO,rrible pain, and he was about to 
enter parinirval)a. The Buddha thought to himself: "All the monks are gone. If I 
attain parinirv:1l)a alone, I would not be devoting myself to those who are without 
the dharma and vinaya."  Ananda got up from where he had been sitting at the 
base of a tree, approached the Buddha and asked: "Has the Buddha's sainted body 
ifo-shengshen) not been feeling well? Have you recovered?"  The Buddha replied : 
"I have not recovered; it is extremely bad. I am about to enter parinirval)a. 

Ananda begs him to delay his parinirvfu).a, and then after a bit of discussion 
the Buddha again says : "Now my body (shen) is all in pain ,"  4:ft�.grmr, and 
then after the famous comparison of his body to an old cart whose solid 
strength is gone, he says: "My body (shenti) is like this, with its solid strength 
gone," :ft�R�D , JJt��3�.63 Here body language consists of the terms shen, the 
honorific f6-shengshen , and the compound shentl. The translator speaks of the 
Buddha's shen, Ananda uses an honorific collocation, f6-shengshen, and the 
Buddha himself speaks of his shen and shentl. 

At least somewhat influenced by Zhi Qian's earlier rendering is that in the 
Dirghagama translation, the last we will consider, since Faxian's slightly later 
translation does not contain this episode:64 

(9) 
�� I�@ � . •  � �� . •  RW. o . � � � .  8� �� . •  �.� o ffi -- -

g���W��o ��� •. �#8�o �.M •. � � �m.$o 

Later, during the summer rain retreat, the Buddha became physically (shen �) 
ill, and his entire body (tr R) was in pain. The Buddha thought to himself as 
follows: "Now I am become ill, my entire body (shen) in horrible pain. However, 
my disciples are all absent. If I were to pass into nirval)a, this would not be right 
of me. Now I should be energetic, and maintain my life by my own efforts. "  

Here, we find the Buddha speaking of his own body as shen and the narrator 
too calling it shen and again t'f, a treatment entirely consistent with that we 
find in the other translations. The references in this passage are of course, as 

63 T. 5 (I) 1 64c 1 3 ,  1 5 - 1 6  (juan shanfP; Waldschmidt 1944, 1948: 93 . 
64 T. 1 ( 1 )  (I) 1 5a 1 7-20 ifuan 2); Sueki in Okayama et al. 1 995 :  2 36; Weller 75 (lxxxviii); 
Waldschmidt 1 944, 1 948: 9 1: 
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we noted above, to the living body of the Buddha, which we thus see described 
variously as shen, tt, f6-shengshen, shentt and qii, words which in this context 
appear synonymous both in denotation and connotation . We do note, however, 
that Bo Fazu's text has Ananda use the explicitly respectful appellation f6-
sh engsh en. 

Generally speaking, the same vocabulary is used in reference to the dead 
body of the Buddha, his corpse .  However, there are cases in all three early 
translations of the Mahiiparinirviirza-siitra in which, instead of the vocabulary 
for "body," consisting of the words just listed, we find something unusual: the 
term shell '@fflJ, which generally designates "relics ," is used instead in the sense 
of "uncremated dead body." These cases occur in the context of the discussion 
of the treatment of the Buddha's body by the Mallas. In this regard, for the 
contrast it provides us we may first of all refer as a baseline to the Pali text, 
which is straightforward and reads as follows:65 

(10) 
atha kho kosinaraka malla purise alfapesum I tena hi bhalfe kusinarayam 

gandhamalan ca sabban ca talavacaram sannipatetha ti I atha kho kosinaraka malla 
. . .  yena upavattanam . . .  yena bhagavato sariram ten' upasamkamimsu upasam
kamitva bhagavato sariram naccehi gitehi vaditehi male hi gandhehi sakkaronta 
garukaronta1 manenta pujenta . . .  evam tam divasam2 vitinamesum I 

atha kho kosinarakanam mallanam etad ahosi I ativikalo kho ajja bhagavato 
sariram jhapetum I sve dani mayam bhagavato sariram jhapessama ti I atha kho 
kosinaraka malla bhagavato sariram naccehi . . .  sakkaronta . . .  dutiyam pi divasam 
vitinamesurh I . . .  

atha kho sattamam divasam kosinarakanam mallanarh etad ahosi I mayam 
bhagavato sariram naccehi . . .  sakkaronta . . .  I dakkhilfena dakkhilfam nagarassa 
haritva bahirena bahiram dakkhilfato nagarassa bhagavato sariram jhapessama ti I 

I) VRI garum karonta 2) VRI ekadivasam for evam tam divas am 

Then the Mallas of Kusinara ordered their servants, saying: "Gather perfumes, 
garlands, and all the musical instruments in Kusinara!"  Then the Mallas of Kusinara 
. . .  went to where the Blessed One's body was . . .  in Upavattana. Arriving there, 
they spent the entire day in honoring, respecting, venerating and worshipping the 
Blessed One's body with dances, songs, music, garlands, and scents . . . . 

Then it occurred to the Mallas of Kusinara: "It's too late today to cremate the 
Blessed One's body. We will cremate the Blessed One's body tomorrow." And so 
they spent the second day . .  in honoring . .  .the Blessed One's body with dances . . . .  

6 ;  Rhys Davids and Carpenter 1 903 : 1 59 . 14- 1 60.5 (§VI. 1 3 - 1 4) = Burmese Sixth Council 
edition (Dhammagiri-Pali-Ganthamala 2 [Dhammagiri, Igatpuri: Vipasanna Research Institute, 
1 993]): 1 1 9. 1 8- 1 20.7 .  
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Then on  the seventh day i t  occurred to the Mallas of  Kusinara: "Honoring . . .  
the Blessed One's � with dances . . .  let us carry it to the south, around the 
outside of the town, and cremate the Blessed One's body to the south of the 
town." 

In this passage, all occurrences of the term used for the corpse of the 
Buddha, sarfra, are in the grammatical singular, and there is nothing particularly 
difficult to understand. Although obviously none of the corresponding Chinese 
versions is a translation of this Pali sutta, and all three in fact belong to 
sectarian lineages other than the Theravada (even if it is not clear precisely 
which these are in some cases), there can be little doubt of the identity of the 
key technical terms in the Chinese texts and the Pali version. While, as we saw 
above, the Pali text referred to the body of the universal emperor and that of 
the Buddha equally as sarfra, and while the Chinese translations refer to the 
dead body of the universal emperor with ordinary body language, when it 
comes to discussing the funeral of the Buddha, some variations of interest 
appear. The first example to which we may draw attention occurs in Zhi 
Qian's early translation:66 

(1 1 ) 

.� ��.� o *�. �m.a � M .�.�$�.o ��� . . . � �  

{iiL �tzD���)t. 'UJfB:Eri.  {���Jl91o 

They all gathered together throughout the city, and bringing flowers and perfumes 
came to the Buddha's sheli. Bowing their heads, they made reverences, and presented 
their offerings in worship. Together they asked Ananda: "What is the funeral 
(ding) procedure? "  He answered them as had been taught: "It is [as] the procedure 
for [the funeral of] a universal emperor. But the Buddha's should be even better. " 

As even this minimal context makes clear, the shell spoken of here by the 
narrator can refer only to the pre-cremation corpse of the Buddha; there as 
yet exist no post-cremational remains (relics) to which reverence might be 
paid. However, this vocabulary is not used consistently by Zhi Qian, nor can 
we even detect any pattern of certain speakers preferring, or certain contexts 
calling for, certain terms. AIl the text goes on, after the Mallas prepare a series 
of golden coffins:67 

66 T. 6 (I) 1 89a 1 1 - 1 3  �uan xia), Waldschmidt 1944, 1 948 : 272 :  
67 T. 6 (I) 1 89a 1 6- 19  �uan xia); Waldschmidt 1944, 1948: 276 
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(12 )  
��JT tiJJ�jllrfi BI L  � 1f,f[g 1ID A �J5ji�[g Bl\+m cp o  � lfbt�� �, *� 

�mo �.$ � .  ..�*�o ffi�bt�, .$�.o 

They prepared new cotton cloth and 500 finely woven cloths. At that time the 
people gathered from all around, from throughout the surrounding 480 Ii area. 
All of them brought musical instruments, flowers, perfumes, and came to the twin 
[§ala] trees. Together they took the Buddha's body lfashen) and placed it atop the 
golden platform, then honored and worshipped it with music. 

Here the very same body referred to earlier by the narrator as sheIi is 
simply [ashen , the body of the Buddha. After the corpse is taken out of the city 
and paraded by gods, however, we return to sheIi :68 

(1 3 ) 
�� ���� � cp �� ��, ffi m�� o �If,f��* �W��* � �, �� 

A��������f!J o 

Innumerable other gods strewed many types of heavenly flowers from the sky, 
and rained down perfumes. Then the Grand Minister Poxian and the Grand 
Minister ]uyi conferred. They wished for the musical praises performed by humans 
to join with the music of the gods to send off the sheri. 

This shell once again can point to nothing other than the uncremated 
corpse. After the bier is carried in one gate of the city and out another, it is 
taken to the place this text calls Outu YIlk*. Then the Mallas:69 

68 

69 

(14) 

MtiJJ ��.$�Ro E B��, * .��o ���. �.�M . E �$� . 

•• �Mo . . .  i�1.i* ��1<ffi� �{�o f.1<��mt .::::J1t/F�o ��[rnJ1J�W:�� 

[rnJjiti§,  1<PJT�/F��, �����o Jl.*lW!�#�EB�, ��13]*o E1:E�j!L 

�@.$�. �1</F��o [rnJ.i§, m, .��.o 

Wrapped the Buddha's body lfashentt) in cotton cloth, and next wrapped it a 
thousand times in 500 finely woven cloths. They filled the golden coffin with 
sesame oil, and placed the Buddha's body ([ashen) within the golden coffin . . . .  
The Grand Minister Ousu grasped a brand and was about to cremate the Buddha 
(rdnfo,), but the pyre was immediately extinguished. He tried three times, but it 

T. 6 (I) 1 89bl-3  (juan xia); Waldschmidt 1 944, 1 948: 283-284. 
T. 6 (I) 1 89b5- 1 3  (juan xia); Waldschmidt 1 944, 1 948: 295-296. 
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went out [each time] . The venerable Aniruddha spoke to Ananda, saying: "That 
the fire does not ignite is due to the wish of the gods. They have seen Maha-KaSyapa 
coming from Papa70 with his retinue of 500. He is still on the road, and since he 
wants to pay reverence to the Buddha, [the gods] do not permit the fire to ignite." 
Ananda said: "Okay, we will respect the gods' wishes. " 

Here we find the body referred to once as fashentt, once as fashen ,  and once 
the text speaks simply of cremating the Buddha, ranfa, without explicit notice 
of the body. The scene then switches to Kasyapa on the road, where he 
encounters an ascetic from whom he learns of the Buddha's death. The ascetic 
then informs him that "Gods and men gather together and worship his body 
�hen) ,"  "*-A ����:tt�.7 1  After some philosophical discussion on imperma
nence, Kasyapa says "If we gather our robes and go quickly, we will be able to 
see the Buddha's body {[ashen)," tlt<�fT, l1JJMm�.72 Eventually Kasyapa:73 

(1 5) 

1T�Ij�W��{�f.o m lWJ�i §,  1k*M*ffL Mf�{��o �iiJif£ti B ,  {��E�IL 
itiffl JffrHl , iiltt�tBo 'l1-fl�Wffi�i�P�o lill*M*i, I!!!IE;m�o Jm!�Mf�-=::o 
lWJ�i��OfJJ , J2U�{� �if£1l 1� J!o 

Arrived at the twin [sala] trees, and beheld the Buddha's funeral pyre. He asked 
Ananda: "As long as it is yet uncremated, please show me the Buddha's body 
([ashen). Ananda answered: "The Buddha's body ([ashen) is already wrapped, soaked 
in sesame oil, and placed within the golden casket. Outside the pyre is built up 
thoroughly soaked with perfumes. Although it is as yet uncremated, it is very 
difficult indeed to see." Kasyapa repeated his request thrice, and Ananda answered 
[each time] as he had at first, that it is difficult to see the Buddha's body ([ashen) 
agam. 

After the Buddha's feet emerge from the wrappings, Kasyapa notices that 
they are discolored, and asks: "The [habitual] color of the Buddha's body 

70 The name of this city, alternatively Papa or Pava, is here (and elsewhere) transcribed 
boxun r.Sl13], EMC pa-zwin. The second character may also be readfun, which probably yields 
EMC kun or lewin, but neither of these transparently support the equivalence with va/pa. The 
problem was discussed in some detail by Pelliot 1 93 3 ,  who mentions inter alia the suggestion 
of the lexicographer Huilin that one should read not rUn 13] but rather xuan 1'V, EMC YW£nh . 
Seishi Karashima, who reminded me of Pelliot's study, believes that Huilin is correct, but 
notes that further investigation is required. 
7 1  T. 6 (I) 1 89b 1 6  (juan xia); Waldschmidt 1 944, 1 948: 287 .  
72 T. 6 (I) 1 89b24 (juan xia); Waldschmidt 1 944, 1 948: 2 9 1 .  
73 T. 6 (I) 1 89b2 8-c3 (juan xia); Waldschmidt 1944, 1948: 302 .  
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ifoshen) is golden; why is it [now] different?" {���i5o £Mi5�!'l:.74 Ananda de
scribes the episode of a pious old woman's tears, and then follow Kasyapa's 
verse of lament. The last mention of the body of the Buddha in this text
afterwards we get mention of the cremation, and subsequently of the resultant 
bones, fogu {'*� /5 their distribution/6 and so on-is of some interest. It comes 
in two verses spoken by Ananda, the interpretation of which is very difficult, 
and the translation consequently unsure: 77 

(16) 

f��!f!�� �J-tiitZ!r 

*�H¥i:f$T ffij�mM-� 

��I�Ti&I /Fffl t(�� 

!ff/F��ti �O-r¥�¥Bjj 

The Buddha because he is pure inside and out comes to have a � (shen) of 
the Brahma world. Originally he descended by means of his spirit, and now leaves 
it here. 

W rapped in cotton, in a thousand layers of finely woven cloth, there is no need 
to cloth [his] � (qii). Moreover, it is not washed clean, but it is pure and 
thoroughly bright. 

Much of this is highly obscure, but seems nevertheless to point to a docetic 
view of the nature of the Buddha and his corporeal manifestation or incarnation 
in this world. If Przyluski is right-and at least Waldschmidt thinks he is-then 
these verses are nothing other than a "vigorous protest against the ancient 
traditions according to which the body of the Buddha was washed and clothed 
in garments. Such practices, which are suitable for a ordinary man and equally 
for a cakravartin, seemed useless and out of place in the time in which the 
Buddha had become completely divinized and no longer had any human 
appearance.

,,
78 According to this view, Zhi Qian's text, or at the very least the 

version of Ananda's verses preserved therein, sees the Buddha as not only 
transcendent but by nature supramundane. This does not appear, however, to 
be a view supported by depictions of the Buddha elsewhere in the same 

74 T. 6 (1) 1 89c5-6 (juan xia); Waldschmidt 1944, 1948: 302. 
7 5  T. 6 (1) 1 90a 19 (juan xia). 
76 T. 6 (I) 1 90a24, 2 7-2 8 (juan xia): in the first case, the expression isf6gilfen {,*�:5t, in the 
second sheIifen �flj:5t. Here clearly gil �, bones, is equivalent to sheli �flJ, relics. 
77 T. 6 (1) 1 90a 1 3 - 1 6  (juan xia), discussed in Przyluski 1 9 1 8- 1 920 :  1 7- 1 8  (= 1 79- 1 80), 
Bareau 1 97 1 :  2 58-259. 
7 8  Pryzluski 1 9 1 8-1920: 1 7- 1 8  (= 1 79- 1 80), affirmed by Waldschmidt 1 944, 1948: 307. 
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translation, at least with regard to the specific vocabulary used in reference to 
his body, or for example in terms of the depiction of his physical illness, cited 
above, which presupposes a vulnerable and humanly physical Buddha. In 
addition, when the body of the Buddha is twice referred to in these verses, it is 
once with the word shen, the second time with qu. The picture of the transcendent 
Buddha seen here by Przyluski, whatever may be its significance, does not 
appear to be related to, or to reflect, any specific or special vocabulary used in 
reference to his body. 

To continue our survey, when we turn to Bo Fazu's translation, we find 
there "normal" references to the corpse of the Buddha designated with "body" 
language, as we saw earlier, but in addition the following passage which speaks 
of the procedures prior to cremation:79 

(1 7) 
J1fi'L\ �*RP B o  .{�� fIJ*, W\�iJ&gg r�Ao * ��.o �*� B ,  *� iJJ 

�, �1� W iJ&3f-o 

The brahmins and householders then said: "Lifting up the platform of the 
Buddha's shett, we wish to enter from the city's western gate ." But the platform 
could not be lifted. The householders together said: "It is not possible to move 
the platform. Can we take it out of the city?" 

Nowhere else in this translation does the word shet'i refer to the body of the 
Buddha, meaning elsewhere always "relics. "  In addition, as far as I can see 
nowhere in the last of our sources, Faxian's translation, is sheli used in anything 
other than the sense of "relics. "  This leaves us with one source yet to consider, 
the Dtrghiigama translation. And here we find the most complex set of examples 
of shell vocabulary used to refer to the body of the Buddha. What patterns, if 
any, direct the employment of the term is the key question we will try to 
address, and the central source of the perplexity which motivated the present 
study to begin with. 

79 

The first passage in the Dtrghiigama to attract our attention reads as follows:80 

(18) 
�R *.�� m � ,  � �  •• , gR� m&�. , ��� ., oom. ��o 

j[- B E, �®{��fIJlI:�"*l:o ft**fHiFf$H*!mPJ , �ffl:I�flB�iL nm��, 

T. 5 (1) 1 7 3b 14- 1 6  (juan xia); Waldschmidt 1 944, 1 948: 276 .  
80 T. 1 (2) (1) 2 7cl 7-2 3 (juan 4). This material has been translated by Weller 1939, 1 940: 
1 9 1  (cccviii); Waldschmidt 1 944, 1 948: 272 ;  Bareau 1 985: 277 ;  Hikita in Okayama et al. 1 995:  
345.  
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At that time the Mallas discussed among themselves as follows: "Let each one 
go back to his home, prepare perfumes, flowers and musical instruments, and 
quickly go to the twin trees to worship the shell CD. Mter one day, putting the 
Buddha's shell @ on a platform, 81 let the Malla youths take the four corners of the 
platform, hold aloft banners and parasols, burn incense, scatter flowers and play 
music in worship.  Entering through the eastern gate ' "  and then cremate @ it." 

This sequence begins with an employment of sheli in what can be nothing 
else than the sense of "body, dead body, corpse" �, something which exists 
before the cremation @ has yet been carried out. The reference here is to the 
body of the Buddha, and the speakers are the Mallas. The text goes on to say 
that the Mallas then did return to their homes, gather the requisites for worship 
and, going to the twin sala trees, between which rested the body of the Buddha, 
"did worship of/to the sheli, " gongyiing shell #lJi�flJ . 82 After a day they placed 
the sheli on a platform, and so on. Aniruddha warns them that they are wasting 
effort, since the gods are about to come and lift up the platform themselves. 
When the Mallas ask why, Aniruddha replies:83 

(1 9) 
&�W\J;J,w1E{��#tltCD�fIJ o Ji- B B, J;J,@{!t�fIJti:�*l:, . . .  ITff@M 

*izo ITff �{ER�W\ �@�fIL t B Z t:p ,  w 1E��, WrfHr;{{�.o �1&J;J,@{�'5 

fIJti:�*l:, . . .  rm®M*izo - --

You are about to take perfumes, flowers and musical instruments to worship the 
sheit CD. Mter one day [you plan to] put the Buddha's sheit @ on a platform . . .  and 
cremate @ it. But the gods wish to keep the shelt @ [in place] , and for seven days 
reverently worship it with perfumes, flowers and musical instruments. Later they 
will take the Buddha's shell @, put it on a platform . . .  and cremate ® it. 

Here Aniruddha speaks, using sheli to refer to the corpse of the Buddha. 
The Mallas then agree and resolve that they will beautify the city, and for 
seven days worship the sheli (gongyiing shell fJHi�fIJ) ,84 the same vocabulary 
being used both to report their direct speech and to report their activities 

81 Contextually, perhaps better "bier," although the term chuang lit in itself has no such 
connotation. 
82 

8) 

84 

T. 1 (2) (1) 2 7c24-2 5 [juan 4). 
T. 1 (2) (1) 2 7c29-28a l O  (juan 4). 
T. 1 (2) (1) 2 8a 1 3  (juan 4). 
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narratively. The narrator then goes on to describe how the gods o f  the Heaven 
of the Thirty-Three (Trayastrimsa) scatter various kinds of flowers over the 
sheli and play heavenly music while the spirits sing songs. To this the Mallas 
say: "Let's leave aside our human music for the moment, and request divine 
music for the worship of the sheli (gongyang sheri ���flj). "85 The narrator 
goes on to say how they worship the shelt with golden flowers as big as wagon 
wheels . Shortly thereafter, the text continues:86 

(20) 
If.f�fi*m�#t�B, . . . 15-�iiJi1tB ,  fX�Ei�);l.{PJf;tt�o �i1t* B ,  fX�f,Ef� -- --

M ,  ��{� �o WzCD�*lSfrJ11f, Ei:tm'lU�m!3:�t!o :;Z Fp' �iiJi1t, ,$�m!3:�t! - -- - -
��o � B ,  m! 3:� $, � );l.��� m�@�, �� ����.®�, TIB* 
fI:;j:(:tzOrIZ, pq@��tEL iID@M*iz, �)c�**@lSfrL M-1I£11TJ!!�lr(1)m 
!Wi, . . . 

" v.l. 11 "* v.l. �. 

-- -- -

At that time, after the Mallas had worshipped they asked Ananda: "How 
should we worship now?" Ananda answered: "1 have heard [about this] directly 
from the Buddha, and received the Buddha's direct instructions. One who wants 
to perform the funeral of the sheli (zimg she/i) CD should follow the procedure for 
the funeral of a universal monarch. "  

Again they asked Ananda: "What i s  the procedure for the funeral of  a universal 
monarch? " He answered: "The procedure for the funeral of a monarch is to first 
bathe his body (shen) @ in fragrant hot water, then wrap the body @ in new 
cotton, successively binding it in 500 layers. The body ® is placed in a golden 
coffin . . .  and it is cremated @, the relics (shelt) @ collected, and a *srupa-shrine (J) 
erected at a crossroads . . . .  

Here once again the Mallas are speaking when they mention in reference 
to the Buddha "funeral of the sheli" CD,87 where sheli can have no other meaning 
than "body, corpse ."  But when the topic turns to the universal emperor, the 

8; T. 1 (2) (1) 28a22-2 3 (juan 4). As Hikita points out in Okayama et al. 1 995 :  636,  n. 60, this 
is very close to the expression we find in Waldschmidt's Sanskrit text ( 1 950- 1 95 1 :  §47 .22) :  
pr(atik )!(ipiimo) vayam manu!yakiini vadyiini divy(at)r v(iidy)air (bha)gavatafJ farirapujiim 
kariryiimafJ. I thus disagree with Bareau 1 97 1 :  208, who sees the humans and gods playing 
together. On the term qihhi liUi, which corresponds here to prati--.Jk!ip, see Sueki's note in 
Okayama et al. 1 997: 2 3 1 ,  n. 74. 
86 T. 1 (2) (I) 2 8a2 8-b8 (juan 4); trans. in Weller 1 939 ,  1 940: 1 93 - 1 94 (cccxviii-cccxix); 
Waldschmidt 1 944, 1 948: 285 ;  Hikita in Okayama et al. 1 995: 349-3 50. 
87 The variant reading of the three editions, Song, Yuan, Ming, yl 11 for dmg �, could be 
translated "wants to bury the sheli." I think this is not right, although it is sensible. 
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vocabulary shifts to shin �. We may begin to speculate whether, in this 
text at least, this usage of sheli is a honorific one, with ordinary words for 
"body" avoided out of respect for the Buddha. The first instances in this 
sequence refer to the body of the Buddha, which might motivate the use of 
special vocabulary. Those which follow, however, refer to the less exalted 
cakravartin, with regard to whom it is said that his body �hin �) is washed . 
F or the cakravartin, only after his cremation ® do we encounter the term sheli, 
clearly now in the sense of relics @. We might then wonder whether an 
intentional distinction has been introduced, namely between a less exalted 
mere "body," shin, and the Buddha's body as sheli . This hypothesis might, in 
the first place, be strengthened by the immediately following paragraph , in 
which the Buddha is made to use "body" language in reference to his own 
(future) corpse:88 

(2 1 )  
��, &� ���, ��Wm�m, ffl ��� , � @�@ �, �liB��* 

:tloWiZo 1*J@��nL . . .  iTff@riUiz, !&� @'@fflJ - �1I9�lTm�lr @t€i1Wi .:.:.:.. 

" [The Buddha told me:] 'Ananda, if you want to perform my funeral CD, first 
wash [me] with hot fragrant water, then wrap the body {,fhen) @ in new cotton, 
and bind it successively in 500 layers. Place the body ® in a golden coffin, . . .  and 
cremate @ it, collect the relics (shelt) ® and erect a @ stiipa at a crossroads . . . .  ' "  

The word sheli appears in this passage in Ananda's words reporting the 
direct speech of the Buddha, but it is used only to refer to post-cremation 
remains, relics ®. When the Buddha speaks of his own dead body, he calls it 
shen C?XID. This is consistent with the speculation of a differential use of respect 
vocabulary, since we might well imagine the Buddha depicted as avoiding 
honorific language with respect to himself. However, we find a discussion 
which appears to contradict this neat dichotomy slightly later in the same 
narrative sequence:89 

(22) 
*. X � ,  R �M�� *�.o ��. �, �� *�.MliB������ 

*, �fE*m, &�*Iil*i, �J!@f9t�o ���;g, �*� • . . . . 

88 T. 1 (2) (I) 2 8b 1 0- 1 5  <juan 4); trans. in Weller 1 939 ,  1 940: 1 94 (cccxx); Waldschmidt 
1944, 1 948: 285 ;  Hikita in Okayama et al. 1 995 :  3 50. 
89 T. 1 (2) (1) 28b28-c2 <juan 4); trans. in Weller 1 93 9, 1 940: 1 95 (cccxxiv); Waldschmidt 
1 944, 1 948: 295 ;  Hikita in Okayama et al. 1 995 :  3 5 1 .  
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The Mallas again asked: "Why do the gods not permit the fire to burn?" 
Aniruddha replied: "The gods consider that Maha-Kasyapa is presently coming 
from the land of Pava with 500 disciples, and that he is now [just] midway; he 
wants to see the body of the Buddha ifoshen) ® while it has not yet been cremated 
CD. Because the gods know his intention, they do not permit the fire to burn . . . .  " 

Here the Buddha's disciple Aniruddha refers to the uncremated CD object 
not with the hypothesized respect term shel'i, but rather as the Buddha's body 
ifoshen) ®. While we may have no trouble with the Buddha using non-respect 
vocabulary about himself, we now have to consider whether we might maintain 
both that sheri. functions in this text as an honorific usage contrasting with 
unmarked shen, and also that the Buddha's disciple might speak of his corpse 
using the less exalted term shen. There are, however, other examples of such 
usage. After Kasyapa learns that the Buddha is dead, he and his five hundred 
disciples are saddened, and lament his passing. The famous disrespectful disciple, 
here called *Upananda,90 rejoices at the Buddha's death and the consequent 
freedom he imagines it implies for the disciples, and Kasyapa laments to his 
followers :91 

(23 ) 
)iJK :t<�, Ir.l ffil!!t!L U li1*l, PI 1� Jtf!lto Ir.l�i JtliBfl::k Jm!��tt e n  f!n1;t£ 

��, ffl:1;t£Jm!�, ffiltnJF mt . . . ¥j)riJ�fJT, r���F.E, -lIfffl:, �ttj)riJ�-g, :fl� 

w\-lIffnCD�fIJ o :&@*M*l, �PIJt::fo j)riJ�� §, !ili@*M*l, �1lPIJto 

fJT���, ®.#H����, ���a, E�*�����, B��M, 

��@. # �1lPI .o Jm!�B ¥ = ,  j)riJ ���m, �.@ •• �1lm Jto lr.l* -- --
��� � �3o �Ir.l� •• 1;t£mm ��m��o �«. �o ��JtE, � �j)riJ 
iiL ®{!It.��o �{iiJ�.o 

Let us quickly pack up our robes and bowls, and go to the twin [sala] trees, 
where we will be able to see the still uncremated Buddha. 

At that time, the monks heard what Maha-Kasyapa said, and getting up from 
their seats they escorted Kasyapa and went to Kusinagara . . , to where Ananda 
was, greeted him, stood to one side, and said to Ananda: "We want just one look 
at the shell CD. Cannot we have a look while it is still uncremated ®?" 

Ananda replied: "Although it is  not yet cremated @, it is still difficult to see 
again. The reason is, the Buddha's body ifoshen) @ was already washed with 
fragrant hot water, bound with cotton, bound successively in 500 layers, installed 

90 See Bareau 197 1 :  22 3 for the varieties of ideas about the identity of this figure. 
9 1  T. 1 (2) (I) 28c1 7-29a1 (juan 4); trans. in Weller 1 93 9, 1 940: 1 96- 1 97 (cccxxviii-cccxxix); 
Waldschmidt 1 944, 1 948: 3 0 1 ;  Hikita in Okayama et al. 1 995: 3 53-354. 
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within a golden coffin . . .  so it is difficult to view the Buddha's body @  again ." 
Kasyapa repeated his request thrice, and Ananda answered [each time] as he had 

at first , that it is difficult to see the Buddha's body @ again. 
Then Maha-Kasyapa turned toward the pyre of fragrant firewood, and at that 

time the Buddha's body CV had pushed out both two feet from within the many 
layers of encoffining. And the feet were a different color [from their usual gold] . 

Kasyapa saw this, and asked Ananda questioningly: "The [habitual] color of the 
Buddha's body @ is golden; why is it [now] different?" 

Here when the monks speak they wish to see the uncremated @ shell CD, 
but when Ananda speaks he refers to the condition of the Buddha's equally 
uncremated @ body ([6shen) @(Q), the two terms sheri and f6shen apparently 
being used synonymously yet differentially, according to speaker. This differ
entiation might yet support the hypothesis, since in the case of sheti , ordinary 
monks are speaking, while in the case of fashen it is the Buddha's intimate 
Ananda who speaks. As the text again goes on, Kasyapa learns that the discolor
ation is due to the actions of a pious old woman, and: 92 

(24) 
JW*MB, :>Ck/F'l5lo �nlnJ�jjf, CDff!f�'@ffllo If.flrngB�:&.J::�;j1j� !PJIf.f{!U�t 

�£f�JE��/F��L . . .  

If.f�fM/F� !3 �o �*m��;j{jm-g, 4-1dh�t jfS!l&�JJ:o ®lil*l'i5fIL 

��m.o .� Mm�*� �o lf.faMru�� m.�, .mamo .�� � � 

a.*o lf.f �*.m ;j{jm-g, � �F �� �+= � �m��� , ••• n@� 

f�'i5fljo .��ffliJ, lf�����, �ffl f�it 1f.f���*.B:�Mf�1k�.mxJi\ 

W !3 �� ,  4-ft���@'i5�*, !3 1k*±Em�.o 

When Kasyapa heard that he was very sad and, immediately turning toward the 
pyre of fragrant firewood, did reverence to the Buddha's sheri CD. At that time the 
four groups [of monks, nuns, male and female lay followers] and the gods above 
did reverence at the same time, and the Buddha's feet [which had been visible] 
disappeared from sight straight away . . . . 93 

At that time [after Kasyapa finished his reverence] , the Buddha's pyre burst into 
flame spontaneously without anyone igniting it. Then the Mallas discussed among 
themselves: "Now the fire is burning fiercely, the blaze difficult to suppress. 
Wl)in the shell is cremated @, we may be able to extinguish [the fire] . Where 
shall we look for water to quench [the fire] ? "  At that time, the god of the sala 

92 T. 1 (2) (1) 29a2 -4; a2 5-b5 (juan 4); trans. in Weller 1 939 ,  1 940: 1 97 (cccxxxii), 200-201  
(cccxxxiv-cccxxxv)j Waldschmidt 1 944, 1 948: 3 1 0; Hikita in Okayama et  al. 1 995 :  3 5 5 ;  3 57-3 58 .  
93 I omit here Kasyapa's verses of lament. 
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trees which were beside the Buddha's pyre had profound faith in the Buddha's 
Way, and with his divine power he immediately quenched the fire of the Buddha's 
pyre. 

Then the Mallas once again discussed among themselves: "Within twelve yojanas 
of this town of Kusinagara there are fragrant flowers� Let us bring all of them and 
WB-fship the Buddha's shelt ®. " 

They went beside the city walls, and worshipped using perfumes and flowers 
they had brought. Then the Mallas from the kingdom of Papa heard that the 
Buddha had died at the twin [sala] trees, and they all thought: "I should go there 
now and try to get a share of the sheit ®, take it to my homeland, erect a srnpa 
and worship it. " 

Here both the narrative voice and the speech of the Mallas use the term 
sheli to refer to the dead body of the Buddha. However, the uncremated body 
is called shel'i CD, it is this shell which is cremated @, and what remains after the 
cremation fires are extinguished is likewise termed shell ®®. 

I suggested that in the case of the translation of Zhi Qian we could see no 
particular pattern to his use of shell to refer to the uncremated corpse of the 
Buddha, which he uses in this sense only twice. And of course, although Bo 
Fazu does use the word in this way, he does so only once, so there is no 
pattern possible. But the Dirghiigama translation employs the word sheli in the 
sense of "body" repeatedly, and this allows the possibility for detection of a 
pattern, if one exists. We may plot the uses of the relevant terminology according 
to speaker and to referent as shown in the accompanying table (see overleaf). 

The only significant difference evident here seems to be that the Mallas 
never speak of the Buddha's corpse as f6shen, and Kasyapa never speaks of it as 
sheri. Both Aniruddha, the arhat, and .Ananda, the still unawakened disciple, 
use both terms. The first question we must ask is what significance this 
distribution might have. Second, and from quite another point of view, we 
must consider how a reader could understand this shell which is taken, prepared, 
burned, and then recovered from the funeral pyre, precisely the same word in 
this sequence indicating both states of the object, first unburned and then 
burned. The context and overall narrative flow may indeed make it clear on a 
case-by-case basis that sometimes the word shel'i must refer to a corpse that is 
to be initially prepared and burned, while subsequently it appears in the sense 
of "post-cremational relics ."  But is this really clearly understandable , or on the 
contrary, might it give an impression not unlike that one might gain by reading 
modern translations of the Mahiiparnirvii1Ja-siitra which, as we have seen above, 
fluctuate in their treatment of the term farira in such a way as to render 
coherent comprehension of the text almost an impossibility? 
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Let us turn to a basic question: why is the unburned corpse called sheli? 
Can it be maintained that a distinction in levels of respect is intended between 
body and shell , with sheli employed as an honorific equivalent for body, otherwise 
designated "ordinarily" shen, f6shen, tt, shentf or the like? 94 In order to try to 
answer this question, we will first want to explore whether we find other, 
comparable uses of the same vocabulary elsewhere in the works of the translators 
whose renderings we have looked at above.95 

We should perhaps not be entirely surprised to find little complementary 
evidence in the translations of Zhi Qian and Bo Fozu, given the rarity of the 
word sheli in the sense of "dead body" even in their Mahiiparinirvii1Ja-siitra 
translations . As far as I can see, the word shUi appears rather rarely in the 
works of Zhi Qian,96 and outside the passages noted above (§§ 1 1 , 1 3 ), never in 

94 Previous modem students of the text have not always seemed to notice any lexical distinction 
at all, much less attempted to explain it. Weller, for instance, in his generally extremely 
careful German translation consistently renders shell simply by "Sarira," either "restoring" the 
transcription into Sanskrit or treating Sarira as a German word. He rendersshen � consistently 
by "Leib" (once "Korper," perhaps by inadvertence). But he nowhere makes any attempt to 
explain what this "Sarira" might be doing in the Chinese text, or what it might mean. W ald
schmidt, who sometimes translates rather closely and sometimes paraphrases, freely alternates 
between "Leichnam" and "Korper" as equivalents of sheli, once again never noting the fluctuation 
of the vocabulary. (Max Deeg points out that Leib has a Christian connotation, while Korper 
and Leichnam refer to concrete things, body and corpse.) 

Bareau ( 1 97 1 :  1 82 ,  1 94, 2 14 , 1985 :  2 77ff. and so on) likewise made no special notice of 
the vocabulary, interpreting the word contextually everywhere as "corps." Finally, the generally 
excellent and heavily annotated Japanese translation of Okayama et al. retains shari �:fIJ in 
Japanese, adding a note at the first relevant instance (Hikita in Okayama et al. 1 995 :  63 1 ,  n. 
3 8) indicating that it means "corpse," itai JfHts:, rather than relics. The necessity for the note 
itself indicates that something is not right here, but no further observations are offered. 

This is, incidentally, an example of one disappointing feature of this generally superb 
modern Japanese translation of the Dirghiigama, namely the occasional retention of Chinese 
terms in and as Japanese, even when this is not entirely appropriate. Since as far as I know 
there is no way that shari can mean "corpse" in Japanese (on some senses of shari in Japanese, 
including rare ones, see Yuyama 1 995 :  3 86), in this respect the translation here is wrong, 
despite the note. (Another oddity of this translation is the periodic use in the Japanese of 
honorifics nowhere even implied in the Chinese, as for example whenf6sben {�� is translated 
[e .g., p. 3 5 1 ,  3 54] with butsu no osugata {AO)S�.) 

95 Ideally one should systematically study all Chinese Buddhist translations of the same 
period, but since as a practical matter such a survey is beyond my abilities at present, I restrict 
this investigation to the works attributed to the translators to whom are ascribed the early 
Mahiiparinirvii,(w-siitras. 
96 I accept as the corpus of his translations those works identified by Nattier 2003 : 241 -242 ,  
namely: T .  6 ,  54, 68 ,  76, 87, 1 69, 1 85 , 1 98, 2 10, 2 2 5, 2 8 1 , 3 28, 3 6 1 , 474, 493 ,  5 3 2 ,  5 3 3 , 556, 
557 ,  559, 5 8 1 , 632 , 708, 7 3 5 , 790, 1 0 1 1 ,  and maybe 20, 2 7, 507, and 5 1 1 .  I searched this and 
other works cited here electronically, rather than reading through them in their entirety, as 
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the sense of "body." However, one perhaps closely related usage does draw 
our attention. In a passage in Zhi Qian's translation of the Artasiihasrikii Prajiiii
piiramitii, for which of course we have an extant Sanskrit text, we find the 
following:97 

(2 5) 
m� , �m £.a ��m llio n � -�w� �m.o � ���, a�m. �  

ti�o 

The Buddha said: "One does not become a Buddha through this shen-sheli; one 
obtains a Buddha-body ifoshen) from omniscience. Mter my death my relics (sheli) 
are still to be worshipped. 

To this roughly corresponds the following in the published Sanskrit text:98 

(26) 
bhagavan aha I tasmat tarhi kausika nanenatmabhavasarirapratilambhena 

tathagatas tathagata iti samkhyam gacchati I I sarvajfiatayam tu pratilabdhayam 
tathagatas tathagata iti samkhyam gacchati I . . . evam ca mama parinirvrtasyapi 
sata e�am sarira1).3m puja bhavi�yati I I 

The Blessed One said: "Therefore, Kausika, it is not by means of obtaining this 
physical body (iitmabhiiva-farira) that one is called 'Tathagata. '99 Rather, when 
one has obtained omniscience one is called 'Tathagata. ' "  . . .  And after I am dead 
too these relics of mine will be worshipped. 

The Indian commentator Haribhadra interprets the Sanskrit compound 
iitmabhiiva-farira here appositionally: iitmabhiivafariram ity iitmabhiiva eva 
fariram. 100 If we accept that Haribhadra's gloss and Zhi Qian's translation, 
sh en-sh eli �'@ff(J ,  are attempting to convey the same sense, then shen-shet'i 
likewise should also be understood appositionally, as "body {,fhen) == farira 
{,fheti) , "  or in other words, "sheli, that is to say, 'body. '" Even if this is correct, 

would certainly have been preferable. 
97 T. 225 (VIII) 484a 1 7 - 1 8  yuan 2). 
98 Wogihara 1 932 - 1935 : 2 10: 1 0- 1 2 ,  1 7- 1 8, 2 1 1 .6-7 (Mitra 58), and see below n. 102 .  
99 It would be possible to translate " . . .  that a Tathagata is called Tathagata" and so on. 
However, I understand the expression in line with phrases such as that in Kiifyapaparivarta 
§ 1 2 1  (Stael-Holstein 1926): frama1Ja frama1Ja iti kiifyapa ucyate I kiyan nu tiivat kiifyapa frama1Ja 
frama1Ja ity ucyate, or a frequent refrain in the Vajracchedikii, for instance (Schopen 1 989: 1 03): 
k�etravyiihii/J k�etravyiihii iti subhiite avyiihiis te tathiigatena bhii#tiis tenocyante k!etravyiihii iti. 
100 Wogihara 1 932-1 9 3 5 :  2 10 . 1 3 - 14 .  
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however, the fact that what we understand to be the appositional compound 
iitmabhiiva-farira was translated verbatim et litera tum, with iitmabhiiva rendered 
as shen and farira as shelt , may conceivably, but need not necessarily, in its turn 
suggest, perhaps paradoxically, that Zhi Qian did not imagine shell on its own 
to be capable of conveying the requisite meaning of "body" as such. It may 
also suggest that cases in which ordinary body language is used are to be 
understood as in some way consequently unmarked, and without particular 
importance. A probably more realistic way of looking at the question, however, 
is to see shen-sheli as a mechanical effort to render the two elements of the 
compound iitmabhiiva-farira, an element-by-element calque, without consider
ation for questions of the ease with which the result might be understood by 
those with access only to the Chinese text.101 The translation, then, is not 
interpretive so much as "literal," although it may simultaneously indicate Zhi 
Qian's appreciation that iitmabhiiva-farira here signifies something more than 
a mere "body. " I will argue that such an appreciation may hold the key to 
understanding other "bodily" uses of sheri vocabulary. 

A very important point, however, is that in whatever way Zhi Qian may 
have understood the terminology he employed here, he did not create it. In 
fact, as is true for the bulk of his translation of the A!tasiihasrikii Prajfiiipiiramitii, 
his "translation" has more the nature of a revision of the earlier translation of 
Lokak�ema, dating to 1 7 9  C.E. , than that of an independent work. And in 
Loka�ema's translation we find the passage in question as follows:102 

(27) 
{,*�!tfft�ml29 0 /F ffl :!1t�f(L 1t£j!ig:�:E=� 1�{,*o t§.iii�iiJ�m 1:H�:E=7J51�rHf:� 0 

��� .o iiig :E=�1t£�:E= 7J51g. � l:H o miii ���g� =�=. iiig:E=�o 

iiig:E= ��ft�M � o 1t£iii g:E=��M� o 1t£. g:E=�ft �mm.�� o �. 

�DiiJ<:o 

101  The large-scale study of Zhi Qian's translations now being carried out by Jan Nattier will 
no doubt help us better understand how he treated Sanskrit compounds, and thus suggest how 
best to understand this particular instance. 
1 02 T. 224 (VIII) 43 2 a 1 5 -20 (juan 2). Actually, the portion quoted here corresponds to the 
Sanskrit text that extends onto Wogihara 1932- 1935 :  2 1 1 .7 ,  as follows:yeyam kaufika sarvajftatii 
tathiigatasyiirhatab samyaksambuddhasya prajftiipiiramitiinirjiitai!ii I e!a ca kaufika tathiigata
syiitmabhiivafarfrapratilambhab prajftiipiiramitopiiyakaufalyanirjiitab san sarvajftajiiiiniifrayabhuto 
bhavati I enam hy iifrayam sarvajftajftiinasya prabhiivanii bhavati buddhafarfraprabhiivanii bhavati 
dharmafarfraprabhiivanii bhavati samghafarfraprabhiivanii bhavati I I ity evam sarvajftajftiinahetuko 
'yam iitmabhiivafarfrapratilambhab sarvajftajftiiniifrayabhutatviit sarvasattviiniim caityabhuto 
vandanfyab satkara1}fyo gurukara1}fyo miimanfyab pujanfyo 'rchanfyo 'paciiyanfyab samv.rtto bhavati 
I I evam ca mama parinirv,rtasyiipi sata e!iim farfrii1}iim pujii bhaviryati I I 
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The Buddha spoke to Sakra Devanam Indra: "It is not through the shen-shell, 
but rather from *sarvajna[ta] (omniscience), that one becomes a Buddha. The 
Tathagata emerges from within Prajfiaparamita (the Perfection of Wisdom). Just 
so, Kausika, the body of *sarvajna[ta] emerges from within Prajfiaparamita. The 
Tathagata, Arhat, Samyaksambuddha has a *sarvajna[ta] body. When that 
*sarvajna[ta] body is born, I create a buddha-body (f6shen). I am able to create a 
buddha-body from *sarvajna[ta] . After my parinirvaI).a, my relics (shelt) will be 
worshipped. 

In light of this evidence, it is clear that Zhi Qian's use of the compound 
shen-sheli is not original, but an adoption of an already existing rendering. 
What remains true, however, is that, whoever initially coined it, this usage 
may be relevant to other similar expressions in other translations. 

As we noted a moment ago, the translations of Zhi Qian and Bo Fazu 
other than their Mahiiparinirvii�a-siitra efforts provide no good complementary 
examples of clear usages of sheli in the sense of corpse. But this is not so for 
the other translations attributed to Buddhayasas, to whom is credited the 
Dirghiigama. In fact, we find what appears to be precisely the same usage in 
that translator's rendering of the Dharmaguptaka Vinaya, Sifen Iii Im)t{!. This 
accord may, however, seem both less coincidental and simultaneously potentially 
less significant when we recall not only that both the Chinese Dirghiigama and 
the Dharmaguptaka Vinaya belong to the same Dharmaguptaka sect, but that 
the Mahiiparinirvii�a-siitra itself is at heart a piece of Vinaya, and thus not only 
the episode but the genres of the two texts in which it appears are closely 
parallel, if not essentially identical .,o3 In the Dharmaguptaka Vinaya, then, we 
find the following treatment of the events surrounding the Buddha's death:,04 

(28) 
.�, �.�� F �* • •  #�. #OO� �.o . *.��oo.� �E, � 

��&.o �mli§ *��W. Z, *. � •• � � , �®�� . � ,  �fi. 
1:0 fl ft*{¥/!, �.m� � f'��WT o �*. ����§ tf, t�@1<�Z o � 
7(?B.ilZ1<0 . . .  

At that time, the Blessed One attained parinirvaI).a in Kusinagara in the Malla 
grove, between the sala trees. The Mallas washed the Buddha's sheit 00, and 

1 03 On broader correspondences between the Chinese Dtrghiigama and Dharmaguptaka 
Vinaya, of which there are many, see Bareau 1 966. 
104 T. 142 8  (XXII) 966a 1 9-24 (juan 54); trans. in Waldschmidt 1 944, 1 948: 296. In his 
rendering of this text too Waldschmidt alternates between "Leichman" and "K6rper" as 
renderings of sheli. 
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wrapped it  in clean cotton . They again bound it in 500 layers, made an iron 
coffin, filled it with fragrant oil, placed the sheli @ within, and covered it with a 
lid. They made an outer coffin of wood, placed the iron coffin within, piling up 
fragrant firewood around it. Then the designated head of the Mallas lit it with a 
fire ®, and very quickly the gods extinguished the fire. 

Here the narrator, speaking of the Buddha as seen by the Mallas, employs 
sheli in the sense of the Buddha's corpse. The text continues saying that others 
try to light the fire, and again the gods immediately extinguish the flames. 
The Mallas ask why, and Aniruddha answers : 105 

(29) 
��iiJJtm�ttt&�tnJF ��� 9=J ra' , 1:Ej�Jj\ WjdtJim:1i13 A �o �f'F£�, 

fX&-1� �CD*�{��fIJ::fIf�o �i[R�Jtm�{.,:tlD£�, J.2).£i!iJc�1<o 

"Maha-Kasyapa is travelling on the road between the two lands of Pava and 
Kusinagara, together with a group of 500 great monks. He thinks: 'Will I be able 
to see the as yet unburnt sheit of the Buddha CD or not? ' The gods knew what 
Kasyapa was thinking, and so they quenched the flames." 

Here Aniruddha is speaking, reporting the thoughts of another disciple ,  
the great Maha-Kasyapa, again using sheli in the sense of the Buddha's corpse. 
vVe note that the vocabulary attributed to Maha-Kasyapa's thoughts is not the 
unmarked "body" vocabulary used by Aniruddha and Ananda in the Dirghagama, 
but the hypothesized respect term sheli. As the text goes on, Kasyapa hears 
that the Buddha has died, and makes his way to Kusinagar. He tells his disciples:106 

(30) 

H� . ����. � tt&CD m. ��*�. &-��o Rtt JiMJtm. � . �� 
��A��tfo . . .  ��iiJ�?JT. Mt s ,  ��, fXW\&@m#�fIJ* ��.:z.o �iiJ�� 
� .  tiJ\&®m.�fIJ*�. ffijw\�.:z.o �PJ1��o {EJJ.2).8)(o @m.�fIJBrJfGr{t. 
�J.2).�JT1YJ� . . .  @:1:E�t13 . . .  £i!iJc�PJ1� �o �*Jtm�llJTMtt@{?t�fln.?JT " ·  

"If we get up, quickly take robes and bowls afHi-prompcl�\� toward the Blessed 
One's sheli while.-it is still unburned CD, we will be able to view it." The monks 
heard what Maha-Kasyapa said, quickly took their robes and bowls, . . . . They 

1 0 ;  T. 1428  (XXII) 966a28-b2 (juan 54); trans. in Waldschmidt 1 944, 1948: 2 96-297. 
1 06 T. 1428  (XXII) 966b22-c4 (juan 54); trans. in Waldschmidt 1 944, 1 948: 303-304, and see 
Bareau 1 97 1 :  242 . 
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came to where Ananda was, and said: "Ananda, we want to go to view the Blessed 
One's sheit while it is still unburned ®." Ananda replied: "You want to go to the 
Blessed One's shelt while it is still unburned @, and you want to view it. It is 
extemely difficult to view. Why? The Blessed One's shelt @ is already washed, 
wrapped in new cotton . . .  placed in an iron coffin . . . .  This is why it is difficult to 
view." 

At that time, Maha-Kasyapa gradually approached the pyre of the Buddha's 
shell @ . . . . 

Here Maha-Kasyapa, his disciples, Ananda and the narrator all use shell in 
reference to the Buddha's corpse. Then Maha-Kasyapa sees the Buddha's feet, 
hears the explanation of their condition, the story of the weeping woman and 
so on, chants his verses of lament (which are not quoted), circumamblates the 
pyre, and the narrator concludes:107 

(3 1 )  
*/F� EI �o �*J1l!!�CD��fIJ B, . . . �ltli{� . . .  

The fire spontaneously ignited without being lit. At that time, after Maha-KaSyapa 
had burned the shell CD, . . . he gathered the community of monks . .  " 

Although other versions of this episode, including that of the Dtrghiigama, 
go on to mention the relics resulting from the cremation, their distribution 
and so on, this Vinaya text moves directly to a different topic. In these passages, 
then, sheli refers exclusively to the body of the Buddha, his corpse, without any 
parallel instance of its employment in the sense of "relics ."  However, it is 
worthwhile noting that in the only other use of the word shell in the entire 
Dharmaguptaka Vinaya, it equally obviously does mean "relics ." lo8 In addition, 
we should reiterate that in this text's presentation of the episode not only is 
shell used to designate the corpse of the Buddha, but it is the only word which 
is so used; "ordinary" body vocabulary is entirely absent. Therefore, even 
Ka§yapa here refers to the Buddha's corpse as sheli , something he does not do 
in the Dtrghiigama. These two facts no doubt present significant problems for 
any hypothesis of an intentional differential deployment of body language, 
with shell being used as an honorific term for the un cremated body of the 
Buddha by certain individuals, while others refer to the very same body as shen 
(or with comparably unmarked terms). Since the Dtrghiigama and the Dharma
guptaka Vinaya are both attributed to the same translator, and moreover contain 

1 07 T. 1428  (XXII) 966c 1 1 - 12 (juan 54). 
108 T. 142 8  (XXII) 957 a8 (juan 52), referring to the installation of relics in a srupa. 
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precisely the same episode, very similarly presented, it is difficult to argue that 
a particularly intentioned usage of vocabulary is to be found in only one of this 
pair of texts, but not deployed in the almost identical presentation in the other. 

Now, we have spoken of both the Dirghiigama and the Dharmaguptaka 
Vinaya as translations attributed to the same individual, the translator Buddha
yasas . But with this we encounter a problem. For although tradition tells us 
that he is responsible for these translations, it is questionable exactly what role 
Buddhayasas himself may have played in the execution of the translations 
attributed to him. In fact, we may even be permitted, if not compelled, to 
question whether he knew much Chinese language at all.lo9 The hagiographies 
and the Preface to the Dirghiigama translation agree in attributing "Buddha
yasa's" translation of both that text and of the Dharmaguptaka Vinaya to the 
bilingual Chinese native Zhu Fonian �{iJt�, with the Chinese disciples Daoshi 
�± and Daohan �13" acting as scribes . l l o  The Preface goes on to mention the 
careful correction the Dirghiigama translation underwent, especially with regard 
to the simplicity of its language. 

If we attribute responsibility for the actual translation of the Dirghiigama 
and Dharmaguptaka Vinaya mainly or significantly to Zhu Fonian, rather than 
focussing our attention on Buddhayasas we might more profitably investigate 
the way farira terminology is dealt with in other translations attributed to 
Fonian.l l l  The interpretation of these potential parallels is, however, made 
significantly more difficult by the fact that the genre of the texts available for 
comparison is entirely different. While the Dirghiigama and Dharmaguptaka 
Vinaya passages we have studied belong, as we noted, to fundamentally similar 
genres, it being quite clear that the Mahiipariniroii1Ja-siitra is at heart a piece of 
Vinaya, originating as a portion of the nascent hagiography of the Buddha 
which belongs to the Vinaya literature, the other examples of Fonian's transla
tions in which relevant vocabulary appears all come from Mahayana sutras. 

109 It is most likely that he did not; see Additional Note 2 .  
l i D  The evidence o f  various catalogues and prefaces is actually somewhat complicated, and 
occasionally confused. It has been discussed several times in the literature, for instance by 
Tokiwa 1 938 :  878-882, and 83 8-845 ; Hirakawa 1 970: 1 3 1 - 1 34; and Okayama et al. 1 995 :  
1 6- 1 9. See  also Shih 1 968:  90 and Okayama et  al. 1 995 :  105 ,  with nn. 54-62 on 3 80-3 84, 
translating T. 2059 (L) 3 34b (juan 2) and T. 1 (1) l ab, respectively. The Preface to the 
Dharmaguptaka Vinaya translation (T. 142 8 [XXII] 567b3 -4) actually attributes its translation 
and correction proper to Huibian �m, but modern authorities (Tokiwa, Hirakawa) consider 
this to be an error. Certainly the almost identical handling of the passages under investigation 
here argues strongly for the identity of the respective translators of the Dirghiigama and 
Dharmaguptaka Vinaya, at least with regard to this episode. The question, however, requires 
careful reconsideration from a more global perspective. 
I I I  For studies of this figure see Unebe 1 970, Okayama 1984, and Kamata 1 990: 95- 1 24. 
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Despite the genre difference, however, it is indeed a fortunate coincidence 
that we do find a number of passages in translations attributed to Fonian in 
which the circumstances of the Buddha's parinirval).a, his death, are dealt with. 
Before we notice those passages, however, we should note an example precisely 
parallel to-in fact, virtually the same as-one we already studied in our 
considerations of the translations of Zhi Qian and Lokak�ema above. For 
Fonian (along with *Dharmapriya, Tanmopi .��$), like Zhi Qian, also trans
lated the A�tasiihasrikii Prajiiiipiiramitii into Chinese, and "his" translation, in 
fact, is even closer to that of Lokak�ema than is Zhi Qian's. It is thus no 
surprise that in Fonian's version too the Sanskrit term iitmabhiiva-farfra 1S 
rendered with shen-shel'i: 1 l2 

(32)  
mm�mm� o �m �� ��. m �.� ��mo m.�. �. m ���� 

•• W o � �� .o .�� ��. m ���� •• W o ffi .�.� .�=�= 

�. m�.���o ���m�o ���mB.. �����.o 

The Buddha spoke to Sakra Devanam Indra: "Because it is not through the 
shen-shelt, one becomes a Buddha from *sarvajna[tii] (omniscience). The Tathagata 
emerges from Prajfiaparamita (the Perfection of Wisdom). Just so, Kausika, the 
body of "sarvajna[tii] emerges from Prajfiaparamita. The Tathagata, Arhat, 
Samyaksambuddha is born from *sarvtljna[tii] . I obtained a buddha-body lf6shen). 
After my parinirval)a, my relics (shell) will be worshipped. 

It is very plain that Zhu Fonian not only clearly knew Loka�ema's rendering, 
but for the most part, as here, essentially copied it.1 I3 However, we do find the 
term shen-sheli also employed in other works attributed to Fonian. 

An example of the same compound shen-shet'i appears in the first chapter of 
Fonian's translation (if indeed it is a translation) of the *Antariibhava-siitra 
(ZhonK)'in jing 9JlijU�). Although we cannot confirm this text's origins in either 
an lndic text or Tibetan translation, it is taken as a genuine translation and 
attributed to Fonian already in the fifth century by Sengyou.1 14 It is indeed a 
very peculiar text, but whether it had a genuine lndic origin or may rather 
belong for instance to some Central Asian milieu is less important for us here 
than the particular Chinese vocabulary it contains. For in it we find a number 
of very similar expressions, the contexts of which (more or less) make clear 

1 1 2  T. 226  (VIII) 5 14b2 1 -2 6  (juan 2). 
I I I  See Lancaster 1 968: 2 2 .  
1 1 4 T. 2 145 (LV) 1 0c3 (juan 2) ,  l l 1 b22-23 (juan 1 5). According to Unebe 1970: 34, it was 
translated after 3 99. 
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that the term shen-sheli is being used in the sense of the body which the 
Buddha abandons upon death. At the very beginning of the text, we read that 
the Buddha is in Kapilavastu, and:1 1 5  

(3 3 ) 
��, ftD*m�l�fH$�'@ffllo 

At that time the Tathagata suddenly abandoned to dissipation his shen-sheli. 1 16 

Immediately the sutra begins to speak of how the earth quakes in accord 
with the vows of a Buddha, in which context we read: 1 17 

(34) 
ftD *��if1frt, mlf)t�13t, A�q:t ��ft��o 

The Tathagata abandons his bodily life (shenshouming), manifesting the assump
tion of nirval).a, and entering into the Intermediate State (*antariibhiiva) in order 
to convert beings. 

Here it appears to be the body that the Tathagata abandons, although the 
terminology, with shenshoum'ing, is not absolutely clear. 1 18 However, immediately 

l i S T. 3 85 (XII) 1058c8-9 �uan shang). We may remark that it is not clear why he should be 
in Kapilavastu. We would rather expect Kusinagara. 
1 1 6 In this more than usually obscure passage, it is possible we should instead understand: 
"abandoned the sheli [made up of his] pulverized body." I have no confidence in either 
interpretation, however. 
1 1 7  T.  385 (XII) 1058c 19-20 �uan shang). 
1 1 8  One might understand shenshoumtng :!lit.1fIl instead as "body and life." Despite the fact 
that the compound is relatively well attested in Buddhist Chinese, the meaning is hard to pin 
down. Part of the problem is that the few examples I have been able to locate of Indic parallels 
suggest two different interpretations, both body and life, and length of life or physical life. 
Examples: Drumakinnarariijapariprcchii, T. 624 (XV) 3 5 3a23 -4 (juan shang): ;tt,[Y1��1iT:!lit. 
6ff m if]iii5)(o ;1�JtlJ�. = (Harrison 1 992:  78 . 1 3  -14 [§4E]): byang chub kyi yan lag la Ita bas Ius 
dang srog la mi Ita ba 'i sems rin po che; A!tasiihasrikii Prajiiiiparamitii, T. 226  (VIII) 528c3-4 
(juan 4) : ���iftJ!, 1\iiJ1t��£:fIi��iir�mrti5XfAPJTff, #/f1iT:!lit.1fIl = (Wogihara 
1932 - 1 93 5 : 691 .4-6): punar aparam subhUte 'vinivartanryo bodhisattvo mahiisattvap saddharma
parigrahasya krtafa iitmaparityiigam api karoti I jfvitaparityiigam api karoti . . .  ; Samghabhedavastu 
of the Mulasarvastivada Vinaya, T. 1450 (XXIV) 109c6-7 (juan 3): If.¥l\iiJfL�'EfLlJo ��{tt:-T&:\ 
JJt 1E ft 0 �p EI tI:!lit.1fIl -lHft = (Gnoli 1 977 :  54. 1): viditvii iitmana ilJE-pprakarsam vyavalokayitum 
iirabdho . . .  ; Paficavimfatisiihasrikii Prajiiiipiiramitii, chapter 7,  T. 2 2 3  (VIII) 390c5-6 Quan 23) :  � 
1f1�ifili�21lf, {tf1='f�eA'l!f :!lit�1fIlA���i1E� = (Watanabe 1 993 :  1 29.2 1 -2 3): yam anuttarii
yiim samyaksambodhau vyiikuryiit sa iiJJlp samskiiriin avas.rjya nirmitam abhinirmiiyiinupadhife!e 
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afterwards the text returns to the shin-sheli vocabulary:' 19 

(35) 
mMf, tlt#A1<�.=:a*,  l1JfHi$��fIJ ' "  

At that time the Blessed One entered into the Fire Contemplation (*tejas-samiidht) 
and abandoned his shen-shelZ to dissipation . . . . 120 

Although the text is not perfectly clear to me, it appears to continue by 
saying that the Blessed One, the Buddha, sits down upon a large jewelled 
lotus, and then turns to his own shell and addresses it in verse (��, i:!t#rP:J'@f;fIL 
mJ§xi'fl B).12 1 No matter how we take this it is, to say the least, unusual, if not 
downright bizarre. I nevertheless understand shell here to refer to the Buddha's 
body, since the verses begin:122 

(36) 
� .. �� .��.W ��.�* ��m�. 

For uncountable aeons I have nurtured the earth element in you [my body] .123 
Now I abandon you, as happily as a snake sloughs off his skin. 

This too is far from completely transparent, but the text appears to have 
the Buddha addressing the body he has possessed for lifetimes (but then how 
did he transmigrate?) , and that he now abandons. In any case, it seems almost 
impossible to understand shell as referring here to relics. A bit later in the text 
we find a sentence repeated three times (for the West, North and South):I24 

nirvii1Jadhiitau parnirvii'(liit. 
Although the compound shenshouming does not appear in dictionaries as such, the pairing 

itself is well attested. See for instance Chuci �iiW (The Songs of the South), 1 0  Da Zhao *ftl 
"The Great Summons,"  in which we find 7k1t�!l i*W$,R. 
1 1 9  T. 3 85 (XII) 1058c2 1 -22 (juan shan�. 
120 Or again, perhaps "abandoned his pulverized body shell." 
1 2 1  T. 3 8 5  (XII) 1058c2 5-26 (juan shan�. 
122 T. 3 8 5  (XII) 1058c2 7-28 (juan shan�. 
123 I follow the suggestion of Stefano Zacchetti, who understands zhOngjie fI� as a rendition 
of dhiitu (metri causa) , so that dizhOngjie ±{!!fI� renders prthividhiitu. He points out that 
references to the prthividhiitu in the body are common in Buddhist literature. Seishi Karashima 
suggests the alternate possibility, "I have nurtured you on the earthly (or: terrestrial) sphere 
for countless aeons." 
I N T. 385 (XII) 1059b23 -25 ,  c5-7, 1 6- 1 8, 1 060a9- 1 1  (juan shang). Note also the expressions 
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(37) 
-�*�A+t. �� •. mW���o .H�� $mo �n��M.�� . 

iiXA � �� {r;�1:* 0 
* with v.l. 1 6. 

In the - direction, as far away from here as the sands of 8 trillion 700 billion 
Ganges rivers, there is a world called Saha; its Buddha is named Sakyamuni. Now 
having died and disposed of his shen-sheti, he is about to enter the Intermediate 
State in order to convert beings. 

Setting aside the weird theology of this text, which among other things 
certainly seems to say that a Buddha, even having obtained nirval)a, and thus 
extinction, nevertheless enters the intermediate state between births, something 
which by almost any stretch of the doctrinal imagination should be inconceivable, 
there can be little or no doubt that in this text shen-sheli repeatedly refers to 
the physical body of the Buddha which he abandons at death.125 If my under
standing of the text is correct, there is moreover also one instance in the intro
duction to the verses noticed above of sheli alone employed in the sense of the 
Buddha's own "body," that to which he speaks. 

Considering other translations of Fonian, for none of which, once again, 
we possess Indic or even Tibetan parallels , the vocabulary in these works 
appears to be at least somewhat different. In Fonian's translation of the Zuisheng
wen pusa shizhu chugou duanjie jing fin�r,,'if�+{1,*1Fo1T*fi*!i! we find a brief 
mention of the Buddha's statement to the bodhisattva Zuisheng (*Paramartha): 
"After my parinirval)a, you should worship my sheli f�tlt�;fIJ for twenty inter
mediate aeons. "  This is entirely ordinary: here sheli can hardly be taken otherwise 
than as "relics," which moreover individually emit rays of light. The text then 
goes on to mention "worship of the whole-body sh eli , " gongyang qudnshen-sheli 
#l;4-i:��;f1J. Immediately following this there is mention of "the sheli of the 
corpse," y{shen-sheli J:I��;f1J . 1 26 At least the "whole-body sheli" are also said to 
individually emit rays of light. There is, in short, no indication here that sheli 
should be taken other than in the sense of "relics ,"  which is to say, some 
post-cremational remains. The meaning of "whole-body shell" remains unspec
ified, but at least here, since the relics individually emit light the term appears 
to refer to relics of the entire body, rather than to a single body which remains 

in the verses at 1 060b4, 8 the second of which (*5m�J!m)( ���;fIHl::) appears to have 
Sakyamuni transmigrate, leaving behind ashen-shUi. 
125  On shen-shell see further Additional Note 3 .  
12 6  T. 309 (X) 1 032b29-c29 (juan 9). Earlier ( l007a 1 1 - 1 009a2 7 [juan 6]) there is an entire 
chapter titled "Smashing the body," sulshen. 
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intact, a sense the term qudnshen-shNi certainly takes on later. 
Similarly, although different from the Mahiiparinirvii1Ja-siitra in almost every 

way, the Pusa cong doushutian Jiang shenmutai shuo guangpu jing ��1t£9'E1*j��:f:$ 
-aMl'�1.l1H!l! is a Mahayana scripture which, like the non-Mahayana Mahiipari
nirvii1Ja-siitra, also purports to depict the Buddha's last sermon just before his 
death, albeit while he is seated within his golden coffin, engaged in the vajra
samiidhi. Here there are repeated references to "whole-body sheli," qudnshen-shet'i 
���fIJ , as well as to "pulverized-body sheli," suishen-sheli U$��flJ . 127 It is 
often far from clear precisely what is intended by the word sheli in this text, a 
problem that is indeed not uncommon in Mahayana scriptures and which, as I 
will argue, may be of some relevance to our basic problem.128 It does, however, 
seem that sometimes sheli should be taken here in the sense of "body,"129 
although the text also speaks of the famous battle among eight kings to divide 
the sheli,jen sheli ?:)-�fIJ , sheli obviously here then to be understood as (divisible) 
relics.130 Finally, an entire chapter of the Pusa yingluo jing ����*.!l!, attributed 
to Zhu Fonian, is devoted to worship of the sheli #!:��f'J, in which we repeatedly 
find the expression "worshipping the whole-body sheli," gongyang qudnshen-sheli 
#t����flJ . l 3 l  

Despite the appearance of  the compound shen-sheli, which at  least provi
sionally we may understand as appositional, and in which therefore sheli is to 
be understood in the meaning of "body," in translations other than those of 
the Dirghiigama and Dharmaguptaka Vinaya Fonian does not appear to use 
the word sheli alone this sense, or-taking into account one obscure instance 
in the *Antariibhiiva-siitra-at least not clearly so. Therefore, even if some 
specific intention lies behind the vocabulary employed in those passages we 
studied above in his translations of the Dirghiigama and Dharmaguptaka Vinaya, 
that intentional usage does not appear to be mirrored elsewhere in his oeuvre. 

127 See for example T. 3 84 (XII) 1030b,  103 1 b 1 2 - 1 3  (juan 3). There may be a reference to 
this latter passage in Xuanying's ill!! Yiqiejing yinyi -'I�W[1§'� (reprint of 1 870 edition 
[Taibei: Xinwenfeng, 1 980] : 6 . 1 b, p. 1 86), which says ��*![�, s1fzff�UDJtlfIJ �-tl!. When at 
1 0 1 5b5-6 (juan 1 )  the text says fjiMf, tit#-W\A��IJ��, U$��flJ, I believe that the word 
sUl li$ must be a verb: pulverizing the body into relics (compare 102 3 a 14- 1 5  [juan 2 ] :  �illi� 
iii A ��IJ�B*li$�!lO.m). 
1 28 Some instances are, nevertheless, more obscure than others. For example, the meaning(s) 
of sherr in the discussion at T. 3 84 (XII) 1033c  (juan 4) is/are more than usually unclear to me. 
129 As in the expression at T. 3 84 (XII) 1057b26 (juan 7): #t.�J!J!Dt{��fg�f'J. However, 
here too the exact sense of this expression, and its syntax, are obscure to me: "worship the sheli 
in Sakyamuni Buddha's golden coffin"? 
1 30 T. 3 84 (XII) 1 057c l 9  (juan 7), and continuing on 1058a. 
1 3 1  T. 656 (XVI) 9 5a-97a (juan 1 1) ,  chapter 3 1 ;  attributed to  Fonian already in  T. 2 1 45 (LV) 
1 0b29 (juan 2). 
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There are several possible explanations for this situation. A number of 
translations are attributed to Fonian, many of which he is said to have translated 
along with others, but those cited above he is said to have rendered alone in 
the final phase of his career, 3 9 1 -41 3 ,  during which he also translated the 
Dtrghagama and Dharmaguptaka Vinaya along with Buddhayasas. 1 32 One 
possibility is that, as the Chinese collaborator of a venerable foreign monk
scholar, Fonian did not feel completely free to express himself in his most 
eloquent Chinese; indeed, he is reported to have been criticized earlier for his 
tendency to unduly embellish his Chinese translations of relatively simpler 
and more straightforward Indic texts . 1 33 It is also possible that Buddhayasas 
knew just enough Chinese to meddle with the translation of his Chinese 
amanuensis ,  perhaps insisting here and there on a specific wording. 1 34 While 
these possibilities cannot be discounted, and may be contributing factors, it is 
also possible that the difference in genre between Agama and Vinaya translations 
on the one hand and Mahayana sutras on the other is somehow relevant. We 
may leave this question to the side for a moment, however, and instead briefly 
consider the question whether we might find support for the basic notion of a 
distinct use of body vocabulary with regard to the corpse of the Buddha in 
Indic sources themselves. And here we are in luck. 

We do indeed find some Indic evidence for a similar or even parallel 
distinction in usage to that postulated for sheri and shen in the terms farfra and 
kaya, respectively. In the Sanskrit Mahaparinirva'(la-siitra of the Sarvastivadins, 
as edited by Waldschmidt, there are several cases in which the word kaya is 
used in reference to the dead body of the cakravartin, the universal emperor, 
the vocabulary switching to fartra when the subject becomes the dead body of 
the Buddha. The word kaya is used in reference to the body of the cakravartin 
twice in the printed text, although the actual reading is attested in only one 

IJ2 According to Unebe 1 970, but here too things are less than entirely clear; see Okayama 
1 984: 2 5-29,  40 n. 62 . It may well be that Fonian's translation style evolved considerably 
during his life, but since all of the works considered here appear to date to the same period, 
this too probably cannot be considered a significant or even a relevant factor. Note that the 
*Antariibhiiva-siltra translation is also, as noted above, said to date after 399. 
1 3 3  See Sengyou's {�tt Chu sanzangji ji tI:l-=:��2� T. 2 145 (LV) 7 1 c 1 -4 (juan 1 0), and 
Unebe 1 970: 36 .  For a discussion of the criticisms leveled against Fonian's translations, see 
Kamata 1 990: 1 1 6- 1 1 9  (which appears to be rather closely based on Ocho 1 958:  2 28-2 32). 
The debate pitting "literal" against "literary" translations is old; see the references in Okayama 
1980: 1 2 8 .  
1 34 This does not, however, appear to have been the case with the translation o f  the *Dafa
bhiimivibhii�ii, which was translated by Kumarajiva with the assistance and guidance of his 
teacher Buddhayasas. The situation here too, however, is rather complicated; the best study of 
the issue is Todo 1953  (see also Takemura 1979: 2 1-22). 
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manuscript fragment. 1 3 5  The complementary word fan-ra is attested several 
times in the sense of the Buddha's dead body.1 36 Moreover, the word kiiya is 
used by the Buddha himself in reference to his own (living) body, 137 which, like 
the Chinese usage we saw above, might also support the suggestion that there 
is a distinction between the respectful word which others use in reference to 
the body of the Buddha, farfra, and the ordinary word he himself uses in 
reference to his own body, kaya, although in this case the referent is clearly a 
living body, not a dead one. 1 38 In addition to this, the text also contains two 
verses, which are repeated verbatim in Sanskrit in the Avadanafataka, in which 
Ananda is made to speak of the dead body of the Buddha as kaya.These verses 
are parallel to, but quite significantly different from, the verses attributed to 
Ananda in the translation of Zhi Qian we noticed above.1 39 There is nothing in 
the Sanskrit verses of the docetic undercurrents Pryzluski sees in Ananda's 
verses in Zhi Qian's translation, but the body language in both seems to be as 
similar as it could be across the lndic-Sinitic linguistic divide. The usage in 
these Sanskrit verses again might support part of the hypothesis we first offered 
with respect to the usages in the Chinese translation of the Dfrghagama , 
namely that as his close personal disciple Ananda may refer to the Buddha 
with less than the most elevated vocabulary. On the other hand, in fact, as 
again we saw above, Ananda actually uses both foshen and sheli vocabulary in 
the Dzrghiigama, something which speaks against such a hypothesis. 

Moreover, not all lndic evidence is quite so (apparently) consistent with 
our initial hypothesis . In a single fragment of the Gandhari version text of the 
Mahiiparinirvarza-siitra, which may-but by no means need necessarily-belong 
to the Dharmaguptakas, we find the following: l40 

1 3 5  Reconstructed at Waldschmidt 1 950- 195 1 :  3 6.7,  after 46.7, which relies on the manuscript 
1 73 .5 .  The differential usages noted here have at least been recognized by Roth 1987: 293-294. 
116 Waldschmidt 1 950- 1 95 1 :  47 .4 (= 1 74.3), 47 .23  (= 1 2 1 . 3) , 49. 1 5  (= 1 66.5) and 49 .20 (= 
1 24. 1 )  are the only examples which are not reconstructed. 
J 3 7  Waldschmidt 1 950- 195 1 :  42 . 1 0  (= 1 14.5 and 22 3 .5). 
138 In the Pali passages parallel to those cited above in which the Buddha speaks of his bodily 
pain, the text mentions the Buddha's discomfort without explicit reference to his body. So too 
in Waldschmidt's printed text of the Sanskrit ( 1950- 195 1 :  § 14. l ff.) .  However, as Klaus Wille 
points out to me, a Turfan fragment of § 14. 1 9  (SHT I.6 1 8a r4, quoted in Waldschmidt et al. 
1973- S.v. kaya 2) has etarhi tathagatasya kayo ji'0o [read: jfr1zo] vrddho. 
1 1 9  See above §16. For the Sanskrit, see Waldschmidt 1 950- 195 1 :  49.23-24 (124.3-5,  2 3 3 . 3 -4) 
= Speyer 1 906-1909: II. 199. 1 2 -200.6). These verses have been discussed several times, most 
notably by Przyluski 1 9 1 8-1920: 1 7- 1 8  = 1 79-1 80, and Vaudeville 1 964: 82-86. We cannot 
discount the fact that metrical considerations may well play a part in word selection in verse. 
140 Salomon and Allon 2000: 247 = SC 2 179/44a, recto. See also their n. to r- 1 and 2 on 2 60. 
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(38) 
Illdroniye ni�ipu satahasya acayen teladronito udhvaritvam sarvagamdhotakehi 

kayam sapayisu 
1ll[stra]yuvasatehi kayam veghayisu ahatehi pamcahi vastrayugasatehi kayam 

veghitva ayamsadroni telena 
111+ .v. + + + [dh. n.] ci[da] cintva rano mahasudarsanasya sarira japayisu 

catumaharpathe sthuvam akarisu 

The editors translate this as follows: 

. . .  they put it in a vat . . .  Mter an interval of a week, they took (it) out of the vat 
of oil and bathed the body with all fragrant liquids . . .  They wrapped the body . 
with (five*) hundred pairs of (unbeaten*) cloth. Having wrapped the body with 
five hundred pairs of unbeated cloth, (they filled*?) an iron vat with oil . . .  after 
building a pyre of (all*) fragrant [woods] , they burned the body of King Mahas
udarsana. They built a stiipa at the crossing of four main roads. 

Here in this short fragment, referring to the corpse of King Mahasudarsana, 
not the Buddha, in the first three instances the dead body of the king is spoken 
of as kiiya, while in the fourth case, referring to the very same corpse ,  the word 
employed is instead farira. Although to be sure our text is very fragmentary, 
there is no suggestion here that the speaker or point of view of the narration 
has changed between those sentences in which kiiya is used and that in which 
we find instead farira. Apparently, if we may judge by such a short and imperfectly 
preserved passage, the authors of this version employed both kiiya and farira 
equivalently in the simple sense of corpse. In addition, as we saw at the very 
outset of our investigations in the first passage we cited from the Mahiipari
nibbiina-sutta (§ 1), that Theravada text in Pali uses the term sarira equally to 
refer to the corpse of both the Buddha and the cakravartin, not utilizing the 
term kiiya at all. These Indic sources then suggest that, on the one hand, it is 
possible, as the Sanskrit Mahiiparinirvii1Ja-siitra shows, to support in Indian 
sources the hypothesis of a differential usage of farira and kiiya. According to 
this understanding, farira is a respectful term nevertheless functionally equiv
alent to kiiya in terms of its basic referent. Such a distinction could possibly be 
represented in Chinese by a differential use of sheli and shen, respectively. 
However, on the other hand there is also evidence in both the Gandharl 
Mahiiparinirvii1Ja-siitra and in the Pali Mahiiparinibbiina-sutta suggesting that 
this need not necessarily be the case, that even within exactly the same environ
ment, namely that of discussions of the disposition of the corpse of a Buddha, 
such Indic texts may make no distinction in the terms used to describe the 
bodies of a universal emperor and Buddha. It thus appears to be possible for 
Indian Buddhist texts to employ distinct words for the corpse of a Buddha and 
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that of a less exalted figure. It is also possible for such texts to discuss, in this 
very same context, the disposition of a corpse, of the Buddha or of another, 
without recourse to any such distinction in vocabulary. And since we have no 
way of knowing what terminology may have been employed in the lndic 
sources from which the Dzrghiigama and Dharmaguptaka Vinaya were translated, 
we consequently have no direct means of discerning whether such a possible 
lndic distinction is to be imagined as underlying the usages we encounter in 
Chinese translations. 

That said, naturally it need by no means be the case that we must necessarily 
suppose the Chinese translator of the Dzrghiigama to have been attempting to 
mirror some pattern he saw (or thought he saw) in his lndic source. We may 
imagine as a real possibility that he simply introduced such a distinction on his 
own.141 If this is so, our search for lndic prototypes or models is pointless, and 
we must instead concentrate our attention on the Chinese context itself. But 
there are, of course ,  other possible explanations as well. For instance, we 
might have to do here with a simple case of elegant variation. However, there 
is no other evidence of such elegant variation elsewhere in these repetitive and 
formulaic episodes, which suggests that elegant variation is an unlikely explana
tion for the phenomenon we see. Another possibility is that we have to do in 
the Dzrghiigama translation with rhythmic considerations, the selection of the 
one character term shen :!i! versus the two character shell �flJ helping to maintain 
the normal sequence of four character phrases. This is an attractive idea, 
which nevertheless seems to be contradicted by two cases: in expression (§20) 
CD, one character would be rhythmically preferable to the two that are used, 
and (§23) @, in which the opposite is the case, and two characters would be 
rhythmically better than one. It would appear, therefore, that this idea cannot 
be maintained. 

Let us approach the question now from another point of view, from the 
Chinese side, as it were, rather than the lndic. Earlier we explored the meaning 
of "ordinary" body terminology, the shen and tZ of our translators. In contrast 
to this basically clear usage, just what does sheli mean in Chinese, and how 
well documented is the use of the word in the sense of "body"? The word sheli 
is well attested in what we may say is its "ordinary" meaning of "relics" from a 
very early period. While there is no question that it is a transcription of lndic 
terminology specific to Buddhism,142 we apparently find it preserved earliest in 

141 Perhaps much as the Japanese translators mentioned earlier in n. 94 introduce respect 
vocabulary into their modern Japanese renderings of Chinese texts. 
142 That is to say, the Chinese knew some Indic vocabulary before the introduction of 
Buddhism, but sheri so far as is known does not belong to this (extremely small) stock of 
pre-Buddhist loan words. In this regard, see for example Pulleyblank 1983 :  76-77. 
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secular works, in the "Rhapsody of the Western Capital" (Xijing fu g§;?:IIi\) of 
Zhang Heng 5ftiJ (78- 1 3 0  C.E.) , and in the "Administrative Ceremonials of 
Han Officials Selected for Use" (Hanguan dianzhi yishi xuan yong �'§Jlt!:lffiHitrt 
�m) of Cai Zhi �� in the mid-second century. While these instances are 
open to some doubt concerning their referent(s), quite clear is the occurrence 
of the word (written sheli �#lJ, slightly differently than is usual late�4�, on the 
wall of a tomb, dating from the second half of the second century, in Helinger 
fD;f*;f4H�' in Inner Mongolia. l44 Since this inscription accompanies or labels an 
illustration of relics, there is no doubt about the intended meaning or referent 
of the term. I do not know the earliest occurrence of the word in Chinese 
Buddhist scripture, but it appears already in the work of Loka�ema, both in 
his translation of the Pratyutpanna-sammukhavasthita-samadhi-siitraI45 and, as 
we saw above, in his rendering of the A�tasahasrika Prajiiaparamita, both dating 
to 1 79  C.E. I46 Sheli is, naturally, recorded in the meaning "relics" by compre
hensive modern dictionaries, which do also however note the meaning "body" 
or "corpse.

,,147 In this they are very probably basing themselves ultimately on 

143 The Early Middle Chinese pronounciation of the transcriptions would have differed 
slightly: the transcription of the usual term shell '@fflJ may be reconstructed (following 
Pulleyblank 1 99 1) as �iah-li\ while the final of the first syllable of sheil �#lJ would have 
glottalization rather than aspiration (marking Rising as opposed to Departing Tone), �ia' _lih. 
I do not know the significance of this difference, if any. (Variation in, or absence of, radicals is 
common in earlier Chinese writing.) 
144 All of these examples are discussed in Zurcher 1990: 1 60- 1 6 1 ,  1 64. 
1 45 On the date, see Harrison 1 990: 2 56,  2 59.  The word appears in T. 4 1 8  (XIII) 9 1 1 b2 5  
(juan 2), translated in Harrison 1 998: 52 ,  corresponding to 1 3 K8 in Harrison 1 990: 1 03 ,  and 
T. 4 18  (XIII) 9 1 6b 1  (juan 3), translated in Harrison 1998: 79, corresponding roughly to 1 8K2 
in Harrison 1 990: 148. 
146 For the date, Harrision 1 993 ,  esp. 14 1 - 144. Wogihara 1 932 - 1935 :  270 (Mitra 94); T. 224 
(VIII) 43 5c4-5 (juan 2), and elsewhere. Compare the translation of the same text attributed in 
part to Zhu Fonian, T. 226  (VIII) 5 1 7b 19-20 (juan 2). 
147 Oda 1 9 1 7 : 8 1 3b;  Nakamura 1 9 8 1 :  602b; Morohashi 1 95 5 - 1 960: 9.466b (302 78.60); Luo 
1 986- 1 993 :  5 1 84b. 

I would like to be able to say that neither in our texts nor elsewhere is the term farira in 
the sense of "relics" ever clearly translated (or transcribed) in Chinese with a term other than 
shell or variants thereof. However, it is generally difficult to know whether instances of 
Chinese words such as gu iif, bones, or hui JR, ashes, for example, occuring in funeral contexts 
might have been intended to render lndic faririi1Ji or otherwise to indicate relics as such (as 
opposed to translating terminology such as asthini, bones, for instance-perhaps functionally 
equivalent, but nevertheless at least lexically distinct). 

Likewise, I do not wish to imply that every instance of references to "relics" is rendered 
in Chinese translations with terms which unambiguosly have this literal meaning. A somewhat 
extreme case is found in the Mulasarvastivada VinayakfU,drakavastu, in which we find the 
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the glossaries of the Chinese Buddhist lexicographers, which at least modern 
specialized Buddhist dictionaries indeed frequently cite. That the authors of 
these glossaries infrequently mention the word's more common sense of "relics" 
is undoubtedly due precisely to its currency. 148 For the task of these lexicographers 
was to account for difficult words or difficult meanings of words, and their 
neglect of shell in the sense of relics only underscores this as its generally 
assumed meaning, one calling for no further comment. 

Although our investigations above leave no doubt that sheIi was being used 
in the sense of "corpse" in some passages, we do not have to speculate that 
later Chinese readers could conceivably have seen sheli as a term for corpse. 
Yuanzhao .7I;� (1 048- 1 1 1 6) in his commentary on the Dharmaguptaka Vinaya 
says the following, even if not necessarily in direct reference to any particular 
passage in which this sense is relevant:149 

(39) 
'6;fIJ o 1l:t�Jjt�', �P�m:t!!o 

Sheli: Here [in Chinese this is] translated "left-behind body," (yishen), that is, 
corpse. 

Despite this reference in a relatively late Chinese commentary, it is curious 
that in neither of the two most important, and centuries older, comprehensive 
glossaries of Chinese Buddhist terms is the use of sheli in any of the passages 

following verse concerning the relics of Ananda (Derge Kanjur 6, 'dut ba, da, 322a3-4): ye shes 
rdo rje mod po yis I I rang gi Ius kyi ri beom ste I I phyed ni mi yi dbang po byin I I phyed ni thub pas 
tshogs mams byin I I . This appears in Chinese as follows (T. 145 1 [XXIV] 41 1 a2-3 [juan 40)): 
J;l,fIJ���fj m El  :5t1l� #$iEE�± #�.MtA. Both of these translations, for which 
we have no extant Indic original, mean almost the same thing: "With the sharp diamond of 
wisdom he destroyed the mountain of his own body [Chn: scattered his own body and caused 
it to break apart] , giving half to the king of Rajagrha, half to the king of Vaisali:." Here, in 
reference to what are clearly the relics (as post-mortem remains) of Ananda, we find the word 
"body" (shen, Ius) used to specify what is to be divided between the competing factions. 
1 48 There are exceptions. In the early twelfth century Fanyi mingyi ji ������ of Fayun rt:. 
�, the definition of shell includes no recognition of any sense of "body," citing only its 
meaning "relics," T. 2 1 3 1  (LIV) 1 1 3 8b4-5 (juan 5): �f'Jo WT��fIH;lL ���fIJmo Jlt�� 
.0 x�m�o �m.��o �� ��o 

Note that part of this definition, giishen �:5t, appears to have be used in the sense of 
bones or skeleton, but not body as such. See for instance T. 220 (VII) 3 60a1 1 (juan 466), T. 
1 509 (XXV) 79a5 ,  1 6  (juan 3), 5 1 4b3 (juan 64), and T. 1 559 (XXIX) 2 95b2 5, c1 (juan 20), 
where it is equivalent to asthisamkiila (Hirakawa 1 977: 144b), on which see Edgerton 1 953  S.v. 
asthi-sakala. For the inversion shengU, see below, n. 1 5 7 .  
149 T. 1 805 (XL) 412c2 7-28 (juan 1 6). 
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cited above addressed. 1 50 This does not mean, however, that the word i s  not 
otherwise taken up in these glossaries, and defined as "body." What is peculiar, 
however, is that despite such definitions, the source passages to which these 
definitions are applied often do not bear out the offered interpretation. That 
is to say, the glossaries recognize sheli in the sense of "corpse"  or "body," but 
in the original contexts of the passages they cite in support of this definition 
(or the other way round), sheli does not actually appear to have this sense. Let 
us look at the examples. 

Among the earliest of the glossaries is Xuanying's �H! Yiqiejing yinyi -�-H� 
{f� of 649. There, in regard to a passage from the very beginning of the 
Lotus Sutra, we read the following: 1 5 1 

(40) 

��o �i. m�.o ����o ������. ����o 

<;;iah-lih (she!l): correctly [to be transcribed] <;;iat-lih-la (she!llu6). 152 This is translated 
"relic" (literally, "body-bone," shengu.) .  Shell is of [two types:] the whole-body 
(qudnshen), and the pulverized-body (sulshen). 

Here Xuanying introduces a two-fold specification, that of the complete 
body-without (at least any explicit) distinction between corpse and living 
body-and that of what are sometimes called "pulverized-body relics ," suishen
sheli li$��flj, 1 53 namely what we would normally think of as sheli in the simple 
sense of relics as such. l54 These are terms we briefly noticed above, and to 

1 50 See T. 2 12 8  (LIV) 650a (juan 52), 705b (juan 59); Xuanying's �H! Yiqiejingyinyi --WnJi! 
{f�, reprint of 1 870 edition (Taibei: Xinwenfeng, 1 980): 1 2 .2b, p .  3 70, 1 4. 1 6a,  p. 475 .  
1 5 1  Reprint of  1 870 edition (Taibei: Xinwenfeng, 1 980): 6 . 1  b ,  p .  1 86. 
1 5 2  The suggestion here and below that sheli is an erroneous transcription is based on the 
lexicographer's belief that fa-ri-ra must be properly transcribed, accounting for every syllable, 
which she-Ii does not do. 
1 53 This term is found for instance in such dictionaries as Oda 1 9 1 7 : 5 87b and Nakamura 
1 98 1 :  447 d. See Additional Note 4. 
1 54 It is not wholly impossible that, even if only vaguely, this two-fold distinction may also 
reflect some idea of Indic farira as derived either from the root -.1m, "to rely on, be supported," 
or -.1ft, "to be crushed," these corresponding respectively to the senses of "(whole) body" and 
"(granular) relics." See Mochizuki 1 93 2 - 1 93 6: 2 1 85c; Monier-Williams 1 899: 1 05 7c. 

Sometimes it seems that farira has been taken explicitly in the sense of "support." See for 
example the expression in the Dafabhumika-siitra (Kondo 1 93 6: 5 .7 ;  Rahder 1 926 :  3 . 3 0  ( I E]), 
dharmakiiyajiiiinafaririiya, translated by Si�ananda (T. 287 [X] 53 6a6 [juan 1 ])  with: Bmr*� 
�PJTitRi!ij(, in which suoyi PJTitR seems to translate farira. In the Yogiiciirabhumi (Bhattacharya 
1 957 :  1 3 . 1 7  = T. 1 579 [XXX] 2 80c2 8 fjuan 1 ] ,  translated by Xuanzang),prakrtyii durbalafarirayii 
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which we will return in a moment. Xuanying's translation of sheli is shengu, a 
word that dictionaries tell us should be understood as "body.

,,
1 5 5  However, 

examples in Buddhist translations make it very clear that the word should 
rather be understood, in almost all cases/56 as "relics.

,,
1 57 Moreover, Xuanying 

with his specification of "pulverized body" clearly allows that the reference 
may be to relics as usually understood. This does not appear to be the case 
with two other references to precisely the same occurrence of sheli in the same 
Lotus Sutra passage. The lexicographer Huilin �$, in his somewhat later but 
identically titled Yiqiejing yinyi -i�H�{f� (783-807), has in reference to the 
same scriptural occurrence only the following: 1 58 

(41 ) 
� flJ o �fIJt{L !l:t� flfo 

�iah _lih (shell): [equivalent to] �iat-lih -la (shet'i/uo'). Here [in Chinese] this is 
expressed with "body" (tt). 

Just a few years later than Xuanying, in Kuiji's fl£ seventh century com
mentary on the Lotus Sutra, Miaofa lianhuajing xuanzan ��$jj�fJl!1Z.:�, we 
find something very similar:159 

Sanskrit �iat-lih- Ia (shelilu6) [means] body (tl). [The transcription] �iah _lih (shell) 
IS an error. 

is rendered {tut ttm %'�.-Z, in which yfzh'f {tUe seems to translate farfra . 

1 5 5  Morohashi 1 95 5 - 1 960: 1 0.969b (38034.45) defines the term as "body" (karada), but cites 
only a Japanese authority. Luo 1 986- 1 99 3 :  62 14b also defines it as "body" (shent'f �{:$:, t'fge {:$: 
f�) ,  but likewise his earliest citation is quite late, from the eighteenth century Dream of the Red 
Chamber (Hongloumeng n;ft�). 
1 56 Sometimes it is of course not to be read as a compound at all, but as two different items, 
body and bones. See for instance T. 663 (XVI) 3 3 5c24  (juan 1 )  c.�iltfl�.rtn. = Nobel 1937 :  
6. 1 2  -7. 1 ,  svafarfra-mii1itsa-rudhirasthi-majjayii . . . .  
1 5 7  For other possibilities, see for instance T. 9 9  (II) 242b8 (juan 34) = Samyutta-Nikiiya 
ii . 1 85,  where the equivalent is atthi; T. 1 2 5  (II) 606a6 (juan 1 2); T. 1 56 (III) 1 3 8b2 5 (juan 3) ,  
140c4 (juan 3) ,  1 50b 1 5  (juan 5); T. 3 10 (XI) 3 3 6b 1 2  (juan 5 8), and so on. (Also Karashima 
1998: 3 88.) See n. 148 above. 
1 58 T. 2 1 2 8  (LIV) 483 b2 1 (juan 2 7). 
1 59 T. 1 72 3  (XXXIV) 682b2 7-2 8 (juan 2-ben). 
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Now, what is interesting is that all  three of these works, two of which 
acknowledge as the meaning ofsheli only "body," refer to the following passage 
in Kumarajiva's translation of the Lotus Sutra:160 

(43 )  
��g.��... �.a�mt.*o 

Again, it was seen that after the budd has attained parinirvaQa, seven-jewelled 
smpas were erected with the Buddha's relics. 

It is clear from this passage that sheli here does not mean "body," at least in 
any conventional sense, but rather plainly points to the "relics" which are 
normally placed within a srupa, a reliquary mound or monument. We know 
this must be the case since what is placed in a srupa is post-cremation remains, 
not a corpse. And in fact this attribution of the meaning "body" to sheli in 
instances in which, contextually, we would expect "relics , "  is found elsewhere 
in the work of these same lexicographers. In reference to the Avatamsaka 
sutra, Huilin ri$ says: 161 

(44) 
a�o � � .  ��.o ��.�o �.S#ilio 

�iah_l ih (sheri): correctly �iat-lih-la (she!lluO) . Also expressed with �it- lih (shitz). 
Here [in Chinese this is] translated as "body" (shen). 

Once again, however, the context of the passage in the Avatamsaka itself 
from which this term is being drawn makes it crystal clear that sheli in the 
slitra itself does not, and cannot, refer to "body," but without doubt means 
"relics . "  The sutra passage reads: 1 62 

160 T. 2 62 (IX) 2b2 3-24 (juan 1 ). To this corresponds the following Sanskrit text (Kern and 
Nanj io 1 908- 1 9 1 2 :  7 . 2 -3 ) :  ye ca te�u buddhak�etre�u parinirvrtiiniim buddhiiniim bhagavatiim 
dhiitustiipii ratnamayiis te 'pi sarve samdarfyante sma. This reading is the consensus of the 
Nepalese manuscripts; see Toda 1 998: 2 0-2 2 .  The Kashgar text (Toda 1 98 1 :  14b2 -3) is 
slightly different: ye ca te� buddhak�etre�u buddhii bhagavamta parinirvr(tii}s te�iim dhiitustupiini 
sarviit;i ratnamayiini afe�e1}a samdarfyamte sma. So too is the Gilgit manuscript (Watanabe 
1 97 5 :  5 . 1 6- 1 7): ye ca tefU buddhakfetrefu parinirv.rtiiniim buddhiiniim bhagavatiim ratnamayii 
dhiitustiipii[s] te 'pi sarve samdarfyante sma. 
1 6 1  T. 2 1 28 (LIV) 448a2 (juan 2 3 ). 
162 T. 2 79 (X) 248a2 6-2 7 (juan 47). Cpo Cleary 1 986: 2 3 6 .  (The corresponding Tibetan 
translation is worded slightly differently; see Derge Kanjur 44, phal chen, ga 2 8a. See also T. 
278  [IX] 597b4 fiuan 3 1 ] .) 
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(45) 
O�.M. � ����.@�. �.�.��m�o 

[Buddhas, in order to save beings] as they wish pulverize their own bodies into 
relics (shett), innumerable, uncountable, inconceivable. 

Here the text quite explicitly distinguishes shin from sheli. It is this body, 
shin, which is pulverized, sui li$, creating sheli. This wording serves to highlight 
the oddity of Huilin's equivalence ofsheli with shin . 

As a final example of glossorial interpretation, in the fifth century vocabulary 
study Fan fanyu iflJtMt, we find the following: 163 

(46) 
@fljo �� E1 o  �.  vj,�Mlo 

<;;iah _lih (sheli): this is translated as "body," shen, or again t'f. 

The passage in reference to which this definition is offered, however, is the 
following, from the Da Zhidu tun *��fnfl:164 

163 T. 2 1 3 0  (UV) 986b02 (juan 1) .  According to the hypothesis of Ono Genmyo, the text 
dates to between the Southern Qi 1¥i� and the Sui �, placing it probably in the Liang �. 
Ono follows an indication in the Shittan Mokuroku �. § �1< of Enryakuji Shingen }!M� !A 
VJR that attributes the text to the Liang monk Baochang .� (483-5 1 8), and has it brought to 
Japan by Ennin I.f!H= in the ninth century. See Ono 1 93 1 ,  and the summary by Tsujimori 
Yoshu J±��{� in Ono 1932-1935 : 10.2 1 3b-2 1 4a. The relevant reference is in Bussho Kankokai 
19 1 4: 1 87b. 

Of course, there are other possible references to glosses on sheli. For instance, in Puguang's 
�:7t commentary on Xuanzang's translation of the Abhidharmakofabhiirya (T. 1 82 1  Jushe lunji 
��fnflg2 [XU] 1 56a24-26 [juan 8], commenting on T. 1 558 [XXIX] 44a24 [juan 8]), explaining 
farfradhiitu (Pradhan 1975 :  1 1 9.24, cy. to III.9) we find: 

��o JtB. �.W.��fu. ���� •. m�R . •  �Rfuo .���o �fuo 
*Sarfradhiitu (here translated: "body-realm"). In Sanskrit dhiitu is the realm of the 

Buddha's body. It is also called �i t-l ih-Ia (shililuo, *farfra). In Chinese we say body (tl), the 
physical body of the Buddha ifoshent'i). Anciently it was termed t;;iah -Ii h (sheri), which is an 
error. 

164 T. 1 509 (XXV) 2 78a I 6- 1 7  (juan 3 0); translated in Lamotte 1 944- 1 980: 1 940. Note that 
although the Fan fanyu attributes the quotation to juan 29, no mention of shelt occurs in that 
juan; either the text known to Baochang was divided differently, or an error occurred at some 
stage in the composition or transmission of his text. Although more research would be needed 
to confirm the hypothesis, the tables in Ito 1 996 suggest the former as more likely. 
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�!J!Ar]E�, �t.m:o ����±tJ*��.'5ffJ o  

[The Buddha] manifests his entry into nirval),a, and [others] erect seven-jewelled 
stiipas. Throughout all the lands, [the Buddha] causes beings to worship [his] 
relics (sheli). 

It is evident in this passage (incidentally, from a text translated by Kumarajiva, 
also responsible for a Lotus Sfltra translation and a contemporary of Buddhayasas 
and Zhu Fonian) that despite the clear equivalences for sheli suggested by the 
glossary, consisting of two words for "body," here sheli has (at least on the 
surface) nothing other than its ordinary meaning of "relics. "  

What becomes disappointingly clear from our survey of  these lexicographical 
notes is that while Chinese Buddhist commentators were obviously aware that 
sheli could mean "body," they apparently had very little good sense of when 
this meaning should be appropriately applied, and when not. And if these 
specialists in the vocabulary of Chinese Buddhism were unclear on the concept, 
what may we imagine of the unschooled reader? 
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III) Sarira in the Saddharmapu1Jt}arika and Elsewhere 

In looking at translations other than those of the Mahiiparinirviil;a-siitra 
but attributed to the same translators we encountered, most especially in the 
compound expression shen-shell , some indications that may help us understand 
the special employment of shell in the sense of the uncremated corpse of the 
Buddha. Let us now go a bit farther, and see if there might be other cases in 
Chinese translations belonging to the same general period in which the word 
shell is used in something other than the straightforward sense of "relics . "  
Since I, at any rate, have so  far been unable to  locate any clear case in  which 
shell refers to a corpse in this body of literature, our focus must turn from 
possible distinctions in diction or honorific usage to metaphorical or deliberately 
multivalent phrasings in which the term shell appears. 

Perhaps the most notable examples appear in the enormously influential 
Saddharmapu1Jtjarfka and its two Chinese translations by Dharmara�a (pub
lished in 286 C.E.) and Kumarajiva (published in 406 c.E.) . Recalling the starting 
point of our inquiries in Schopen's thesis about the Pali Mahiiparinibbiina-sutta 
and its treatment of sarfra, one famous passage in the Saddharmapu1Jtj,arfka 
appears as especially interesting, because it concisely presents precisely the 
contrast we noted at the outset between grammatically singular and plural uses 
of Indic farfra. The Sanskrit text reads as follows: 165 

165 Kern and Nanjio 1 908- 1 9 1 2 :  2 3 1 .9- 1 1 . This reading is also found in other Nepalese texts 
(Toda 1 985 :  3 ;  1 99 1 :  1 3 2 - 1 34; 2 00 1 :  1 2 6). The same passage in the Kashgar manuscript of 
the Saddharmapurz¢artka reads slightly differently, although the point is the same (Toda 1 98 1 :  
1 1 3  = 2 20a2-4): na ciitra tathiigatafanriirzi diitavyiini 1 tat kasya hetor ekaghanam eva bhaifajyariija 
tatra p,rthivfpradefe tathiigatafanram upanikfiptam bhavati I .  No Gilgit text is available. 

See Tsukamoto 1 976: 45-49, who suggests that the "whole body" of the Tathagata here 
refers to the teachings written down in the form of a book. On this "equation" of the 
ekaghanam tathiigatafartram, which Schopen translates (apparently against the grammar, but 
see below) as "entire tathagata-relic ,"  with the "presence of the book," namely the 
Saddharmapurz¢artka itself, see Schopen 1 975 :  1 67 .  

This passage has been treated by  Kajiyama 2 00 1 :  5 -6 .  I t  i s  worth noting a doctrinally 
significant feature of his translation of the first sentence: G fJ\ G ,  .-'f ::'  �= �d: �t J V"ctzO*O) 
g��WfJ!�ii: � :h.Q /'( �'"C'�d:t� v \ . Here Kajiyama interprets the expression na . . .  avafyam 
. . .  pratifthiipayitavyiini as a strong negative imperative. The implication then, for Kajiyama, is 
that it is strictly forbidden to establish a relic srupa. I believe that this seriously misrepresents 
the intention of the text, which rather signifies that such an establishment is "not necessary," 
with the implication that it is nevertheless permissable. This is how the text was read by its 
Tibetan translators (Nakamura 1 976: 2 3 1 :  der de bzhin gshegs pa 'i sku gdung nges par gshag mi 
dgos so), as well as by modern interpreters (see the next note). Kajiyama also gives Kumarajiva's 
/f�1l��fIJ its traditional kakikudashi reading � t.::�fIJ ��A./9/'(fJ\ G T (e.g. , Nakada 
1 989: 652) .  Despite this convention, which would probably be understood as indicating a 
strong prohibition ("must not"), it seems to me almost certain that bUxii /f� here means "is 
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(48) 
na ca tasminn avasyam tathagataSarira�i prati�thapayitavyani I tat kasya heto!) I 

ekaghanam eva tasmims tathagataSariram upani�iptam bhavati I 

Provisionally assuming that one may simply and mechanically maintain the 
posited distinction of plural faririi1Ji as "relics" and singular farira as "body," 
we may translate this as follows: 166 

The relics of the Tathagata need not necessarily be installed there [in the 
previously mentioned shrine] . Why? [Because] the body of the Tathagata is [already] 
deposited there in one single mass. 

It should be quite plain from the outset that the lndic scripture here is 
playing with the meanings of the word farira (although certainly not in any 
humorous sense) . The English translation offered, while defensible from a 
philological viewpoint, may nevertheless thus be said to miss or at least obscure 
something of the work the text is trying to do when it employs two entirely 
unrelated English terms to render the two instances of farira in these sentences. 167 
It may even not be going too far to suggest that an awareness of the similar 
dual usage in the Mahiiparinirvii:1Ja-siitra (or possibly elsewhere) is expected to 
inform the Saddharmapufltjarika's audience's appreciation of this doubling. 168 
In this case, in light of the lndic text's certainly self-conscious use of two 
forms of the word, it is hard to know how to evaluate the two Chinese translations 
of the passage, in which different choices appear to have been made by the 
respective translators in response to the challenge of representing in a foreign 
idiom a text of many layers. KumarajIva's translation in his Miaofa lianhua jing 
ftpt�jiiH� is, as is usually the case ,  quite straightforward and understandable:169 

not necesssary." 
166 Compare also the following translations: Burnouf ( 1 852 : 14 1 )  "il n'est pas necessaire que 
les reliques du Tathagata y soient deposees. Pourquoi cela? C'est que Ie corps du Tathagata y 
est en quelque sorte contenu tout entier. " Kern (1 884: 220) "it is not necessary to depose in it 
relics of the Tathagata. For the body of the Tathagata is, so to say, collectively deposited 
there." I do not understand "en quelque sorte" and "so to say." Do Burnouf and Kern read 
*ekaghanam iva ? See also Iwamoto in Sakamoto and Iwamoto 1964: 1 55 and Matsunami et al. 
1 976: 1 5 .  
167 I leave aside as irrelevant to our main point the additional weakness that by subordinating 
to the rear of the English sentence its rendering of ekaghanam eva, something of the adversative 
force of this expression is lost. 
168 Such allusions are almost common in the Saddharmapu7irf,arfka. Another example is the 
so-called Parable of the Burning House, which without doubt alludes to the so-called Fire 
Sermon in the Agama-Nikaya literature. 
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(49) 

���*��o ���Mo � � B��*�.o 

There is no need to settle the relics (shelZ) [there] . Why? [Because] the complete 
body (qudnshen) of the Tathagata is in this [smpa] already. 

There is no question that KumarajIva's rendering, like our English above, 
is entirely defensible and philologically "correct," whether or not-again like 
our English-it may be judged to have fully captured the range of nuances of 
its Indic source.l7O Dharmarak�a, on the other hand, in his earlier Zhengfahua 
jing IEr��iH� seems both to have grasped one essential point of the passage 
obscured by our English and KumarajIva's Chinese, namely the literal identity 
of (grammatically plural) farfrii'lJi as relics and (grammatically singular) farzra 
as body, while at the same time to have produced a translation which yields 
rather little obvious sense of its own:17 1  

(50) 
�N;��f��fIJtho ���Mo ����31D *�fIL 

One should, again, not place the Buddha's sheli [in a smpa] . Why? [Because] the 
Tathagata's sbelt is in its entirety completely placed [there already] . 

What precisely might have been intended here by "*buddha-farira,"  f6-sheli 
{*�fIJ , and "*tathagata-farzra, "  mldi-sheli t1D*�fIJ , I72 I do not know, but it 

1 6 9  T. 2 62 (IX) 3 1 b2 8-29 (juan 4). 
1 70 In this regard, too, one might want to give serious attention to a passage in the recently 
published Sanskrit text of the Vimalakfrtinirdefa (XII §5 = MS 7 1  b6, Study Group on Buddhist 
Sanskrit Literature 2 004: 472) ,  in which we find the following: parinirv.rtiiniim ca te[iim 
tathiigatiiniim ekaikasya tathiigatasya piijiikarma1Je ekaghanasyiidhikopitasya farfrasya 
sarvaratnamayam stiipam pratifthiipayec . . .  , corresponding to Kumarajiva's (T. 475 [XIV] 556a2 1-
22  Uuan xia]) ���{*?H;Xf�, J;I,--�:!it�fIJ�tJl'm. (As Skilling 2 005: 300 ably demonstrates, 
for adhikopita one must read the graphically very similar avikopita.) 
171  T. 263 (IX) 1 0 1b2 0-2 1 �uan 6). Dharmarak?a is not the only one to interpret this passage 
in such a way. See for example Kubo 1 987: 293 ,  3 02 ,  and Iwamoto in Sakamoto and Iwamoto 
1 964: 1 5 5 .  We note that the canonical Tibetan translation also makes a hash of the passage by 
failing to distinguish between the two uses of farira in any way at all. It reads (Nakamura 
1 976-: 2 3 1= Peking 1 00al): 

der de bzhin gshegs pa 'i sku gdungs nges par gzhag mi dgos so I I de ci'i phyir zhe na I de1' de 
bzhin gshegs pa 'i sku gdunggcig tu 'dus pa gzhag par 'gyur ba 'i phyir ro I I 
On the Tibetan translations offarira vocabulary, see Schopen 1 992:  2 2 7-228, n. 38 .  With 

regard particularly to the term ring bsre4 see Walter 1 998. 
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seems reasonable to speculate that Dharmara�a both used sheli to represent 
both singular and plural forms of far'ira, in order to emphasize their literal 
identity, and yet distinguished the two forms, which he perhaps simultaneously 
realized to have distinct meanings, by the addition of the (nevertheless otherwise 
essentially synonymous) modifiers fa, Buddha, and midi, Tathagata. 173 While 
the result can hardly be called a grand success, if my interpretation of the 
intent behind this rendering is correct, it nevertheless serves to demonstrate 
the translator's earnest quest to preserve something of the multiplicity and 
layering of meaning he found in the scripture. 

The key to understanding what is going on here is the realization that the 
issue is less one of philology than of doctrine. Other passages in the same text 
which refer to the body of the Buddha demonstrate the complexity of the 
problem. For example, one sentence which employs a different lndic term for 
"body" reads as follows:174 

(5 1 ) 
mama khalu bhi�avab parinirvrtasyasya tathagatatmabhavavigrahasyaiko maha

ratnastiipab kartavyab I 

Monks, after my parinirvaDa, one great j ewelled stiipa should be made for this 
body-frame of the Tathagata. 

The Kashgar text has: 1 7 5  

I 7 2  Karashima in his glossary of Dharmaralcia's translation ( 1 998: 3 85,  S .v. �flJ she B) 
defines sheli as "relics, human remains," but makes no comment about these two terms, 
apparently not treating them as compounds. See also Karashima's glossary of Kumarajiva's 
translation (200 1 :  229), in which sheli is perhaps less justifably again glossed also with "human 
remains."  If this English term is taken to signify the uncremated body, since sheli does not 
appear to have this meaning anywhere in Kumarajiva's translation, this definition is not apt. 
173 Although perhaps not without exception, in the overwhelming majority of cases Dharm
arak�a uses f6 to render buddha, and midi for tathiigata. How he may have understood the 
different underlying valences of these two terms is, of course, a different question. In this 
particular case, as Jan Nattier suggests, it may be that he distinguishes between the one and 
two character terms in order to preserve the phrases' four character rhythm. 
1 74 Kern and Nanjio 1 908- 1 9 1 2 :  241 .6-7 . See too Toda 1 985 :  6; 1 989: 6; 1 992 :  1 59- 162 ,  and 
Toda and Matsuda 1 99 1 :  2 7 .  A Gilgit manuscript (Watanabe 1 975 :  2 34, group B) agrees with 
the text in Kern-Nanjio. 

For the word vigraha, see Additional Note 5 .  
175 Toda 1 98 1 :  1 1 8 = 229a5-7. 
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(52)  
mama bhi�aval:l parinirvrtasyasyemasya tathagatasy' atmabhavavigrahasyaika

ghanasyaikamaharatnasrupam kartavyam. 

KumarajIva's rendering, which may reflect something of Kashgar's ekaghana, 
runs as follows:1 76 

(53 )  
����, ����� ��, ��-*mo 

After my demise, those who wish to worship my complete body (qudnshen) 
should erect a great srupa. 

Dharmarak�a here is also clear, despite his use of two separate terms for 
body: l77 

(54) 
§���, *�*�. �n�a-��A. R*m�o 

Mter my demise, honoring the Tathagata's body (mldi-shen), completely take 
his hllily (tl) entirely and thoroughly, and raise a great srupa-temple [for it] . 

We begin to sense some strain, however, in the rendering of an immediately 
following passage: 1 78 

(55) 
ayam mama srupo* dasasu di�u sarvalokadhatu�u ye�u buddha�etre�v ayam 

saddharmapul).Qariko dharmaparyayal) samprakasyeta te�u te�v ayam mamatma
bhavavigrahasrupal:l samabhyudgacchet I tais tair buddhair bhagavadbhir asmin 
saddharmapul).Qarike dharmaparyaye bha�yamal).e par�anmal).Qalasyopari vaiha
yasam ti�thet I te�am ca buddhanam bhagavatam imam saddharmapul).Qarikam 
dharmaparyayam bha�amal).anam ayam mamatmabhavavigrahasrupal:l sadhukaram 
dadyat l 

,. Gilgit: ratnastiipo = both Chinese translations! 

176 T. 262 (IX) 3 2 c l 5 - 1 6  (juan 4). 
177 T. 263 (IX) 102c2 1 -22  <juan 6). See Karashima 1 992 : 147.  As Karashima notes, this 
agrees with the Kashgar text rather than the Nepalese text edited in Kern-Nanjio. 
178 Kern and Nanjio 1908-1 9 1 2 :  241 .8-1 2 ;  Toda 1 989: 6-7; 1992 : 1 62 - 166; Toda and Matsuda 
1 99 1 :  27 .  Fragmentary in Gilgit, Watanabe 1 975 :  234. The first part of the passage is discussed 
in Tsukamoto 1 976: 52 .  
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Let this srupa of mine, this srupa of my body-frame (iitmabhiiva-vigraha), arise 
wherever in the Buddha fields of all the world-systems of the ten directions this 
discourse on doctrine, the Saddharmapu7Jtfarika, is expounded. Let it remain sus
pended in the sky above the assembly when this discourse on doctrine, the 
Saddharmapu1Jtjarika, is being preached by any Buddha, Blessed One, and may 
this srupa of my body-frame (iitmabhiiva-vigraha) offer congratulations to those 
Buddhas, Blessed Ones, who are preaching this discourse on doctrine, the 
Saddharmapu1Jtjarika. 

In contrast to this passage as transmitted in the Nepalese manuscript tradition, 
the Kashgar text here is interestingly different: 1 79 

(56) 
idam mama srupam dasasu dik?u sarvalokadhatu�u sarvabuddhak?etre�u abhy

udgacchet yatra yatra lokadhato yo yas tathagata imam saddharmapuI).c;larikam 
dharmaparyayam samprakasyet tatra tatra lokadhato imam mamatmabhavavigraha
sarirasrupam par�anmaI).c;lalamadhyad abhyudgacchet tatra ca tasya tathagatasya
grata upari vaihayase 'ntarik?e ti�tat �ic] e�a ca mama sariravigraho 'bhyantara 
stupe sthitas te�am te�am buddhanam bhagavatam imam dharmaparyayam 
bha�amaI).anam sadhukaram vadet I 

Let this srupa of mine arise in all the Buddha fields of all the world-systems of 
the ten directions. May this srupa of the body/relics of my body-frame (iitmabhiiva
vigraha-farira) 1 80 arise from amidst the assembly in whatever world-system some 
Tathagata expounds this discourse on doctrine, the Saddharmapu1Jtjarika. And let 
it remain suspended there in the sky above that Tathagata. And may my body-frame 
(farira-vigraha) fixed within the srupa offer congratulations to those Buddhas, 
Blessed Ones, who are preaching this discourse on doctrine. 

It is not really quite clear how the introduction of farira vocabulary into 
the Kashgar text changes its meaning,I8 1 and we note particularly that iitmabhiiva
vigraha-farira and farira-vigraha appear to be used basically synonomously, 
and are probably also synonymous with iitmabhiiva-vigraha. Kumarajiva has 
this passage as follows:182 

1 79 Toda 1 98 1 :  1 1 8 = 229bl-7 .  See the remarks of Kajiyama 200 1 :  8-9. 
180 Or appositionally: "body-frame, that is, body"? 
I H I  By using the term "introduction," I do not mean to imply that this text has added 
anything to a context which previously lacked it; the distinction is merely relative and contrastive. 
I H2 T. 262 (IX) 32c 1 6- 1 8  (juan 4). 
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(57) 
�. ���. � . +� mw�� **. ��m� .�� . •  �.� �. lli� 

M. ����� � .  � � .  ��. ��o 

Watson translates :183 

That Buddha, through his transcendental powers and the power of his vow, 
ensures that, throughout the worlds in the ten directions, no matter in what place, 
if there are those who preach the Lotus Sutra, this treasure tower will in all cases 
come forth and appear in their presence, and his complete body will be in the 
tower, speaking words of praise and saying, Excellent, excellent! 

While KumarajIva then seems to pay no particular attention (or give no 
special treatment) to the terms we have highlighted, Dharmarak�a's rendering 
of the same section of text reads as follows :184 

In the worlds of the ten directions, if there is someone who preaches this Lotus 
Sutra, my seven-jewelled stiipa will appear at the place where the Buddhas preach 
the sutra. That [or: his] shell-body (shell-shen) in the seven-jewelled stiipa will 
speak praise saying: Excellent! 

Karashima in his glossary of Dharmarak�a's translation defines the term 
sheli-shen �fIJ :!1t ("sheli-body") in this passage simply as " the body."185 While 
we certainly cannot criticize this gloss, in fact it is very difficult to understand 
the intention of the expression with any certainty. It does seem, nevertheless , 
that if we were to assume there to have been some form of sarfra in the 
Vorlage from which Kumarajiva worked, as almost certainly there was in 
Dharmara�a's, something which seems not unlikely given the overall proximity 
of Kumarajiva's translation to the Kashgar recension,l86 Dharmarak�a would 

183  Watson 1 993 : 1 72 .  
184 T. 263  (IX) 1 02c24-26 (juan 6). 
1 8 5  Karashima 1 998: 3 85 ,  s.v. she n shen. 
1 8 6  On this point, see Karashima's conclusion ( 1992:  2 6 1) that "it can be assumed that the 
Central Asian MSS. [including Kashgar] and the underlying texts of [Dharmara�a's translation] 
and [Kumarajiva's translation] may have stemmed from a common version, which must have 
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here again appear to have been more sensitive to the possible importance of 
this particular word, even if the translation that results cannot, once more, be 
called a complete success. Dharmarak�a's translation sheli-shen , however we 
understand this compound, has the merit of drawing attention to the special 
nature of the vocabulary with which the body/relics of the Buddha is/are 
referred to here, something palpably absent from Kumarajiva's perhaps more 
straighforward rendering. 

\\1 e have already noticed above the compound shen-sheli used by both Zhi 
Qian and Zhu Fonian, following Lokak�ema's original use, and here we have 
just seen Dharmarak�a's employment of its, probably synonymous, inversion, 
shelz-shen. It is difficult to know whether, and if so how, either or both of these 
terms are related to the word quanshen-shel1, "whole-body-shel1," which occurs 
in Kumarajiva's Chinese translation of the Lotus Sutra, in the context of a 
passage which reads in Sanskrit as follows: 1 87 

(59) 
devarajasya khalu punar bhik�avas tathagatasya parinirvrtasya virhsaty antara

kalpan saddharma1,l sthasyati I na ca sarirarh dhatubhedena bhetsyate I ekaghanarh 
casya sarirarh bhavi�yati saptaratnasmparh pravi�tam I 

i\nd moreover, monks, after the parinirva1).a of the Tathagata Devaraja the 
True Teaching shall remain for twenty intermediate aeons. But his body (farira) 
will not dissolve by breaking into relics (dhiitu). Rather, his body (farira) will 
become one single mass, set inside a smpa of the seven jewels. 

Kumarajiva renders this (or whatever reading he found in the Vorlage 
from which he worked) in an abbreviated way:188 

(60) 
�� �m��M�. �$ttm=+$�o �����t.�o 

Mter the parinirva1).a of Devaraja Buddha, the True Teaching will persist in the 
world for twenty intermediate aeons. [For his] whole-body-she!i (qudnshen-shell) a 
seven-jewelled smpa will be erected. 

differed from the original version of the Nepalese-Gilgit MSS." 
1 8 7  Kern and Nanjio 1 908- 1 9 1 2 :  2 59. 1 3 - 1 5 . Both the Kashgar (Toda 1 9 8 1 :  1 2 7  = 249b 1 -3) 
and Gilgit (Watanabe 1 975 :  242 . 3 -5) text are almost identical. The passage has been misunder
stood by Iwamoto in Sakamoto and Iwamoto 1 964: 2 1 1 .  
1 8 8  T. 262 (IX) 3 5a8-9 yuan 4). Again, my use of "abbreviated" is intended as merely contrastive , 
and not to suggest anything about the content of the Vorlage from which Kumarajiva worked. 
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Despite the rendering I have given it above, it is difficult to know whether 
we should understand this Chinese term quanshen-shet'i �:!it'@;:fIJ as "the relics 
of his whole body," or "the whole relics of his body," or even in another way 
entirely, for example "the whole body-which-is-as-a-relic," or as perhaps sug
gested by Haribhadra's interpretation of iitmabhiiva-farira in the A�tasiihasrikii 
Prajiiiipiiramitii noted above, and our subsequent appositional interpretation of 
the term shen-shell, "whole shell, which is to say, whole body." Here Dharmara�a 
offers a rendering which once again in a literal sense conforms more closely 
than does Kumarajiva's to the extant Sanskrit text:1 89 

(61 )  

.���. � $.tt=+$�o �.��. ���� . �t.mo 

Mter his demise, the True Teaching will persist for twenty intermediate aeons. 
Not dispersing [his] body-bones (shengu), and gathering the whole shell (qudnshell) 
[someone] will erect a seven-jewelled srnpa. 

As we noticed above, the evidence of its usage in a number of texts strongly 
suggests that the word shengu is normally to be understood as "relics. "  But it is 
very difficult to grasp precisely what Dharmarak�a may have intended here by 
his use of the term, although he may be attempting (among other things) to 
distinguish between his treatments of farira and of dhiitu, respectively. The 
problems with this passage are complex. Let us take another look at a portion 
of the Sanskrit text we just quoted (§59): 

na ca sarirarh dhatubhedena bhetsyate I ekaghanarh casya sarirarh bhavi�yati 

It seems to be fairly clear that the first instance of singular farira here 
means "body" in the sense of corpse, most importantly because it is distinguished 
from dhiitu , which certainly here means "relics . "  But what of the second case 
of the singular farira, that which is "one single mass"?  While it may certainly 
also mean "body," is it possible that we should understand it also somehow in 
the sense of "relic(s) ," as Dharmarak�a's translation suggests? If so, what would 
the passage be saying? An answer to such a question may remove us thoroughly 
from the realm of philology, so let us for the moment return instead to the 
problem at hand, approaching it from another point of view. Recalling Schopen's 
suggestion that in the Pali Mahiiparinibbiina-sutta one can see the transition 

1 �9 T. 263 (IX) l05c1-2 (juan 6). Note also the version in the perhaps late third or early 
fourth century anonymous translation Satan fentuoli jing WHt7t�'EfIJ*� (T. 265 [IX] 1 97b24-2 5): 
:R:E f?ttrxtFe i!H�. /f�,@;: flJ , � (1' - t.!if. 
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from sarira as body to sarirani as relics with the grammatical shift from singular 
to plural, we may now want to ask whether it is ever possible for sarira not 
only in the plural but even in the grammatical singular to also mean "relic(s) ." 

We find an important example in a passage printed as follows in Kern and 
Nanjio's edition of the Saddharmapu1J¢arika : 190 

(62 ) 
lqta me tenajita kulaputrel).a va kuladuhitra va sarlr�u sarlrapuja saptaratnamayas 

ca smpa}:l karita 

This in and of itself would suggest an understanding along the lines of the 
following, in an overly literal rendering: 

The worship of the relics is done on the relics for me, Ajita, by that gentle son 
or gentle daughter, and smpas of the seven jewels are built [by the same son or 
daughter] . 

A simple transfer of the principle argued for by Schopen in regard to the 
Nikaya/ Agama-Vinaya literature would suggest that the plural sarireru here 
indicates that the compound sarira-puja is to be understood as referring explicitly 
to rites performed on, or with respect to, plural relics. But these things may be 
rather less obvious than they at first appear. 

\Vhile Kern's note informs us that all his manuscripts save one read sarire 
for sarireru, the singular for the plural locative, we now know that the textual 
tradition here is more complicated, and the text Kern printed a serious conflation 
of diverse sources. The Nepalese manuscripts are unanimous in presenting the 
singular reading. One representative Nepalese manuscript tradition has the 
following: 19 1 

(63 )  
lqta me tenajita kulaputrel).a va kuladuhitra va sarlre sarlrapuja}:l saptaratnamayas 

ca smpa}:l karita 

This text tradition, then, presents us with the same apparently singular 
locative sarire which, as we noticed above, Schopen in the context of the 

190 Kern and Nanjio 1 908- 1 9 1 2 :  3 3 8.7-8. The Gilgit manuscript shares this reading, Watanabe 
1 975 :  1 24.2 8-2 9. See Tsukamoto 1 976: 60-62 , without any note of the manuscript variants. 
1 9 1  See Toda 1 995 :  96-99, manuscripts K, C5,  C6, T2 , T6, N2 (with variants in the ordering 
of tenajita). Manuscripts C4, Nl ,  and Pe have instead of farfre farfrapuja rather simply farfrapuja, 
and N3 and T8 read fanre puja. 
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Mahaparinibbiina-sutta had suggested indicates that the object of farira-puja is 
a corpse, rather than relics . l 92 Such an understanding seems quite impossible 
here, however. In addition, the single manuscript referred to by Kern as having 
the plural reading, what is now generally known as the Kashgar manuscript, 
reads here: 1 93 

(64) 
lqta194 me tebhir ajita kulaputrebhi4 kuladuhitrbhis ca tathagatasarire�u sarirapuja 

bhavati I saptaratnamayani ca srnpani lqtani bhavanti 

The worship of the relics is done on the relics of the Tathagata for me, Ajita, by 
those gentle sons and gentle daughters, and srnpas of the seven jewels are made 
[by them] . 

In this text, the entire expression (including the gentle sons and daughters) 
is cast in the plural. Kumarajiva's translation has corresponding to this : 195 

(65) 
���T��A . . . �£),{9t�flj , �t.mo 

This gentle son and/or gentle daughter . . .  wil l  erect a seven-jeweled srnpa 
for/with the Buddha's sheli. 

Dharmarak�a has : l 96 

(66) 
��n��iT . . . �t.� . . .  ��{;IHt--!;J]�flj o 

Those noble sons . . .  will erect a seven-jeweled temple . . .  in order to worship 
all the sbelt . 

192 However, in the context of a Vinaya passage extant only in Tibetan and Chinese, but not 
Sanskrit, Schopen 1 994: 49-50  appears, without explicitly saying so, to accept that the singular 
farfre farfrapujii must mean "the honor due to relics for . . .  relics. "  There appear to be a 
number of other passages, in Sanskrit, in which this is also the case. I thank Klaus Wille for 
bringing several examples to my attention. 
193 Toda 1 98 1 :  1 6 1  (3 2 5a5-7). 
194 So the manuscript (as Seishi Karashima tells me) and the edition; read !qta. 
1 95 T. 262 (IX) 45b2 7 ,  2 9  (juan 5). 
1 96 T. 2 63 (IX) 1 1 7a 1 3 - 1 4  (juan 8). 
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Both of these translations suggest that their respective translators understood 
farira here to refer to relics, sheri, and their worship, something which the 
context also demands . Of course, while we cannot be certain what readings 
were found in their lndic exemplars , as noted above there is significant evidence 
that KumarajIva's text was much more similar to that preserved in the Kashgar 
manuscript than to the Nepalese recension. This may also contribute to explain
ing these renderings , with which the understandings of modern interpreters 
basically agree,197 despite the fact that the grammar of the Nepalese manuscripts 
does not appear to support such an understanding. Once again, however, and 
without intending to dismiss the possibility of corruption in the Nepalese 
manuscript tradition/98 it is far from impossible that the difference between 
singular and plural forms of sarira in this particular context is doctrinal or 
ritual, rather than grammatical, and points, for instance, to differing conceptions 
of the eternal body of the Buddha, rather than to any difference between body 
and relics, much less between funeral and relic (or srupa) worship. 

At the outset of our study we stated without qualification that farfra in the 
singular means "body, " and in the plural "relics" (while of course allowing for 
the possibility of plural bodies as well). It might shed some light on the 
translations we have seen to recognize that farira in the grammatical singular 
may indeed be used in the sense of "relic(s),"  or alternatively that the Saddharma-

197 Burnouf 1 8 52 : 205  translated: "C'est que ce fils ou cette fille de famiIle, 0 toi qui es 
invincible, a rendu a mes reliques Ie culte que l'on doit aux reliques du Buddha, qu'il a fait des 
Smpas formes des sept substances precieuses." This is peculiar since Burnouf translated directly 
from a Nepalese manuscript (now known as P3 or Pc, still unpublished) which had the 
reading farfre farfrapiijii, * and he could have had absolutely no knowledge of the then as yet 
undiscovered Kashgar text (obtained only in 1 903) .  Matsunami et al. 1 976:  1 28 ,  apparently 
translating the text of the Kern-Nanjio edition, have: "..:cO) .ElJ��O)}�, r il0  � v )  fj:�� fj:, 9"1:' 

f:fl, O)J:l1t (�;fIJ) f:J:l 1t�� �1T ":J  t:::. ::' c f: tJ. l'J ,  . . . . " Iwamoto in Sakamoto and Iwamoto 
1 967 :  59 apparently also renders the same with: " '&*O)r:9:tj:, �O)J:l1tO)tLtfO) t:::. 60 f: 
. . . . " All of these versions appear to be predicated on an understanding of fan-ra as a plural; if 
the latter two read Kern-Nanjio as printed,  this is understandable . However, note also that 
the translation of Nanja and Izumi 1 9 1 3 : 3 78, despite being based on Nanja's draft edition, 
which certainly contained a singular reading, has the following: jliiJ��J:.iJ\ iJ\ � g*�r� 
< fj:g*:9:Tfj:TiJ'i�;fIJ � ��it fuiJ'it:::. 6O f: t.iiAA O) � � f'F:h �  tJ. l'J ,  speaking once 
again of relic worship. 

* Although his notes take into account other manuscripts, Burnouf's translation is of P3 
alone; see Yuyama 2 000: 63 -64. Earlier indications, including Yuyama's own ( 1970: 1 6), are in 
error on this point. Although portions of P3 have been transcribed, that corresponding to the 
passage in question here has not, nor has any facsimile yet appeared. However, Seishi Karashima 
kindly informs me that P3 in fact reads (1 80b6) fan-re farfrapiijii. 
198 It is theoretically possible that the a�ara -ru could have dropped out of some archetype 
of the Nepalese manuscripts, converting the reading farfreru into farfre. But for reasons which 
will become clear below, I consider this possibility to be almost nil. 
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pU1!4arika is using the word in a special way. When we pose the question in 
this way, however, we begin to notice that it is not only the Saddharmapu?l4arika 
which appears to present such otherwise apparently curious usages. There are 
examples in several passages of the Paficavimfatisiihasrikii Prajfiiipiiramitii, for 
instance, of the singular farira which must be understood in something other 
than the simple sense of " (dead) body."199 One passage in particular is very 
instructive. The Nepalese text reads as follows:20o 

(67) 
yas ca tathagatasyarhatal). samyaksambuddhasya parinirvrtasya sariral)! stiipe�u 

pratighapayi�yati . . . .  

And one who will cause (the) relics of a deceased Tathagata, Arhat, Complete 
and Perfect Buddha to be established in stiipas . . . .  

It appears that the plural faririi?li here quite straightforwardly means "relics ." 
However, we must pay particular attention to the fact that the indirect object 
here, stupe!u, is also in the plural, and so there is nothing to prevent us from 
understanding the text to mean that for each single stopa a single relic (or 
single farira , whatever we may determine this to mean) is (distributively) to be 
established, although the text makes no effort to say this explicitly. However, a 
corresponding Gilgit manuscript has the same passage as follows:201 

(68) 
yas ca tathagatasyarhatal). samyaksambuddhasya parinirvrtasya sariram prati

��hapayet . . . . 

And one who would cause the/a relic/body of a deceased Tathagata, Arhat, 
Complete and Perfect Buddha to be established . . . . 

Here we have the singular fariram in the place of the plural faririi?li of the 
Nepalese manuscripts, and there is no explicit reference to srupas. The Chinese 

199 Watanabe 1 989: 1 66.6 (where however the syntax is not very clear to me), translated 
Conze 1 975 :  5 5 5 ,  and see T. 220  (VII) 3 5 8cl6  �uan 466); T. 2 2 3  (VIII) 3 86c2 (juan 2 3). 
Watanabe 1 99 1 :  1 2 3 . 1 7  (parinirv,rtasya ca farire puja pravarttate), translated Conze 1 975 :  560, 
and see T. 2 2 0  (VII) 3 6 1 c9 (juan 467); T. 2 2 3  (VIII) 3 88b2 5 (juan 2 3 ). All the Chinese 
translations seem to confirm the interpretation as "relics" by "translating" with shell '5;fIJ or 
shelilu6 �)i:;fIJm. (Earlier Conze 1 967: 3 79,  S.v. sarira had been more sensitive to the grammar 
than to context, referring to the first passage listed here with the gloss "dead body.") 
200 Kimura 1 986: 56.2 7-29. 
2 0 1  Quoted from Schopen 1 977 :  143 . 
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translations agree in seeing the reference here not to "body" but to sheli , to be 
taken-provisionally-as "(a) relic(s) . ''202 How precisely this should be under
stood, and why fartra is used in Sanskrit in the Gilgit text in the singular, 
remains unclear. However, in another example of almost the same construction, 
both the Gilgit and Nepalese traditions (identical save for Gilgit's omission of 
kulaputro vii kuladuhitii vii) agree in having fartra in the singular:203 

(69) 
yab kaScit kausika kulaputro va kuladuhita va tathagatasya parinirvrtasya sapta

ratnamaye stiipe sariram prati�thapayet . . . . 

Whatever gentle son or gentle daughter, Kausika, after the death of the Tathagata 
would cause his relic/bodio4 to be established in a stiipa made of the seven jewels 

Again, the Chinese translations agree in seeing here sheli, not (or, with 
caution we might say: at least not explicitly) a body.20S We also have at least 
one example in theA�tasiihasrikii offartra in the singular where an interpretation 
as "relics" seems the only one possible, as it has indeed been understood not 
only by modern interpreters, but by Chinese translators as well:206 

(70) 
yab kulaputro va kuladuhita va tathagatasya parinirvrtasya sariram satlq-tya 

paricared dharayet . . .  svayam eva yo vanyab kulaputro va kuladuhita va tathagata
sariram svayam ca satkuryad gurukuryan . . .  parebhyas ca vistarel)a samprakasayed 
dadyat samvibhajed vaistarikl puja bhavi�yatiti sattvanam canukampam upadaya . . .  

[On the one hand] that gentle son or daughter who having worshipped would 
serve, uphold [and so on] . . .  the relic after the death of the Tathagata [or: relic of 
the deceased Tathagata] entirely unaided, or [on the other hand] that gentle son 
or daughter who would worship, honor . . .  the relic of the Tathagata unaided, and 
widely preach about it to others, donate and distribute it, thinking that its worship 

202 T. 220  (VII) 1 52 a2 0-2 1 (juan 428); T. 2 2 1 (VIII) 46b 1-2  (juan 7); T. 2 2 3  (VIII) 283c 14  
(juan 9) . 
203 Kimura 1 986: 58 . 1 -2 ;  Schopen 1 977:  1 46 .  
204 Or: "the/a relic/body of the deceased Tathagata," which amounts to the same thing. 
205 T. 220  (VII) 1 52 c4-5 (juan 42 8); T. 2 2 1 (VIII) 46b20 (juan 7); T. 2 2 3  (VIII) 2 84a9- 1 0  
(juan 9). 
206 Wogihara 1 9 3 2 - 1 9 3 5 :  2 86. 1 9, 2 2 ,  287 . 3  (Mitra 1 03);  Conze 1 97 3 :  1 20; Kajiyama 1 974: 
1 3 9- 1 40. T. 224 (VIII) 436b2 5-2 8  (juan 2); T. 226  (VIII) 5 1 8b 10,  1 3  (juan 2); T. 2 2 7  (VIII) 
546a7 ijuan 2).  
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will [thus] become widespread, and out of compassion for beings . . .  (which is 
better?). 

That the approximately ninth century commentator Haribhadra glosses 
the word farfra in the scripture here as "image(s) and so on

,,
207 is a potentially 

significant clue to one understanding of the term in a medieval doctrinal or 
ritual framework, although what it may say about how the sutra itself would 
have been earlier understood (in India, or by Chinese translators) is perhaps a 
different matter. Although the compound term tathiigatafarfra in the sutra is 
grammatically singular, the gentle son or gentle daughter to whom the text is 
addressed is advised not only to pay reverence to this object, but to donate and 
distribute it to others (parebhyab . . .  dadyiit samvibhajet), suggesting that however 
farfra was understood,  it was seen to be divisible, and therefore multiple . 
Whether this points to objects appearing as the result of cremation, bones and 
so on, to images, or to something else, it nevertheless can hardly indicate one 
indivisible object, since a single thing cannot, by definition, be distributed. 

We have, then, a number of examples of grammatically singular uses of 
Indic farfra in which the meaning cannot be simply "body. " Such examples 
could in fact be fairly easily multiplied, and are to be found even in Pali works 
such as the late thirteenth century Thiipava'litsa.208 Moreover, another indication 
that some of the responsibility for failing to appreciate the full range of signifi
cation of this terminology lies with the modern interpreter occurs in a number 
of Indian Buddhist inscriptions recording relic deposits, in which yet again the 
term farfra can, although it does not commonly, appear in the singular. 209 

What emerges , probably although not absolutely certainly, from the 
inscriptional evidence , is that, as in the Saddharmapu1JeJarfka and elsewhere, 
the real issue in interpretation of uses of farfra may be less one of a grammatically 
or lexically ambiguous or unclear text than one of the modern scholar's under
standing and appreciation of what the authors of these texts thought they were 
doing.2 lO Did these authors understand that the "relic casket" contained "relics"? 

2 0 7  Wogihara 1932- 1935 :  287 .8 : pratimiidika. 
208 See the expression (Jayawickrama 1 97 1 :  1 72 .24-25; cpo his trans. p. 34): dfghiiyukabuddhiinam 
hi sarfram suva1J1Jakkhandhasadisam ekaghanam eva hoti: "The body/relics of long-lived Buddhas 
are of a single mass, like a clump of gold." This also reminds us of the use of ekaghana in the 
Saddharmapu1Jtjarfka. (Skilling 2 005 :  2 94-295 cites a number of additional Pali examples of 
almost literally the same wording. He makes no comment about the grammatically singular 
sarfra, however.) 
209 See Additional Note 6 .  
2 1 0  I am indebted to Gregory Schopen for casting doubt on my naive reading of these 
inscriptions. 
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Or was it rather something closer to the idea that it, somehow, contained the 
"whole body" of the Buddha, or even the/a living Buddha himself, as seems to 
be implied in some passages of the Saddhannapu,(ujarfka when similar 
formulations are used? 

.Might these authors indeed precisely be saying that the "relic casket" contains 
within it a visible, tangible embodiment of awakening? This in fact comes very 
close, if it is not indeed identical, to what some scholars see happening in the 
Saddhannapu,(ujarfka. Sadahiko Kariya sees the situation as follows: 2 1 1  

The word fari1'a has the meaning of  the "relic" (shart) of stiipa and relic worship 
overflowing with religious life newly resurrected by the Lotus Sutra. To go on 
further, although we say "relics ,"  it goes beyond the material limitations of the 
Buddha's bones, in fact has nothing to do with the existence of such bones, but 
should rather be understood as an attempt to express what can only be seen in the 
teaching of the Lotus Sutra, the eternally living Buddha who possesses a lovely 
flesh and blood body within the srupa . . . .  In contrast to this, dhiitu has the sense 
of the bones of the Buddha, the relics as the object of future srupa and relic 
worship. 

Although Kariya's aim is to argue for the distinction he sees between 
intentional deployments of theologically distinct farfra and dhiitu, the latter 
representing the superseded stiipa and relic worship of the defunct pre-Lotus 
Sutra Buddhism and the former pointing to the eternally vital Buddha revealed 
in that scripture, we do not necessarily have to accept Kariya's overall point to 
agree with him that farfra is being used in this text to mean much more than 
simple bodily relics-dry bones. In fact, as I have suggested, the word farfra is 
intentionally used by the authors of the Lotus precisely because of this ambiguity 
or, better, rich multivalency and semantic potency in the term. Again, our 
problems in understanding the term's precise meaning may be less grammatical 
or philological than conceptual and doctrinal. But even granting this in the 
case of the Saddhannapu,(ujarfka, how might this complexity relate to our 
struggles with Chinese translations of the Mahiiparinirvii1:za-siitra? 

2 1 1  Kariya 1 965: 1 78. 
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Inconclusive Concluding Thoughts 

We cannot entirely solve the complex questions regarding the overall inter
pretation of the term sarfra and all its associated concepts here. Rather, what 
we should do in conclusion is return our attention to our two basic problems: 
First is the question of what Zhi Qian, Bo Fazu, and above all Buddhayasas 
and Zhu Fonian, thought they were doing when they used the term shell in 
their translations of the Mahiiparinirvii1Ja-siitra to refer to the uncremated 
body of the Buddha. Second is the problem of whether and how such a 
rendering could have been understood by an audience otherwise unfamiliar 
with the overall account of the funeral of the Buddha. And in this regard, the 
additional materials to which we have drawn attention, including passages in 
the Saddharmapu1JcJarfka and elsewhere, might help point us toward at least 
part of an answer. If, as examples from these sources suggest, the grammatical 
form of the word sarfra is not, after all, a sure guide to its referent, if sarfra in 
the singular may, like its plural form, also be understood as "relics ,"  or at least 
to signify something other than the simple "body," then three possibilities 
suggest themselves. First, this lack of regular correspondence between the 
grammatical form of the word sarfra and its intended referent could suggest 
that translators beginning with Zhi Qian, and including Buddhayasas and Zhu 
Fonian, did not always clearly understand what specific sense of san-ra was 
intended in a given passage. It is possible, in other words, that they mistook 
what in the lndic text was intended to refer to a body or corpse to mean 
instead relic, therefore rendering with shell what should have been expressed 
in Chinese with shen or other simple body terms. Such a misunderstanding of 
the Indian source text, however, seems distinctly unlikely, especially in light of 
the fact that the contexts in which we find shell used to mean "body" are 
almost always quite clear. This very clarity of context suggests that any possible 
ambiguity introduced by confusions about the grammatical number of sarfra 
in Indic (something which even in and of itself is not very likely to have 
occurred) is most unlikely to have been a factor in the choice of shell as a 
Chinese translation equivalent 

A second possibility is related to what we can see as the apparently fully 
intentional polysemy in the Indic sources. We have seen that some Mahayana 
sources in particular attempt to convey layers or levels of meaning through 
self-conscious manipulation of the term sarfra . It is conceivable, then, that the 
Chinese translators, who were clearly familiar with at least some of this Mahayana 
literature and ideology, saw in sarfra language-even in non-Mahayana contexts 
-a deeper, richer and more complex significance than a mere discussion of 
the disposition of a corpse would suggest. They therefore chose to signal this 
complexity with a correspondingly marked and unusual Chinese vocabulary. 
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There is certainly something to be said for this possibility, particularly since 
these translators could only have seen all scriptures as equally revealing the 
word of the Buddha, and therefore in this respect not to be treated any differently. 
This possibility is probably not mutually exclusive from the third conceivable 
explanation. Namely, the Chinese translators may well have been, even if not 
fully or successfully, trying to forge a special Chinese technical vocabulary 
through which they could refer to the special, extraordinary body of the Buddha 
(not in any way necessarily connected with any particular Mahayana ideas) . 
The translations we noted, from Zhi Qian, Bo Fazu, and particularly and most 
fully Buddhayasas and Zhu Fonian, may contain traces of a failed-because 
not subsequently imitated, or perhaps even fully recognized-attempt to forge 
a specific technical terminology with which to speak of the body of the Buddha, 
perhaps most especially in the religiously potent moment of his passing into 
nirva1).a. This is not entirely distinct from the second possibility mooted above, 
because the developing Buddhology of the Saddharmapufltjarfka, for instance, 
certainly (also) represents an effort to reinterpret the very status of the Buddha, 
and consequently distance him from ordinary humanity. 

The question of the nature of the Buddha arises in an immediate and 
pressing manner precisely upon his death because there, like nowhere else in 
the narrative parade of his life,  the very most basic status of his existence 
suddenly becomes unavoidably unclear. Asking what the Buddha becomes 
upon death correspondingly implies the question of what he was, how he 
existed, before death. This appears to be precisely the question which led the 
authors of the Saddharmapufltjarfka to develop their ideas of the eternality of 
the Buddha. Of course, the background to this idea is very much more complex 
than a simple apparent conflict between physical (samsaric) existence and the 
non-existence of nirva1).a. But the fact remains that the questions which, I 
believe, pressed upon Zhi Qian, Zhu Fonian and others are part of a larger 
tension in Buddhism, that concerning the very existence of the Buddha himself, 
and ultimately the possibility of his continued and continuing salvific activity 
in our world. For if the Buddha is well and truly gone, how can he help us? 
But if he is not gone, how did he ever exist, apparently like us? A great deal of 
Buddhist thinking can be understood as more or less direct attempts to address 
this basic question. 

But all of these theological rationalizations do not erase one remaining 
problem. Even if we are able to hypothesize something of the motivation 
which may have led to the vocabulary choices we observe in the translations 
we have studied, what is most difficult about the particular instances we have 
examined from the Mahaparinirviifla-siitra is not the mere use of sheli in the 
sense of "body," which may, as we have seen, potentially be explained in a 
variety of ways . Rather, it is the use of this term to denote both "body" and 
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"relics" within one and the same narrative sequence. We are still left, after all 
our investigations , with the question of what readers without direct access to 
Indic sources-which is to say, all Chinese readers-might have made of the 
accounts of the funeral procedures for the Buddha in Buddhayasas's Dfrghagama 
and Dharmaguptaka Vinaya translations . Contextually, such readers could have 
guessed what might have been meant,2 12 but how would they have understood 
it? 

This question of contemporary understanding is further complicated by 
the fact that in fourth century China, cremation of the dead was almost entirely 
unknown. Even if it is not entirely true that the Chinese believed in the 
necessity of maintaining the postmortem integrity of the physical body,2 1 3 they 
certainly did not consider consignment to the flames a fitting disposition of 
the corpse. According to Anna Seidel,214 "Cremation spread among monks 
from the fifth century attaining, at the end of the Tang, such popularity that 
even the laity practiced it in great numbers. "  Yet Daoxuan writing in the 
seventh century could say that although forest exposure of the corpse and 
burial were practiced in China, "there are few signs of exposure in rivers and 
cremation.,

,
2 1 5  Cremation becomes common only in the Song. This earlier 

unfamiliarity with cremation even among monks may have been yet another 
obstacle to an accurate understanding and appreciation of the episode of the 
Buddha's funerary rites depicted in the Mahiiparinirvii1Ja-siltra. 

Let us ask another question: how would Chinese readers have grasped the 
intent behind the unusual use of vocabulary we have seen in the translations 
under review (assuming there was some such special intent to begin with)? 
Something of the difficulty even traditionally knowledgeable readers may have 
had in comprehending this terminology became evident in our survey of the 
works of Chinese Buddhist lexicographers. That survey demonstrated that at 
least in the particular case of sheti, even these specialists in the technical 
terminology of Buddhist translations, writing some centuries after the earliest 
translations, were frequently not sure how to understand the vocabulary of 

2 1 2  Thus the case of shell is considerably different from that of translations which may in 
their entirety be almost completely incomprehensible. See for example the remarks of Nagao 
1 994: xiii regarding Buddhasanta's Chinese translation of the Mahiiyiinasamgraha, in which 
large blocks of text are almost totally incoherent. 
2 1 3  B 0 As rown 20  2 suggests. 
214 Seidel 1 98 3 :  575a. 
2 1 5  Liu 2000: 7 ,  translating T.  2 060 (L) 685b4-5 (juan 2 7) : *J[PJT�fft�:f*±o 7.l<1<"jiPjg�t!t 
�;ttll{!t Note that there are early (Han dynasty) Chinese references to (attempted) autocremation 
in the context of rain-making magic (see Schafer 1 95 1 :  1 3 8- 1 3 3 9), but although there are 
Buddhist examples, even these almost certainly have no connection to the present case. 
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certain passages. They were, to be sure, aware that sheli might mean "body," 
but in the text passages to which they themselves pointed in support of this 
meaning, shell quite clearly, in almost all cases, means rather "relics" than 
"body." This leaves us in a peculiar spot. We can, on the one hand, imagine 
possible scenarios in which the translators' usage of sheli in the sense of "corpse" 
was intentional and self-consciously motivated .  These scenarios involve spec
ulations of a theological nature, but are not for that less likely. There may very 
well have been "buddhological" motivations for an unusual yet specific choice 
of translation equivalents in a particularly charged religious context. What we 
still, despite our best efforts, have trouble imagining is how the passages in 
which this hypothesized special use of the term appears would or could have 
been understood by Chinese readers. How, we struggle to understand, could 
they have made sense of a passage which says that one take the Buddha's sheli , 
burns it, and then collects and enshrines the Buddha's sheri? 

If any of what I have speculated here is correct, although Buddhayasas and 
Zhu Fonian, perhaps initially inspired by Zhi Qian, would appear not to have 
been entirely consistent in their application of the word sheli, the closest we 
may be able to come to appreciating their intentions is to see their renderings 
as evidence of an ultimately abandoned attempt to recognize and express in 
words some of the complex multivalency of evolving theological notions of the 
Buddha and his physical incarnation-an intersection of body language and 
bodhi language, as it were. If this is correct, the apparently odd and difficult 
translations we find in the Mahiiparinirviirza-siitras must be acknowledged as 
being themselves precious relics indeed. 
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Additional Notes 

Additional Note 1 

(to n. 46) 

The Chinese version of the Mahiiparinirvii1Ja-siitra we did not consider in 
the main body of this study is that contained in the Krudrakavastu of the 
Mulasarvastivada Vinaya, Genben shuoyiqieyoubu pinaiye zashi m*m-;ryf:fg�m� 
J1l)ff�, which was translated by Yijing �� centuries later than the translations 
we did notice, in the year 7 1 0. In this version we find the following:2 16 

�A .�.� ffi e . � . *_. m.� � ... �.����OO�. � *� 

:!ito {7IH�f �.�t. &lLEill:o &fflFp�$ .�{§{.' �f.iF�*� � EI �nm89:o � B  
$�.  0 �*� �ffl�nma �.� � o  . � .  --W�M.�@.�o X � . 

E.� ��$� �o .#. &�.� . M.� �$.� • .  �li� H��.� 

0JlHI®:!it � r .  . . .  *ilBf����*o :1J!&�@�*��*!\. �!I9flf*�}t 
*@�o � 

-

At that time the Venerable A.nanda spoke to the Buddha, saying: "Venerable 
One, after the Blessed One's parinirva�a, how should I honor and worship the 
Tathagata's dharma body lfashen) CD?" The Buddha said to A.nanda: "You should 
stop this! What you ask about faithful brahmins and householders will prepare 
themselves. " Again he asked the Buddha: "What are all these things that the 
householders will prepare ? "  The Buddha said: "Each and every one of them is 
like the procedures of the universal monarch's funeral (umg) @." Again he asked: 
"What are the procedures for the universal monarch?"  The Buddha said: "You 
should know now that, after the death of a universal monarch, his body (shen) @ is 
bound up in 500 layers of fine cloth from top to bottom, and . . .  then fragrant 
milk is poured to extinguish the fire. At that point, taking the king's bones (gU) 
@,2 17 they are placed in a gold vessel, and a great *srnpa @ is built at a crossroads. 

As in the earlier translations, more or less precisely the same pattern is 
maintained here. A body is mentioned CD, Ananda is instructed that he should 
not concern himself with its disposition, a funeral is performed @, and after 

2 1 6  T. 145 1 (XXIV) 3 94c1 9-395a3  yuan 3 7); trans. in Waldschmidt 1 950- 1 95 1 :  3 59-3 6 1 .  
2 1 7  This agrees, as  we might expect, with the Sanskrit Mahiiparinirviifla-siitra's asthi (Wald
schmidt 1 950- 195 1 :  3 60, §3 6 .7) .  
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the cremation what is left are bones ®. However, there are also interesting 
differences. The first reference to body here appears to be to the *dharma-kiiya, 
a term which is distinctly out of place in this passage, even (or especially) if it 
is taken in its simple and non-philosophical sense of "the body of teachings."z I 8 
We may note that the same word appears several times in the text, in one 
instance of which it is explicitly contrasted with the seshen @�, riipa-kiiya .2 19 It 
is very unlikely that the compound form flshen was chosen for metrical or 
prosodic reasons, since once again in the very same text Yijing repeatedly uses 
the two character compounds shentl' �H1 and shenxing �%,zzo with every indica
tion that they are simply synonymous with the single character shen � itself. It 
remains a puzzling question whatfoshen might mean here. To further emphasize 
the oddity of flshen in this passage, when the text continues the "body" vocabulary 
is entirely normal, and agrees with other versions completely. This problem 
aside, due to the much later date of this translation in comparison with the 
versions central to our study, we may leave it out of further consideration. 

Additional Note 2 

(to n. 1 09) 

It seems to me quite possible or even likely that Buddhayasas did not know 
Chinese, despite the fact that it is with regard to him that the famous story is 
told of the test in which a foreign monk is made to quickly commit to memory 
census data and pharmaceutical recipes-apparently in Chinese-as a test of 
his ability to correctly recite memorized scriptures .2 2 1 Buddhayasas, originally 
from Jibin �� (see below), is said to have come to China, as I calculate from 
his hagiography, not before the age of 3 5 , and he stayed only five years before 
his return to Jibin. If we assume that he did not know Chinese before his visit, 
it follows that it is extremely unlikely that his linguistic knowledge was sufficient 
for him to take any active part in the translation process above and beyond a 
recitation of the text and explanation in Sanskrit (or Prakrit) .222 The translation 

2 1 8  It is translated by Waldschmidt 1 950- 1 95 1 :  3 59 by "Gesetzeskorper," without any remark. 
Jan Nattier wonders if fa y� is not just prosodic filler here. If so, it is, to say the least, 
potentially misleading. 
2 1 9 T. 145 1 (XXIV) 225c1-6 (juan 5). See also 403 c26, 404b5, 405a6 (juan 39) .  
220 These compounds occur, respectively, at least 3 3  and 19 times each. 
2 2 1  See Shih 1 968: 89, Tokiwa 1 93 8: 880. 
2 2 2  Okayama 1 984: 27 without elaboration states that all of the foreign monk-translators 
assisted by the Chinese Zhu Fonian, including Buddhayasas, were ignorant of Chinese. 
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would nevertheless be attributed to him for political reasons, foreign scholars 
legitimizing Chinese translations of Buddhist scriptures irrespective of their 
actual participation in the translation process .223 

Nishimura seems willing to credit the account, based primarily on the 
Preface to the Dharmaguptaka Vinaya, that Buddhayasas came not from Jibin 
but from Khotan (Yutian TI1ll) which he connects, as I understand him, with 
his conclusion that the Vorlage of the Dharmaguptaka Vinaya was written in 
Gandhari.224 Even if Nishimura is right about the latter point, his overall 
argument does not hold, since it is now clear that Jibin does not necessarily 
mean Kashmir, as Nishimura apparently thought. Rather, as Enomoto says: 
"we should safely conclude that Ji-bin found in the works of Chinese Buddhist 
monks between the 4th and 6th centuries indicated a wider area including 
Kashmir, Gandhara, and possibly Tokharistan, that is to say, the whole of 
north and north-west India, or some district within it.

,,
225 Therefore, it is quite 

possible that the Vorlage of a text in Gandhari could have been brought from 
Jibin, and there is no particular need to bring Khotan into the picture. Moreover, 
there are other reasons for questioning the reliability of the Preface, on which 
see note 1 1 0 ,  above. In any case, whether Buddhayasas was from Khotan, 
Kashmir, Gandhara or Tokharistan, he is equally unlikely to have been educated 
in Chinese in any of those lands, and it is much safer and more reasonable for 
us to assume his ignorance of that language than the contrary. 

Additional Note 3 

(to n. 1 2 5) 

The examples cited in the main text are far from the only cases of the term 
shen-sheli that may be located even in relatively early Chinese translations. For 
instance, in the anonymous but probably late fourth century rendering of the 
J<Jl'rurzapw:ujarfka we find several examples, which may be correlated with the 
extant Sanskrit text. The exact sense of the term, however, is not always clear, 
and more research is needed. For the time being, we may simply cite the 
following cases:226 

22l This has been highlighted by Forte 1 990: 243 ;  see also Unebe 1 970: 2 7-28. 
224 Nishimura 1 992 , referring to T. 1 42 8  (XXII) 567ab. 
m Enomoto 1 994: 3 6 1 ;  the last clause is added to the offprint by the hand of the author. 
226 (a) T. 1 58 (III) 2 6 3 c l 2 - 1 4  (juan 4) = Yamada 1 968: 2 1 3 . 1 0- 1 3 ; (b) T. 1 5 8  (III) 2 70a l -3 
(juan 5) = Yamada 1 968: 2 62 .6-9; (c) T. 1 5 8  (III) 2 76b8-9 (juan 6) = Yamada 1 968: 3 1 3 . 1 6- 1 8 . 
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(a) 

fX lE ¥!�JV�}]�8, � %fXllrB(:!�r15 fIL � px;�.rrnJ {�m{�f?IL �JE= += 
j('A.;Z ii3 fJJl± � � 0 

ni��hite mama saddharme ni��hite bhadrakalpe ye mama dhatavo janmasariral) 
te 'prameyasarhkhyeyas tathagatavigraha4 sarhti��eran. 

(b) 

JJ � J;).W 1J ,  fX�li5t .�-o w\�¥� !m�, fX ���15 fIJ�O* 11=T, � j� 

��i5}{, ?t1�� A¥�!mo 

yavan samadhanabalenaharh pancamabhagam ayu4sarhskaral)am avasrjeyarh 
parinirval)akalasamaye caharh svayam eva svasarirasar�apaphalapramal)amatrarh 
bhindeyarh227 sattvanarh karul)yarthe caharh paScat parinirvapayeyam. 

(c) 

lE¥!i�1�, *X:x, &-ES�15fIJjp�O�fF{�lf�o&WJi 

saddharme cantarhite tava satpuru�a te 'pi dhatava4 janmasarire evarhruparh 
buddhakaryarh kari�yanti yatha svayarh pral)idhanarh krtam . . .  

Additional Note 4 

(to n. 1 5 3) 

At least one colleague has suggested to me that we see in the term suishen-sheli 
an equivalent to Indic farfra-vaistiirika. I do not think this is correct. In the 
first place, it is difficult to cite any example of suishen-sheli in any text for 
which we have an extant Indic version. Second, I doubt the existence of such 
an Indic compound as *farfra-vaistiirika in the first place. 

Although the expression suishen is not rare, the compound suishen-sheli is 
much less common. Moreover, even in such examples as can be located, it is 
frequently the case that sui is to be taken as a verb (as in §§ 3 3 , 3 5, Additional 
Note 3 [b) , and compare § 45), and therefore the sequence suishen-sheli should 
not be understood as a compound at all. Other examples may be cited, such as 
the following from the Kalpaniima1Jt!itikii:228 

227 Note here that the Chinese text's sut li$ in the sequence SUt shen shelt li$�1?fflj must be a 
verb, and not the prior member of a compound *sulshen li$�. This is indicated both by the 
modal dang N;, and by the corresponding Sanskrit text's bhindeyam. 
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$� ��o A �.�. B�*��. � � �� .  A M �4o � �*� o �� 

�flJ . !l!jH�1i¥t/J\!,(O:j):T�. pJT¥z� A�{��5li!{?M!t€�o §����1�:lJN1E.o 

Buddhas are also like this. When they enter nirvaQ.a, in order to save sentient 
beings they pulverize their body into relics (SUt shen-shell),  (creating relics in the 
amount of) eight *droQ.as and four *a<;lhakas,229 to benefit beings. Although the 
pulverized relics are as minute as mustard seeds, wherever they reach people 
worship them no differently than if they were the Buddha [himself] . Thus they 
enable sentient beings to attain nirvaQ.a. 

Similar in intent is a passage from the Ekottarikiigama. Considering how 
Buddhas of the past did not establish long-lasting legacies, Sakyamuni considers 
how he might do SO:230 

!,(O * ����IJ ztto :\iw\li$llt � .  !,(o:j): T�lf. iTrt 1tJtitFa'o �ff�*z tit. {§� 
m.��� *m.�. ���z� o .�m�.� 

The Tathagata's body belongs to the "vajra" class. I want to pulverize (sui) this 
body (shen) into pieces as small as mustard seeds, and dispurse them throughout 
the world. In future ages devout donors who do not see an image of the Tathagata 
will make offerings to them, and from the merit this produces gain birth [-in 
various excellent states, which are enumerated] . 

228 T. 2 0 1  (IV) 3 47 e l 7  -2 1 (juan 1 5). Huber 1 908: 460-46 1 has the following: " . . .  de meme Ie 
Buddha, apres etre entre dans Ie Nirva1.la pour sauver les etres, pour donner des avantages aux 
etres, fit broyer ses reliques, qui remplissaient quatre boisseaux et qui furent divisees en huit 
parties. Ces reliques broyees, bien qu'elle soient petites comme des grains de moutarde, sont 
honorees comme Ie Buddha lui-meme partout OU elles arrivent. Elles ont la capacite d'eveiller 
I'aspiration des etres vers Ie Nirva1.la." 

2 2 9  Although not a very well known story, occuring as far as I can tell in only a few relatively 
obscure sources, the reference is to the legendary amount of relics left by the Buddha. According 
to one account (a somewhat unusual note called Fo banniehuanhou bianji f���?'§'f���2,  
attached to  the Fomu banniehuanjing f�f,J:��m*� T. 1 45 [II] 870e l -2 ,  translated by  Huijian 
�M in the late fifth century), "King Moka requested the eight *dro1.las and four *ac;lhakas of 
relics from the eight kings [to whom they had been distributed after the cremation], and in a 
single day erected 84,000 srupas."  An early sixth century Lotus sutra commentary (Fahuajing 
yiji YtdU���2 T. 1 7 1 5  [XXXIII] 67 1 a l l - 1 2  by Fayun $�) also refers to the same amount 
of relics, but without reference to any story about Moka. 

I should stress that I am not at all confident that the Sanskrit equivalents I offer genuineely 
represent some real Indic terminology in this case. That the relics were divided into eight and 
each placed in a container called dro'!}a is, however, well known from multiple sources. 
Additionally confusing is that, according to Sircar ( 1 965 :  4 1 3) ,  as a measure four iitjhakas are 
equivalent to one dro,!}a. Further consideration is required. 
230 T. 1 2 5  (II) 7 5 1  a 1 1 - 1 4  (juan 3 6); cpo the translation in Bareau 1 987:  2 2 .  
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When su'ishen-shell does occur as a clear compound, its sense seems to be 
"relics of a pulverized body." For example, we find in the so-called Southern 
Mahayana Mahaparinirva1Ja-siitra the following discussion:23 1 

;E'� {l::�, � {llJ1��li$� '@ffrJ o �D *��� 1:.m�i!i)C li$;t:t;� ffi)%{;lHlo :J:lk 
i!i)(�D*/f�{l:: �o 

If [the Buddha] were to have a body [born of] spontaneous generation 
[*aupapaduka] , how could there be suishen-sheli? Because the Tathagata works to 
increase the merit of beings, he pulverizes (sui) his body so that [beings] may 
worship it. Therefore the Tathagata is not born with a body of spontaneous 
generation. 

Now, what of *farfra-vaistiirika? Peter Skilling has recently suggested a 
contrast between multiple fragmentary relics and a single solid relic.232 He 
identifies the former with the Sanskrit " technical term" vaistiirika, the latter 
with ekaghana . Skilling's second formulation of the meaning of the former 
term is better: vaistiirika means extensive or widespread. In this regard, he 
refers to a number of Pali commentaries which state that long-lived Buddhas 
leave only single relics, while short-lived ones (such as Sakyamuni) dispurse 
multiple relics in many stiipas. According to Skilling, a distinction between 
ekaghana and vaistiirika relics is found in the Bhadrakalpika-siitra's newly 
discovered second-third century Gandhari fragments. 

No published text of the Indic language Bhadrakalpika-sutra is yet available, 
so it is not possible to comment on this usage. But Skilling also refers for the 
same idea to the Saddharmapufujarfka. Here, however, I disagree with him 
when he sees in this text a compound term farfra-vaistiirika (apparently with a 
technical meaning).23 3  In the Saddharmapu1Jejarfka there are three clear appear
ances of the term vaistiirika in relevant contexts, and these make it clear that it 

2 1 1  T. 3 7 5  (XII) 806a5-8 (juan 3 0) .  It is very interesting that a closely parallel discussion is 
found in the Abhidharmakofabhiirya, in which we read (Pradhan 1 975 :  1 19.24-2 5): apare tv iihu 
I fariradhiituniim avasthiipaniirtham ye!u manuryii anye ca pujiin! vidhiiya (so read for prajiim 
vijiiiiya) sahasrab svargam ca priiptii apavargam ceti, "Others say: [a Buddha does not take birth 
by spontaneous generation] in order to solidify his bodily relics, through which by the thousands 
humans and others who do worship [to them] will obtain heaven and liberation." Vasubandhu 
rejects this reasoning. See La Vallee Poussin 1 92 3 - 1 93 1 :  iii . 30-3 1 ,  and Skilling 2005:  296, to 
which I owe the reference. 
212 Skilling 2005 :  294ff. 
2 l l  Skilling 2005 :  3 00; see,  however, his Appendix V, pp.  3 1 8-3 19 ,  in which he has taken 
note of other passages in the Saddharmapurz¢arika, as well as others noted by Edgerton 1 9 5 3 ,  
S .v. vaistarika, on which see the following. 
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is to be understood as descriptive of the distribution of the relics, not as an 
adjectival specification of their nature. Indeed, this understanding was already 
stated unambiguously by Edgerton.234 The expression fartra vaistiirika occurs 
in two verses:235 

sarira vaistarika tasya cab hut, :5t ;;(fJ��'@f:¥JJ 

sarira vaistarika tasya tayinab., '@f:¥JJJJfifrt;;(fJ 

In both these cases, the meaning is that the relics are distributed. There is 
no description here of the type or character of the relics themselves. A further, 
similar passage appears in prose:  2 36 

parinirval)asya ca me kulaputra ye dhatavas tan anuparindami I atmana ca tvaya 
kulaputra mama dhamnarh vipula puja kartavya vaistarikas ca te dhatavab. kartavyab. 
smpanarh ca bahuni sahsral)i kartavyani I 

Mter my death, gentle son, I will present [my] relics [to you] , and you yourself, 
gentle son, are to cause those relics to be worshipped broadly, and cause those 
relics to be spread widely, and many thousands of smpas constructed for them. 

There are additional examples of the same vocabulary in the Divyiivadiina 
(j1fokiivadiina), where the same Sanskrit expression recurrs, with slightly different 
Chinese equivalents :2 37 fartradhiitun vaistiirikiin kariryati = fen WG sheli 5t:ft�fIJ 
and guangfen sheli Jt5t�flj. We may note an additional example from the same 
text,238 referring to the distribution of srupas with the words: vaistiirikii dhiitu
dhariib krtiif ca. Here it is not a question of any qualification of the relics, but 
rather of the distribution of the monuments which enshrine them.239 

234 Edgerton 1953 ,  S.v. vaistarika. 
235 Kern and Nanjio 1 908- 1 9 1 2 :  26 .8  ( 1 . 84a) = Toda 1 997: 10 .  Substantially the same in 
Gilgit Watanabe 1975 :  1 8 .2 .  Kashgar however reads ([oda 1983 : 1 7  = 34a 1 ) farira vaistiirika 
tasya iisi. Kumarajiva's Chinese at T. 2 62 (IX) 5a22(juan 1) .  

The second verse is at Kern and Nanjio 1 908- 1 9 1 2 :  69.2 (3 . 3 1 c) = Toda 1988 :  6 1 ,  
Watanabe 1975 :  2 08.4. Again Kashgar (Toda 1 98 3 :  3 8  = 73b2)  is slightly different, farira 
vaistiirika tasya bhonti. Chinese at T. 2 62 (IX) 12a3  (juan 2). 
236 Kern and Nanjio 1 908- 19 12 :  4 10. 12-41 1 . 3 ,  Watanabe 1975:  163 .2 3 -26 (with dhiitustupiiniirh 
vipulii for dhiituniirh vipulii): Kumarajiva's Chinese at T. 2 62 (IX) 53cl4- 1 5  ifuan 6) reads: :ft� 
�m, �«��, �M��, .%��Jt��.. .���f�. 
2J7 Cowell and Neil 1 886: 3 68.2 7-28 = 3 79.2 1 -22 = T. 2 042 (L) 99c8 ifuan 1) ,  1 0 1 c2 3 -24 
(juan 1) .  
238 Cowell and Neil 1 886: 3 88 .4, recognized as a verse (Indravajra) by Mukhopadhyaya 
1963 : 79. 
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The question of the meaning of sulshen-shet'i appears, then, to be unrelated 
to the question of vaistiirika farfra , the former referring to some condition of 
the relics, namely their being the result of the pulverization of a body, while 
the Sanskrit term refers to the distribution of relics in the world. The former, 
moreover, is never attested as a translation of the latter. 

Additional Note 5 

(to n. 1 74) 

Regarding the word vig;raha in the Saddharmapu1J¢arfka, Tsukamoto takes 
it as something like " division,"  bunri 7}m, bunkatsu 7}'j!flJ,z40 translating iitma
bhavavig;raha as bunkatsu sareta shintai 7}'j!flJ 'E ht.:::!itfLfs;, "divided body. " I think 
this can hardly be right. In fact, vig;raha as "body" appears to me to be perfectly 
ordinary Sanskrit.241 An example of farfra and vig;raha together is provided by 
the lv[ahabharata: tatha divyafarfras te na ca vigrahamiirtyap, "Their [ = Rbhus'] 
bodies are divine, but not corporeal. 

,,
242 My translation of the compound atma

bhava-vig;raha as "body-frame" is nothing more than a mechanical calque of 
the compound which, I believe, is actually best considered simply to mean 

2 J9 That the word dhiitudhara means "srupa" is virtually certain. While not all occurences of 
the term in texts or inscriptions are sure (see Schopen 1 988 n. 40, who citing a number of 
examples points out that the reading may in some cases rather be the grahically very similar 
*dhiituvara), there are other cases where it is quite certain. One may refer to a passage in the 
Saddharmapu1JeJarzka. There we find the following verse (Kern and Nanjio 1 908- 19 1 2 :  52 .9- 1 0  
[2 .96) '" Gilgit [Watanabe 1975 :  1 95.9-1 2)): 

namo 'stu buddhaya krtaikavara yehi tada dhatudhare�u te�u I 
vi�iptacittair api ekavara te sarvi prapta imam agrabodhim I I 

To this corresponds in the Kashgar manuscript the following (Toda 1983 :  60al -2): 
namo 'stu buddhaya krtaikavaca yebhis tahi(rh) dhatudhare�u te�u I 
vi�iptacittal,l kari ekavaca(rh) te capi prapta imam agrabodhirilln\ I I 

The Chinese translations by Kumarajiva and Dharmara�a respectively have the following 
(T. 262 [IX] 9a24-2 5 [juan 1 )): 

E A�lLIL\ A��JWi � -mm�fm WBiJX:fm5!! 
And (T. 263 [IX] 7 1c 1 2 - 1 5  [juan 1)) :  

���M ���. D �.� m ••• 
;t:t�LIL\tf EmItt� Wf�W� �.fm5!! 

Although there is much to discuss in this verse (and see Karashima 1 992 : 57  for some 
remarks), what is quite clear is that dhiitudhara here refers to a srupa. 

240 Tsukamoto 1976: 5 1 -52 .  
2 4 1  See Bahtlingk and Roth 1 855-1 875: VI. 1 003 (s.v. vigraha 6), "individuelle Forme,-Gestalt; 
Leib, Karper." 
242 Mahiibhiirata 3 .247.2 1 cd; the translation is that of van Buitnen 1975 :  704. 
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"body." 
We may note another interesting and no doubt somehow related word 

again found in the Saddharmapu1J¢arfka, namely dhiituvig;raha, which occurs in 
the following passage:243 

vayam api bhagavams tasya prabhutaratnasya tathagatasyarhatab samyaksam

buddhasya dhatuvigraham pasyema I tat sadhu bhagavan darsayatu tathagatas 

tasya bhagavatab prabhutaramasya tathagatasyarhatab samyaksambuddhasya dhatu
vigraham iti I 

We too, Blessed One, would see the body (dhiituvigraha) of the Tathagata, 

Arhat Complete and Perfect Buddha Prabhutaratna. Would the Blessed One thus 

please display the body of the Tathagata, Arhat Complete and Perfect Buddha 

Prabhutaratna. 

To this corresponds the following in Dharmara�a's translation:244 

One line later we also find the expression yitjiim shizun shentlxingxicmg W\J! 
tit#�R%�. Since the Buddha in question, Prabhutaratna, is in some sense 
dead (qualified both before and after the cited sentence as parinirv,rta), and yet 
not dead (since he speaks, for instance), what the bodhisattva Gadgadasvara 
(the "we" of the text) wishes to see is, in some way, both a body and bodily 
relics. It is not easy to know how to refer to such an object of visual perception, 
but what should be clear is that here, as I believe also elsewhere, vig;raha has as 
its most direct sense "body." 

243 Kern and Nanjio 1 908- 19 1 2  430.5-8 .  Probably corresponding to a sentence several lines 
later are several Central Asian manuscripts (roda 1 983 : 4 1 5a4, as well as the fragment on 294, 
XXIV fo1. 1 57 v.2) which also contain the word dhiituvigraha; see also Karashima 1 992 : 2 26. 
244 T. 263 (IX) 1 28a5-6 (juan 9). See Karashima 1 998: 507, S.v. xing xiang, who renders this 
term "an image ."  
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(to n. 209) 

Additional Notes 89 

Inscriptional evidence for the grammatical number of the word farira is, as 
is so often the case with inscriptions, frequently ambiguous.  In the first place, 
the word itself is not terribly common, probably because reliquary inscriptions 
themselves are not so very common. Among the known examples, there is no 
question that a grammatically plural interpretation is more common than that 
as grammatically singular. 

The interpretation is often ambiguous since farira very frequently occurs 
as an endingless stem form, that is, as farira as such. 245 A fair number of times, 
however, this stem form is clearly to be understood as plural, since it is preceded 
by the pronoun ime,246 and in at least one instance no ambiguity as to number 
at all is possible, although the case is not entirely clear.247 Nevertheless, even 
here things are not always clear. In one reliquary inscription, for instance, we 
find the sequence ime farira, understood as plural, but as the editor points out, 
"these relics" are associated with three verbs, all of which are in the singular.248 

There are, however, also at least two inscriptional examples offarira in the 
sense of "relic" which either clearly are, or at the very least appear to be, 
morphologically singular, one as farirarh,249 a singular accusative, the other a 
singular instumenta1 .2 5o 

245 In such cases there may simply be no way to know the intended grammatical number, as 
in the duplicate silver and gold inscriptions edited by Salomon 1 996, and a number of cases in 
Konow 1 929: 48 (§XV A 1 1),  1 52 (§ LXXIX), 1 5 5  (§ LXXX 2), 1 58 (§ LXXXII 1 , 2), 1 70 (§ 
LXXXVI 1) .  Note that this can also be the case when the technical term in question is the 
much less common dhiitu, rather than farfra, as for instance in Sadakata 1 996: 3 09,  and 
perhaps Salomon 1 995b: 1 3 6. 
246 See the reliquaries of Indravarrnan (Jines 4a, l a) and Ramaka (2b) in Fussman 1 980: 4-5 
(and on the overall interpretation of the former, the additional remarks of Salomon and 
Schopen 1 984); Tra�aka reliquary, 1 .  4 (Fussman 1 985b: 3 7); reliquary of the year 2 6, 1. 1 3  
(Fuss man 1 98 5c: 48); the reliquary studied by Salomon 1 995a; reliquary of Prahodi (Sadakata 
1996: 303);  the Trami reliquary (Majumdar 1 942: 1 0) ;  Swat relic vase (Konow 1 929: 4 §I). 
247 In the Bimaran vase we find farirehi (Konow 1 929 :  52 ,  § XVII), which however may be 
either instrumental, or perhaps dative, in Konow's view. Either way, it is obviously plural. 
148 The Bajaur reliquary, in Fussman 1 99 3 :  1 06 (the inscription as a whole is treated on pp. 
95 - 1 10). Tsukamoto 1 996: 999 takes ime as singular, but see Konow 1 92 9: 3 .  

249 In the Patika copper plate 1 .  3 ,  Konow 1 929:  28 .  The parallelism between the inscription's 
apratz'thavita bhagavata fakamu1Jisa fariram [pra ]tithaveti and scriptural expressions was noticed 
by Schopen 1 977:  143 .  
2 50 In the reliquary of Satrea published by Fussman 1 985a :  3 0, in 1. 2 we have imarza ca 
farirrarza, understood (p. 3 3) as *im(e)rza ca farir(e)rza, singular instrumental. 
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Now, a further suggestive but, if possible, even more obscure case comes 
with the very first written example of the word fartra in India. In the Ahraura 
version of the Moka's First Minor Rock Edict, the last line contains the words ' 
budhasa same alotf,he. It is quite sure both that same here is a neuter nominative 
singular, and that the reference is to the sama of the Buddha.2 5 1  Unfortunately 
the word (if it is indeed a word) preceding this expression, and the sense of 
what is clearly the verb alotf,he, remain obscure. K. R. Norman has argued that 
the singular grammatical form here compels us to understand salt Ie as referring 
to a body. While I think that this is probably not so, the example is so fraught 
with difficulties that almost nothing certain can be said at all about it, much 
less far reaching conclusions drawn on its basis.2 52 

2 5 1  For the inscription, perhaps the best edition is that in Andersen 1 990: 1 6- 1 9, and see 
Norman 1983 ,  which contains reference to previous discussions. 

252 A detailed discussion, earlier than and reaching conclusions quite at variance with that of 
Norman, is Sircar 1 979: 72-82 . 
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